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My study challenges our current valorization of movement and flow in readings of
African American literature. I do so through an exploration of the representations of the black
agrarian masses who either choose to remain or could not afford the spectacular forms of escape
to urban life which many essentialized as freedom. In the dramatic and pivotal decades following
emancipation, African American leaders attempted to check the growing apartheid by the
“combination” of diverse African American communities: North and South, professional and
working class. This required that they move beyond the question of whether one was free or
slave to the more tangled questions of freedom related to economic class, access to and
distinctions of culture, and the opportunities of the city versus the country. Their writing was one
means to seek out a more nationally defined community, but their efforts towards racial unity
had to resolve the conspicuous differences regarding region and class. A difficult negotiation of
difference ensued. In this negotiation, I argue, an agrarian form of freedom manifests itself in the
literature of the professional class despite the intraracial pressures of “uplift” ideology which
skewed representation toward middle-class life. The politics as well as the values and culture of
the agrarian class surface. The agrarian themes of community, remaining, and an
environmentalism of the poor contest the valorization of urban industrialism and self-made man
ideology which are linked to presentations of a city-life as a life of freedom.
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INTRODUCTION
THE AGRARIAN REMAINDERS: STAYING PUT IN THE BLACK DIASPORA
Property still matters in interpreting the literature of the black diaspora. Black diaspora
studies privilege states of movement and flow in response to repressive power structures.1
Readings of the black diaspora find the reparations needed to heal from the centuries of cutting,
whipping, raping, overseeing, selling, and hanging, outside of proprietary boundaries. From
those liminal spaces, both geographical and psychological, the diaspora community defines their
own sense of freedom. Indeed, because scholars are careful to avoid reinstitutionalizing their
persons of resistance and fugitivity, they eschew markers of stasis, like rural property, for spatial
indeterminacy.2 Often, these critical readings valorize the alienated, the urban, the modern. For
instance, in Turning South Again, Houston Baker relies on Walter Benjamin’s the flâneur, the
urban strolling dandy, to demonstrate a mobility that counters Southern instruments of stasis like
Tuskegee. As an alternative to the construct of the urban as free, I return to the late-nineteenth
century, when newly-freed black communities began to aggregate their methods of movement
and their methods of stasis to arrive at their own definition of the free life. In particular, I
research the literary representations of rural communities that since The Souls of Black Folk
(1903) have been portrayed as stagnant.3 Rural stasis, what I will refer to as “remaining,” carries
with it the shadow of agrarian slavery. Still, the generation just after the jubilee event defined
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For instance, Judith Madera offers a summative analysis of African American literature’s treatment of geography
as emphasizing movement, flow, migration, while also emphasizing the role of literature to create space instead of
space creating conceptions of self. Black Atlas: Geography and Flow in Nineteenth-Century African American
Literature. Duke U. P., 2015, pp. 2, 16.
2
Emblematic of this is Melvin Dixon’s conceptualization of geography as something one “ride[s] out” from. Ride
Out the Wilderness: Geography and Identity in Afro-American Literature. University of Illinois Press, 1987, p. 6.
3
Hazel Carby sees Du Bois’s portrayal of the South in Souls of Black Folk as a “primarily female symbolic space”
where women fail to symbolize “hope for the future of the African American folk.” Race Men. Harvard U. P., 2001,
p. 20.
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freedom as land ownership. To redress the acts of theft and enslavement, at the moment of
emancipation, means to redistribute property, particularly land. After the decline of
Reconstruction in the United States, African Americans of the rural South still sought out ways
and means of possessing the land they labored within. Efforts to recover the marginalized in
readings of nineteenth-century African American literature cannot ignore rural property because
to do so is to ignore a preeminent desire of the marginalized; it is to effectively neglect the
masses.
Baker defines black modernism as “coextensive with a black citizenship that entails
documented mobility (driver’s license, passport, green card, social security card)” (Turning
South Again 33). I do not argue against the value of these artifacts of recognition, but I want to
note how they are still the floating markers of state apparatuses. Radical though they may be
because they apparel a black body in a country prone to white supremacy, they implicitly
acknowledge a boundary to their eruptive mobile force. Baker’s nationally embedded mobility
contrasts with Édouard Glissant’s “Poetics of Relation” and Paul Gilroy’s “Black Atlantic,” both
of which rely on the movement and flow of the sea as figurative of a diaspora aesthetics which
avoids nationalist circumscription. The efforts of the black rural masses to own land would seem
to be precisely counter to epistemologies of flow or relation. For scholar Katherine McKittrick,
in her reading of “Poetics of Relation,” possession does not naturally follow a recovery of
erasured place--nor should it, she argues: “The claim to place should not be naturally followed
by material ownership and black repossession but rather by a grammar of liberation, through
which ethical human-geographies can be recognized and expressed” (xxiii, emphasis in original).
Material ownership, however, legibly defines a crucial “site of struggle” which concerns
McKittrick’s important redirect for diaspora theory. From the liminal, McKittrick repositions
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black geographies in the very sites of struggle: “not on the margins, but right in the middle of our
historically present landscape” (60). For late nineteenth-century black agrarians, secure material
ownership of the land was the end-all and be-all of their struggle. Furthermore, the precise nature
of possession is not antithetical to theories of diaspora like Glissant’s “Poetics of Relation.”4
First, in his reading of Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s “rhizome,” Glissant writes, “The
notion of the rhizome maintains, therefore, the idea of rootedness but challenges that of a
totalitarian root” (11). In other words, as long as systems of possession do not become
centralized in a few hands, their potential is liberatory rather than oppressive. Second, for
Glissant, remaining does not forestall relation: “today the individual without having to go
anywhere, can be directly touched by things elsewhere” (27). Property for the rural masses
gridded the relations and paths between “there and elsewhere”; their negotiation with local and
global economic relations, as Chapter 1 will discuss, meant either a viable black agrarian
community or repetitions of degradation (Glissant 34). Black agrarians’ efforts to till the soil and
gain some possession of land through their labor conflicts with one point Gilroy makes, however.
He says, “in the critical thought of blacks in the West, social self-creation through labour is not
the centre-piece of emancipatory hopes. For the descendants of slaves, work signifies only
servitude, misery, and subordination” (40). It is the intention of this dissertation to demonstrate
the opposite--that in the decades following the jubilee, blacks in the U.S. South did place labor,
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Political theorist, Neil Roberts’s emphasis on “marronage” may seem to fall in with the emphases of movement
and flow, but his political theorization, in order to move from historical, contained moments of marronage to a
broadly applicable theory of freedom, moves from literal flight to a more general signification of resistance against
oppressive processes. As Roberts explains in the context of refugees from Haitian regimes, “Perhaps escape from
the state is warranted, and refugees successful in escaping to another territory are significant in their entrance into
diaspora. It does not, however, foreclose the marronage of those bound to the land, those neither fleeing offshore nor
to the bottom of the sea, whose flight is conditional rather than geographic, domestic rather than occurring in the
limited rubric of the diasporic” (135). My semantic preference for “remaining” therefore aligns with Roberts’
theorization. My approach’s difference is that terms of “remaining” or “static” express the environmental concerns
within my analysis of agrarian politics.
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land and freedom in the same interpretive gridwork.
Discussions of agrarian property and remaining in the South inevitably drift towards the
complex persona of Booker T. Washington. Washington famously reassured white readers and
audiences that they could always rely on black laborers to stay and harvest sugar, tobacco, and
cotton. During President McKinley’s visit to the campus, Tuskegee students paraded past and
each “carried a stalk of sugar-cane with some open bolls of cotton fastened to the end of it,”
symbolically imprinting black labor upon those commodities (307). Washington’s professed
connection to the soil, his sincere need “to touch nature, not something that is artificial or an
imitation, but the real thing,” spurred him to bind black life to nature to counter and subsequently
cure the state of alienation from nature which results from “a life of ease” (265, 89). Washington
separates agrarian slavery from what he believes will be a different form of labor even as it still
works the earth. Pulled from cities, planted in the soil, generations would learn Washington’s
curriculum “to lift labour up from mere drudgery and toil [and] to love work for its own sake.”
(90, 148).
W. E. B. Du Bois offers what has become a lasting criticism of Washington:
And those men of marvellous hindsight who are today seeking to preach the
Negro back to the present peonage of the soil know well, or ought to know, that
the opportunity of binding the Negro peasant willingly to the soil was lost on that
day when the Commissioner of the Freedmen's Bureau had to go to South
Carolina and tell the weeping freedmen, after their years of toil, that their land
was not theirs, that there was a mistake--somewhere. (Souls of Black Folk 33-34)
Du Bois argues that if a black yeomanry had been possible at one point, such a status, whatever
its benefits, died with Reconstruction. The northern Du Bois writes about the agrarian South in
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his text, recognizing how crucial that region is to an “awakening nation.” But Du Bois seeks a
more completely modern and urban individualism:
Above our modern socialism, and out of the worship of the mass, must persist and
evolve that higher individualism which the centres of culture protect; there must
come a loftier respect for the sovereign human soul that seeks to know itself and
the world about it; that seeks a freedom for expansion and self-development; that
will love and hate and labor in its own way, untrammeled alike by old and new.
(Souls of Black Folk 108)
When Du Bois here places individualism in the “centers of culture,” he mythologizes the flight
from the South as a process of Enlightenment. Modernity, according to Du Bois, demands the
race evolve past Washington’s misguided faith in rural progress within the peonage of white
Southerners toward a more dynamic environment not tied to the production of cotton, sugar, or
tobacco. For Du Bois and others who followed him, the ideology of uplift meant a more urban
population, one not held within the narrow limits of country life, and a more intellectual life, one
less reliant on toil and a direct relation to land.
Du Bois’s break with Washington’s agrarianism in The Souls of Black Folk crystallizes a
particular version of uplift which necessitates a separation from agrarian labor. While literary
criticism recognizes Du Bois’s astute appreciation of black Southern folk culture, the alienation
from nature and from those who work closely with nature which underwrites Du Bois’s
enlightenment project remains under-examined. The failure of the Reconstruction era,
specifically the advent of a peonage system which held cheap labor to the land, inspired African
Americans, including Du Bois, to look to migration as a remedy. Urban migration then
encouraged black urban elites to foresee a time when a cultured urban population would attain all
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that Western civilization offered. Consequently, African American literature during early Jim
Crow pivots upon uplift ideology’s effort to sever the future of African Americans from the
legacy of agrarian slavery and utilizes the paradigm of the city versus the country to imagine this
alienation from the country as an act of freedom. This alienated subjectivity of Northern elites
often relies upon an intraracial class hierarchy. As literary scholar Kenneth W. Warren contends
in What was African American Literature? (2011), the struggle against Jim Crow often created
the semblance of a collective where, really, there were deep social divisions (108). While
African American communities in the South further developed class structures, as some became
doctors, lawyers, preachers, they share with the rural poor a commitment to remaining in the
South and remaining deeply connected to an agrarian economy.
In searching for a literary presence of a rural working-class ideology, the options remain
to recognize it as the antagonist to claims of urban freedom, or to find it within the political and
cultural adoptions many savvy Northern African Americans made regarding the black rural
South for the sake of united political action. Additionally, middle class authors may
acknowledge this mostly illiterate laboring class through their projections of the viability of
agrarianism in the South and through their thoughts regarding how the middle and working
classes might relate to one another, deeply or not at all, in the final resolution of racial uplift.
Scholarship has, at times, gone beyond Du Bois’s critique and accused Washington of
being nostalgic for slavery. His dialogue with the white South has been interpreted as a crippling
concession to New South economics. Houston Baker and Britt Rusert have argued that Tuskegee
operated essentially in the same ecological mode as the plantations, enabling whites to circulate
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and feed from black bodies (Rusert 177).5 This interpretive thrust shouts over the racist speakers
of Jim Crow who, Rusert points out, blamed migration for Southern ecological decline. Rusert
argues mobility meant black field laborers “could choose not to reproduce the social order” (173174, emphasis in original). Rusert contrasts Washington’s attempts at an enclosed economy and
ecology to what was actually occurring and potentially to what could be a more just world: a
world that escapes towards the decentralization of diaspora.
Sonya Posmentier’s Cultivation and Catastrophe (2017), in reading for black literature’s
“respons[e] to environmental alienation,” attempts a delicate balance between experiences of
flight with experience of environment, where “forms of diasporic belonging emerge in response
to particular ‘surroundings’” (2, 9). Quickly, of course, Booker T. Washington, who Posmentier
calls “the preeminent African American figure of stasis and rootedness,” becomes a central
figure of discussion (28). His value for Posmentier is his ability with language. Downplaying
Washington’s materialist concerns for “the use value of the land,” she emphasizes how
Washington’s language facilitates a certain connection to the environment: “He called for the
‘power of magic,’ a language that would allow black Americans access to the land and its
cultural as well as agricultural products” (29).
Posmentier argues that the writing of the black diaspora, far from inflaming alienated
subjectivity or moving one away from the land, ensures that a connection to the land travels
within the form and content of literary production. Posmentier’s analysis enables a more
expansive reading of Washington. Instead of an enclosed miser of African American bodies, he
provides them an aesthetic means which is both diasporic and strikes a claim for the land. I hope
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For a geographic reading of Washington as utilizing systems of affect to serve larger webs of capitalist
exploitation, see Hsuan L. Hsu, Geography and the Production of Space in Nineteenth-Century American
Literature. Cambridge U. P., 2010.
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to follow in Posmentier’s wake. Her interpretation revives the prospect, initiated by Caribbean
writers like Sylvia Wynter and Glissant, that readings of black agrarianism do not necessarily
have to exclude themes of diaspora. The difference between Posmentier project and mine is that
while Posmentier’s reading travels, mine stays put. While Posmentier’s study follows an ecology
into the language and art of a mostly urbane literati, I seek out how art moved toward the
material needs of those still connected to the rural. I look for the still rural, still illiterate, still
working-with-their-hands poor in the literature of racial uplift.
Sylvia Wynter’s influential dichotomy of the “plantation,” or market-oriented agriculture,
and the “plot,” or use-value agriculture exemplified in the slave’s garden plot, reveals and
analyzes the difficulty in separating ecological and racial justice from forms of property. Though
Wynter will make the point that the plot is the only means to counter a system like the plantation,
most laborers stay within the ambivalent position of pursuing freedom within an agrarian
economy. From the clear dichotomy of the plantation and the plot, which Wynter describes as
the choice between “alienation” and “salvation,” the ambivalent “Caribbean response” arises:
“[the slave] was in fact the Labour, land and capital, he was ambivalent between the two. After
the abolition of slavery the slave-turned-peasant, grew crops both to feed himself, and to sell on
the market” (Wynter 99-100). Though black agrarians’ forms of freedom are not as dramatic as
returning to a use-value society, which Wynter prescribes for the Caribbean’s liberation,
controlling property is an indicator of the capacity to make a living. Property reflects, for the
newly emancipated, the ability to rise above poverty, to engage in community building, and to
define freedom and civility.
In criticism’s phobic handling of Washington’s rootedness, movement becomes the
default for ecological and racial justice. This dissertation argues against quickly linking
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advocates for property and exploitive systems of white power. To privilege spatial mobility in
our interpretive practice is to ignore those who did not have the means or opportunity or
disposition to become nomadic. While self-removal certainly acted as a counter to exploitation,
as a refusal to “reproduce the social order,” as Rusert phrases it, there were other alternatives.
Other black social orders declined migration and searched out avenues of remaining and still
claimed to be free. Washington’s uplift of labor created flows that did not just empty into the
banks of New York and London, to say nothing of the balance books of white Southern
oligarchs. Washington believed in black property, and although it proved insufficient in the face
of a concerted system of terrorism, and although it refused alliance with more radical programs,
that belief itself held a radical transformation of the South.6
Just how radical can be partly measured by how much attention Washington’s central
critic, Du Bois, paid to the acreage owned by African Americans and to the rural/urban divide
while a professor at Atlanta University. The 1900 Paris exhibition, under the curation of T. J.
Calloway and Du Bois, comprehensively displayed the “history and present condition” of
African American life, including the advances in education and literature--what Du Bois called
the “most unique and striking exhibit” (“American Negro at Paris” 576). But Du Bois also
reports that in Georgia, African Americans “own 1,000,000 acres of land and pay taxes on
$12,000,000 worth of property--not large, but telling figures; and the charts indicate, from year
to year, the struggle they have had to accumulate and hold this property” (“American Negro at
Paris” 577). Even as critical commonplaces cast Du Bois as a foil to Washington, his thinking
and writing capture just as detailed an appreciation for the agencies of the rural laborers as I will
detail in my analysis of his novel The Quest of the Silver Fleece. Included in the set of graphs
6

For selections of where Washington lauds black property or discounts union agitation see Up from Slavery: An
Autobiography. Doubleday, Page, & Co, 1907. pp. 69, 85, 93, 208,

9

and photos is one dynamic chart which captures the overwhelming ruralness of black life in 1900
Georgia.
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FIG. 1. “[The Georgia Negro] City and rural population. 1890.” compiled by
W. E. B. Du Bois, 1900 Paris Exhibition. Library of Congress.
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Calloway’s and Du Bois’s massive exhibit hoped to visually undermine racist white
imagery which painted African Americans as naturally beneath white society. Part of the array of
supremacist discourse targeted, as Ian Finseth shows, “the development of an independent
African American georgic by severing black labor from community” (Finseth 229-230). Through
a detailed catalog and display of the rural Georgian community’s accumulation of property, Du
Bois forwarded a sociological argument that mended the relationship between agrarian labor and
community building. At the same time, “City and Rural Population” belies any thought that this
community faced no contorting pressures from racial uplift ideology. In Du Bois’s visual artifact,
the jagged edge of urban viability swirls downward into something hypnotic but also perhaps
miresome: the masses of the farm and field. There is a type of movement even within the solidity
of the lower figure, but it circulates upon itself. How to make those swirling eddies join the
linearity of uplift, education, and futurity?7
Of course the urban centers of the North figured largely as the loci of freedom since the
first slave narratives began to appear. Compelling in their relations of despair, resilience and
loss, the slave narratives and then the migration novels sketch the flight of a rural people fleeing
to the city and finding there a relatively freer and more fulfilling life. A critical tradition of
movement and flow grows naturally then from this raucous textual response to conditions of

7

Du Bois’s discussion of the exhibit takes on a guarded tone when he notes the awards, which were the following:
“Grand Prix--American Negro Exhibit (on the collection as a whole): Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute,
Hampton, Va. Gold Medals--Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute, Tuskegee, Ala.; Howard University,
Washington, D. C.; T. J. Calloway, Special Agent Negro Exhibit (as compiler); W. E. B. Du Bois, Collaborator as
Compiler of Georgia Negro Exhibit” (“American Negro at Paris” 577). Du Bois does not comment directly on
industrial schools’ antagonism with a more liberal education but notes, “While these awards represent the
appreciation of the several juries, taken together there is not the even balancing that might be wished. Some of the
principal features were not installed till after the juries were disbanded. For example, the books, models, patents,
etc., fall under this lists [sic]. The awards, therefore, except in certain cases like Hampton, Tuskegee, Atlanta, etc.,
do not necessarily represent the strongest features of the exhibit” (577). Du Bois’s preferences for the liberal arts are
further apparent in his description of a bibliography made by the Library of Congress as the “most unique and
striking exhibit” (577).
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enslavement and oppression. The landscape of the South more often is recorded as a repulsive
factor in readings of flow and migration. In Houston Baker’s theory of the blues vernacular, for
instance, the “experience of a durative (unceasingly oppressive) landscape [transforms] into the
energies of rhythmic song” (Blues 7). Market agriculture, as in Wynter’s dichotomy, is just a
different form of white oppression. Since Du Bois’s Souls of Black Folk, analysis of the Black
Belt has avoided the “durative landscape” in the search for a cultural hard-bottom. Communal
identity manifests most often as a “folk tradition,” something presumably easily transplanted into
a more contemporary and urban context. As Eric Sundquist puts it, the folk and spiritual
traditions allow a certain “grounding” for African American culture (6-7). The South provided
post-bellum authors with their own touchstone to define a racial community as they pursued
avenues of personal freedom in urban centers. Though critics, such as Hazel Carby, critique this
over-reliance on the folk in vernacular theories of culture, the fact is that for generations African
American literature used the country and the city dialectically to see clearly where freedom
began and slavery ended (“Ideologies of Black Folk” 126-127).
What readings of transience do not do is read for remaining. Despite the appeal of a
language-based recovery of a vital culture and environment, such an approach will not register
the material concerns for property. Those material concerns do not simply represent a mundane
objective but translate into systems of liberation and community. Historian Vernon Wharton,
writing of Mississippi farmers during and after Reconstruction, states that, “to them to be free
was to farm their own ground” (59). Historian August Meier, in Negro Thought in America,
1880-1915 (1963), argues that while the African American elite focused on civil rights during
Reconstruction, the vast majority of freedwomen and men of the South wanted land (10-11).
This does not mean that the freedpeople of the South did not want a full expression of citizenship
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but it does tally an immense desire to remain under an administration of land redistribution.
History records other instances where a revolutionary appeal went up for land
redistribution. After the American Revolution, those slaves that fought on the side of the British,
in order to claim their freedom, were transported to Canada, where they suffered exposure and
poverty. John Clarkson, brother to abolitionist Thomas Clarkson and representing the Sierra
Leone Company, arrived and promised the refugees free land if they chose to settle in Africa.
This expedition, arriving in the spring of 1792, followed the first failed settlement of Sierra
Leone, of which Olaudah Equiano was involved. Because of land rents and the implication of
slavery in the continued use of rents, the effort eventually collapsed into a small revolt in 1800
that was quickly put down. Our Children Free and Happy, edited by Christopher Fyfe, collects
letters which consist mostly of petitions to the refugee settlers’ English governor and the Sierra
Leone Company, the financier of the colony. The collected letters of the Sierra Leone settlers of
the second colony bind the concept of freedom with land ownership. They assert their freedom
most successfully with the land they cultivate, as can be seen in Isaac Anderson's letter to
Clarkson:
I have sent Your Hond a small Barrl of Rice Of my own produce, which I hope
your Hond will Except of for it is said Thou shall not mushel the ox that Treadet
out the Corn & If so how much More is Your Hond ought to be Estened More
them an ox hond have sheaw the same affection with ous all in this Place as well
as in Amarica then for in all thing it is Rasonable that the Husbanman ought first
to Pertak of the Fruth. (“Isaac Anderson to John Clarkson,” 21 January 1798)
Anderson displays a versatile deference to Clarkson in reference to the Company's dismissal of
Clarkson and the settlers wish for him to return. The letter may also credit Clarkson with the
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Colony's agricultural production, reminding England and Clarkson of the benefits derived from
the settlers’ success. But it also works as an assertion of independence and rights in the guise of
an obeisance. The role of “husbandman” can be interpreted as the settlers themselves and not
Clarkson. It is they who should not be muzzled and they who should partake of the fruit of their
labor. The writer, Isaac Anderson, physically sends Clarkson the produce of his land and labor in
a rebellious display of the colonists’ inherent worth. Anderson, who would soon become the
leader of the revolt, shows that agricultural labor and produce has a double edge as both a form
of accommodation and yet a tangible trace of autonomy. In the settlers’ grievance with the Sierra
Leone Company and its system of rents, a statement such as “the Husbandman ought first to
Partake of the Fruit” can easily flame into revolt.
This effort to define freedom as the possession of land through labor defined the efforts
of slave uprisings throughout the Black Atlantic. In the same period of disaffection in Sierra
Leone, revolutionaries in Haiti faced dissension in the ranks when they attempted to reinstate
plantation labor policies.8 The rank and file who had overthrown the slavocracy of Europe knew
that owning land meant one was free. Political theorist Neil Roberts states that “From the earliest
phases of the revolution, peasants associated land with freedom.… Agrarianism was valued, yet
tilling the land in obedience to a sovereign decree was abhorred” (128-129). These resonant
historical moments speak to an absence in our current understanding of the American South after
Reconstruction as it came to be represented in literature.
With some notable exceptions, criticism has become too willing to prefer an extreme
form of fluidity rather than stasis in interpreting African American letters. We have allowed Du
Bois’s lasting message to Booker T. Washington regarding the failure of the Freedmen's Bureau
8
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in South Carolina (34) and the culturally seismic Great Migration to preclude us from seeing the
sustained efforts of black agrarians to own land as tangibly shaping the direction of African
American literature. That a narrative includes a folk dialect as some ancestral talisman is not
enough. Language, in and of itself, even when claiming to reflect a rural voice and diction, does
not necessarily register the proprietary demands of the agrarian masses. Additionally, tales of
“immersion,” a motif of urbanites finding roots in black southern culture, preconstruct an
alienation from both agrarian labor and rural populations via the expressed need to reconnect.
When authors relate these tales of immersion, what becomes evident is the frequency with which
they meet resistance within the local African American community. Moreover, in order to
complete an aesthetic project representing agrarian laborers, a distancing often occurs: the very
opposite of immersion.
Du Bois’s graphic “City and rural population. 1890” from the Paris exhibition establishes
an underlying connection in the single contorted strand, even against the purposeful methods of
contrast between the city and country. Shared history and culture act as pressures within, while
racial terrorism, institutional segregation, everyday prejudice act as pressures without to weld the
fugitive segments together to overwhelm the compelling divisions of class and environment.
Acknowledgment, representation, and connection in varying degrees underwrite many works of
the professional class. Within some of those same works, however, writers sound a strong note
for a future severance which will separate them from the black agrarian masses. As cultured
urban professionals portrayed the city and wage labor as the telos of migration from the South, or
wrote of the black agrarians as “swan songs,” what they were potentially leaving was the greatest
concentration of revolutionary unrest and communal identity.
Cane (1923) can be thought of as the antithesis to The Souls of Black Folk. Viewed as a
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watershed text, Cane along with The Souls of Black Folk and The Autobiography of an ExColored Man (1912) mark the transition towards modernism for African American writing. Each
had something to say about the future of a rural connection in a modernizing African American
society. Jean Toomer, like W. E. B. Du Bois, went South to teach and there heard the spirituals
sung by a disembodied voice which travelled up to his cabin from the dell below. In Cane,
Toomer challenges the notion that a “grounding” in the traditions of the South will lead to any
uplifting reproduction. Even as Cane operates within the same motif of return and folk
appreciation as seen in The Souls of Black Folk, Toomer believes that a rural culture will not
have a future. The moment for seeing and hearing the black Southern past fades even as he
writes:
With Negroes also the trend was towards the small town and then towards the
city--and industry and commerce and machines. The folk-spirit was walking in to
die on the modern desert. That spirit was so beautiful. Its death was so tragic. Just
this seemed to sum life for me. And this was the feeling I put into Cane. Cane
was a swan-song. It was a song of an end. (“The Cane Years” 130)
Machines cut “folk” from modernity. This is an especially fitting statement, after all, when we
consider Toomer began his singular text about the South while riding a train back to his home in
the city. Unlike other black Northern writers, Toomer imagines a future where the songs of the
south will be powerless in a “modern desert.” Deep memory is too tragic and bewildering to be
productive. Vestigial violence, in Cane, reproduces itself more prolifically than the characters
themselves. The saw-mill, where Tom in "Blood-Burning Moon" is lynched, reoccurs more often
than any character.
The agricultural landscape of Cane marks the loss of history, the usurpation of lovers,
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and the violence of white men. A singular figure narrates “Harvest Song”: “I am a reaper whose
muscles set at sundown. All my oats are / cradled" (Toomer 132). The term “cradle” implies a
harvest readying for market as well as a secure and safe progeny. But “Harvest Song” foresees
only a contest against isolation and withering labor. The reaper’s harvest remains vulnerable
because she or he is too exhausted to “bind” it. The reaper seeks out fellow laborers but finds his
or her voice cut off by the dust, the exhaustion, the whole environment of field work:
My eyes are caked with dust of oatfields at harvesttime.
I am a blind man who stares across the hills, seeking
stack’d fields of other harvesters.

It would be good to see them . . crook’d, split, and
iron-ring’d handles of the scythes. It would be
good to see them, dust-caked and blind. I hunger. (Toomer 132)
The reaper struggles to overcome the ways in which labor shapes and distorts the body. Sight,
then sound, become stifled not only because of the fields but also because of the psychological
toll of “hunger.” The reaper mentions a “fear” that calling out to these other harvesters would
betray her or his hunger. The narrator reiterates, in a chorus: “I crack a grain between my teeth. I
do not taste it” (132). The inability to taste the fruit of one’s own labor symbolizes the theft of
that labor, the absence of something vital in the linkages of land and labor and the presence of
Jim Crow predation. The same communal desire and resulting frustration constitutes much of the
social world of the novel as when Paul, of the chapter “Bona and Paul,” says, “I cant talk love.
Love is a dry grain in my mouth unless it is wet with kisses” (144). The final stanza of the
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“Harvest Song” opens the debilitating isolation to a thread of connection:
O my brothers, I beat my palms, still soft, against the
stubble of my harvesting. (You beat your soft
palms, too.) My pain is sweet. Sweeter than
the oats or wheat or corn. It will not bring me
knowledge of my hunger. (Toomer 133)
The reaper names the other laborers “brothers” and through the drummed rhythm beaten on the
refuse of the field there comes a response. The turn to music, song, or lyric of the landscape
made into song, to paraphrase Baker, typifies much of the cultured elite’s portrayal of Southern
agrarian labor (Blues 7). That turn that signifies labor, itself, is fruitless. While the last stanza
breaks the isolation, the turn to music is compensatory for and separate from an economic and
ecological web of affiliation between the reapers.
The archive of remaining could be associated with the monolithic Booker T. Washington,
the “root” to use Deleuze’s and Guattari’s concept, but the literature contains the more
rhizomatic voices of the multitude, that swirling object of study in Du Bois’s chart. Though
Washington himself did forward a more gradual resolution to Jim Crow and labor relations, the
broader movement of which he was but one part speaks to the instability and opportunity which
the politics of land possession really represent. The rhizomatic nature of the masses’ demand for
land is one reason why I do not devote a chapter to parsing Washington’s significance in the
South. Literature enjoyed using him as a figurehead, as a distinct and recognizable name, but
literature was also imprinted with the masses behind the man. My argument does not act as an
apologia of Washington’s more totalitarian administrations but it recognizes his tending the
dreams of property, his ode to labor, and his defense of remaining. To pay attention to the rural
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masses, not strictly in their use of language but in their material relations, is to diverge from the
critical tradition of viewing alienating flux as an enculturating process. Furthermore, such a
revision complicates the simplistic idea of urban freedom contesting rural dead-ends.
My project revives the language of land and labor with which turn-of-the-nineteenth
century black agrarians spoke of their “waking nation.” Importantly, their pull can be felt
sometimes even in the literature of the professional classes.9 The distinct call by the freedpeople
whom Washington would claim to represent casts a gravitational pull on the authors of the postReconstruction era. African American authors, either by choice or by pressure from publishing
houses, portrayed a class of African American agrarian laborers for whom, at times, they had
measurable disdain. Characters in regionalist texts often perform an intimate dialectic between
the “folk” and the “better class.” Writers’ use of Southern agrarian dialect in their fiction may be
a means to both “immerse” black culture within a folk tradition and a means to create a
separation between classes using metropolitan culture, similar to what Elizabeth Bohls describes
as the “planter picturesque”: “In the metropolitan picturesque, human figures, usually of the
laboring classes, become aesthetic objects--staffage for a scene composed from an elite
perspective in which aesthetic distance reinforces social distance” (Bohls 70). The deferred
animosity between cultural leaders and the agrarian masses points towards a recalcitrant voice,
the voice of the country masses, which differs from the dialect with which Northern elites
marked a lowly population. Yet within African American literature, even as black elite authors
attempted to make a place in urban cultural centers, they used portrayals of the greater rural
9
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black poor to spur civil rights laws. Attention to the populations of the Black Belt allowed for
portrayals of grassroots rebellion even while preserving “aesthetic distance.”
Apart from the overwhelming tradition of movement and fluidity, I attempt to see what
stasis means, to take seriously the contention that “land is freedom.” That contention means
working within property and possession. Contrary to the belief that black diaspora
epistemologies model something outside systems of owning, it is precisely within systems of
owning that struggles for liberation and uplift have occurred. Nor should “land is freedom” be
interpreted as a reiteration of a vanquished system of white patrimony. It is a statement of
contest. It is a statement of want, one not akin to a capitulation to the powerful. It gave
agrarianism a different potentiality, one with more destabilizing force than conservative force for
the established powers. What would it mean in the South for a black woman or man to own the
ground they sowed? The tangible agrarian ideology resulting from these histories had a life that
ebbed and flowed in the literatures. Finding representation of agrarian labor or rural possession
in the African American literature of this period is not an easy task. With one notable exception,
this literature did not represent agrarian labor directly. But what this dissertation explores is how
the endurance of rural landowners and laborers in the agrarian South, as they swerved from
spatial mobility towards remaining in place, affected literary representation. The representations
of those who wished to remain are not completely antithetical to allegiances with movement or
flow. Stasis does not mean returning to one’s “proper place.” Nor should readings of remaining
be wholly contentious with diasporic subjectivity; the claim of property by the former
bondswomen and men largely stood unconsummated and therefore subject to economic and
ecological flux.
Reading the debate during Jim Crow regarding agrarianism reveals a deep ambivalence
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about the natural world. Paul Outka and Ian Finseth have identified the importance of nature in
the rhetoric surrounding race and white supremacist terrorism in the U.S. Outka surmises that the
two critical genres in nineteenth-century African American writing, the slave narrative and the
literature of the Great Migration, both rely on forms of alienation from nature, becoming
“literally, anti-nature writing, the enactment of, and proof of, the author’s disconnection from
nature, from the bestial and the field” (58). African Americans struggle, according to Outka, to
separate their subjectivity from the conflation with animal nature via “moments of liberation”
which include “escape from the largely pastoral South to the largely urban North” (57-58).
Finseth similarly characterizes the freedom flight as giving life to a host of ambivalences: “since
a fugitive or former slave’s achievement of freedom depended literally on a physical departure
from the South, it entailed a separation both from the land and from the people left behind”
(288). Such work by Finseth and Outka valuably interrogates how African American authors
responded to the false logic of racist natural historians and the willful color-blindness of
burgeoning environmentalists. One might use their investigative leads to seek out and fully
display the “desire” or the “longing” by Northern African American writers for the agrarian
South (Finseth 289; Outka 172). But there is no assurance that such a task would not end in
simply reiterating a metropolitan environmental awareness. A metropolitan environmentalism,
always already alienated from the environment and black agrarians, tends to erase the very class
conflicts which helped constitute that environmentalism.
To help find an agrarian or georgic environmental awareness, I rely on the term
“metabolic,” from Karl Marx’s writing. John Bellamy Foster in Marx’s Ecology (2000) identifies
the metabolic as a key environmentalist concept in Marx’s thinking. Foster is especially
interested in this concept because it helps to theorize an ecology between society and the natural
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world and between different social classes. The metabolic rests within the intersection of
community, nature, and labor. Within the field of ecological economics the term “social
metabolism” similarly ensures that our economic gains and losses are never understood apart
from environmental gains and losses.10 Foster theorizes Marxian ecology as opposed to an
environmentalism based on appreciation and values and instead stresses “the interaction between
human beings and their environment” (Foster 10-11, emphasis in original). The term pinpoints
the time and place where labor removes nature into the social, the confluence of material
exchange between nature and humanity and between classes. An important moment in Marx’s
attention to the environment centered on his reading of Justus von Liebig’s work detailing the
transportation of rural nutrients to urban centers without a recirculating of those nutrients back
into the rural districts. This particular metabolic process demonstrates for Marx “the antagonism
of town and country” (Foster 373). The divide between rural and urban becomes understood as a
material exchange rather than that of a harmless absentee cultural influence, which is how
literary critics have thus far understood the relationship.
Land is freedom. Such an equation does not counter, some would say, the underlying
domination of nature now integral to our Anthropocene epoch. But this project is concerned with
a “working environment,” specifically, one wherein the basic metabolic processes reproduce not
only the local means of production but body, kin, and cultural bonds. Attention to the metabolic
will observe class relations embedded within a finite material environment. That attention will
not only acknowledge the conflict between different classes for power but delineate our deep
debt towards environmental others.
Critics, for some time, have recognized literature’s place in the contest between
10
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environment and capitalism.11 Foundational is Raymond Williams’s study The Country and the
City (1973), wherein Williams examines the title’s trenchant dichotomy and finds the image of
the country often became a nostalgic means to ignore capitalism’s exploitation. Parallels between
William’s work and studies of African American literature can be found in the sometimes
comparable social position of agrarian laborers in Britain and America. Generally, the condition
of emancipated black laborers in the South aligned with other agrarian laborers the world over
where the powerful attempted to “force the landless to work for wages” (Country and the City
84). For instance, in speaking of the working conditions in Britain, Raymond Williams says:
“The idea of settlement...was counterposed to the ideas of mobility, of the wandering ‘sturdy
rogues,’ the free labourers” (Country and the City 84). The slippage between the status of
landless laborer (“settled” or “wandering”) and the experience of freedom similarly operated
within familiar social dynamics: “Settlement is indeed easy, is positively welcome, for those who
can settle in a reasonable independence. For those who cannot--and under pressures of change
from a new mode of production these became the majority--it can become a prison” (Country
and the City 85). Williams’s study brought a much needed skepticism towards pastoral works
committed to a metropolitan subjectivity. African American literature during the rise of racial
uplift ideology provides an archive to test whether representations of agrarian life are simply
metropolitan daydreams. Late nineteenth-century African American authors faced, perhaps,
greater pressures to trace the connections between educated and urban elites and the rural
working class for the sake of political union than the authors of eighteenth and nineteenthcentury Britain. It is therefore the position of this dissertation that something beyond what
11
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Williams accomplished with The Country and the City can be found in examining this archive.
If African American authors sought to turn from the definition of freedom southern black
agrarians sought, plenty of pitfalls lay waiting. The literature of the flight to freedom, if it
emphasized an urban subjectivity, hazarded fraying those economic and social ties with the rural
masses. Further, the advent of industrial monopoly ideology pulled flights of freedom towards
capitalist self-making. A peculiar figure stood ready made. The trope of the “self-made man,” no
singular daydream, supported a varied array of biographies. Frederick Douglass’s own speech
“Self-Made Men,” his escape northward, his self-education, and his international mobility, write
self-making as a contest against social and national strictures.12 But one argument of this
dissertation is that the “self-made man” became inseparable from urban industrialism. The
tycoons of the Gilded Age justified their inordinate and unlikely place in society as resulting
from an enclosed circulation of will and stamina, even while thousands worked under their
employ. Such an ecology of one betrays the rife but rich tradition of communal object and uplift
which embeds the writing of Sutton Griggs, W. E. B. Du Bois, Pauline Hopkins, Mary Weston
Fordham, and Charles Chesnutt. The “self-made man,” bearing little trace of drudgery, of
finitude, diminishes, ironically, all who gather around to admire this particular form of freedom
(urban, industrial, individualist) as encoding social uplift.
Using Raymond Williams’s life-cycle of emergent, dominant, and residual ideologies, I
offer three chapters that trace a politics grounded in the needs and desires of black agrarians, and
two more chapters that find a growing ideology of the self-made man. The jubilee, as a historical
moment, created the opportunity for an emergent social order defined by the land-hungry former
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bondwomen and men. The body of work examined here shows a range of development for an
ideology devoted to the agrarian remainder, those who lived and labored in the agrarian South.
From an emergent tradition in the works of authors like Sutton Griggs, the economic demands of
agrarian labor bodily registers in the literary and scientific discourses at the turn-of-thenineteenth-century, only to become, in the novels of Oscar Micheaux, a residual artifact in the
face of the metropolitan ideology of the “self-made.”
I begin with readings of the neglected archive of turn of the century African American
women’s poetry. It is an archive that, importantly, holds most of the southern black female
literary voices from this time period. Poets like Mary Weston Fordham and Effie Waller Smith
used poetry to reorient their rural communities towards the fields of labor which still exacted a
heavy price. Their voices solicit a different definition of freedom than the one brandishing urban
migration as the panacea to stunted provincialism. This chapter tracks the development of the
“domestic agrarian” as women negotiated their own labor revolution in the aftermath of the Civil
War. Counter to an expansive assertion of the right to work whenever and wherever, these black
women removed their presence from agrarian fields of labor and yet, in their poetry, honed a
mediated position between black men and the hallowed ground which circled their community.
A reading of Frances E. W. Harper’s Iola Leroy follows the “domestic agrarian” as that rural
conceit is then incorporated by Harper to address the threats to address the threats to the more
national black body-politic.
Chapter two further uncovers a rural politics of freedom by examining Sutton Griggs’s
Imperium in Imperio (1899). Griggs’s theory of “combination” argues for a broader racial uplift,
at once connected to the agrarian masses but yet not directly agrarian. Finding themes of
consumption shows Griggs capable of removing white literary tropes that feed off African
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American bodies. In turn, his novel becomes capable of representing an emergent social
organism that includes the social and ecological position of field workers as a political praxis. I
contend that what results within Imperium can be termed a “metabolic politic.”
Charles Chesnutt’s two books, Conjure Stories (1887) and The Colonel’s Dream (1908),
offer diverging representations of uplift as African Americans confront the failure of
Reconstruction and approach the nadir of race relations in Jim Crow America. This chapter
places Charles Chesnutt’s work at the intersection of race, class and the environment in order to
reinterpret his now canonical fiction as presenting a tightly stitched relationship between African
American rural laborers, the environment in which they work, and their prospects for freedom. I
argue that as the conjure tales are meant to create geographical movement if there is not
economic and political reform, The Colonel’s Dream, even as Chesnutt’s greatest critique of
metropolitan largesse, presents a much more bleak horizon for those who live and work in the
South. The selective culling along lines of class ultimately leaves black Southern agrarians
behind and approaches self-made man ideology.
The turn toward self-made man ideology comes more forcefully to the forefront with
Oscar Micheaux’s The Homesteader (1917). I argue here that in Micheaux’s homesteading
narratives we see an ideology bereft of its initially metabolic signature and instead given to
financial speculation and hero worship. Although it may be argued that Micheaux accumulated
property, reflecting the very heart of Tuskegee’s ideology, he did so at the expense of a
communal object. His texts lack what is so evident in the other writing examined here: the aura
of a black agrarian community. Instead, Micheaux’s homesteader hero represents the very worst
of the metropolitan, a self-circulating feed that turns ever inwards.
W. E. B. Du Bois’s The Quest of the Silver Fleece (1911) opposes self-made man
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ideology with that of rural community building. In the final chapter, I show the lasting influence
of the “domestic agrarian” as Du Bois intertwines the themes of home-building and “vibrant”
materiality. Herbert Aptheker first noted in 1974 that Zora was “something new in fiction” (xiv).
Nellie McCay, in 1985, wrote of the novel’s momentousness for its choice of a black woman
rather than a woman “near-white” (239). That assessment regarding Du Bois’s engagement with
feminist discourse continues to be echoed by critics such as Gary L. Lemons who views the
novel as a “stunning achievement” (Lemons 80). To this increasingly commonplace praise of the
novel’s unprecedented content, I add that Du Bois’s novel portrays black women’s agrarian labor
which had never appeared in African American fiction until Quest. While this fact may bolster
interpreting Du Bois as a feminist, placing women back in the cotton field counters many of the
domestic themes which occurred in African American women’s poetry and fiction. The novel, I
argue, seeks to move communal uplift towards a materiality once eschewed, but towards a type
of materialism, to use Jane Bennett’s term, that “vibrates” with potentiality.
My project asks the following: how did the agrarian masses make themselves heard in the
literature of the time? I ask how a generation only just removed from slavery register or justify
an increased alienation from the natural world to mirror their conception of freedom.
Furthermore, I ask what happens to our beliefs regarding the environment when we tell stories
related to freedom, slavery or agrarian peonage. I take the familiar critical framework of “the
country and the city” as representative of the African American community’s dilemma: weighing
the choice between an urban or rural future, it also placed itself in the position of having to
decide between a near or distant relation with nature. Accordingly, my project attempts to bring
some clarity to literature’s role as a cultural mediator between our pursuit of freedom and our
connection (or lack thereof) to the natural world. Elite black writers, relying on uplift ideology,
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sought to build bridges between white and black bourgeois societies by distancing themselves
from black field laborers and degenerate white poor. Meanwhile, those who remained in the
“country districts” wrestled against the overwhelming opposition to their laying claim to the
land. This, then, is an “environmental imagination” worth exploring.13
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CHAPTER 1
THE DOMESTIC AGRARIAN: THE SHIFTING BOUNDARIES OF HOME ON “HEATHEN
GROUND”
Alexander Crummell delivered a speech in 1883 entitled “The Black Woman of the
South: her Neglects and her Needs,” wherein he articulates the quintessential representation of
the masses of African American women in the South as a list of humiliating superlatives: “She
lived in the rudest huts, and partook of the coarsest food, and dressed in the scantiest garb, and
slept, in multitudinous cabins, upon the hardest boards!” (74). The extremity of her
circumstances proceeds from her mundane daily work: “She was a ‘hewer of wood and a drawer
of water.’ She was a common field-hand. She had to keep her place in the gang from morn till
eve, under the burden of a heavy task, or under the stimulus or the fear of a cruel lash. She was a
picker of cotton” (74). Crummell portrays this class as suffering primarily from spatial exposure,
from a predatory abundance of places in which they labor outside their family: “In the ﬁeld, in
the rude cabin, in the press room, in the factory, she was thrown into the companionship of
coarse and ignorant men. No chance was given her for delicate reserve or tender modesty. From
her childhood she was the doomed victim of the grossest passions” (74). Crummell’s solution is
to send Northern women south to train these masses of poor, almost exclusively for domestic
duties, “in which the education of the hand and the use of the body shall be the specialties” (84).
There are two particular moments in which Crummell’s rhetoric will touch on what I will
address in this chapter. First, Crummell argues that the jubilee event of Emancipation passes over
the black women of the South; those labors she did in slavery, she does still:
Remote from cities, the dweller still in the old plantation hut, neighboring to the
sulky, disaffected master class, who still think her freedom was a personal
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robbery of themselves, none of the “fair humanities” have visited her humble
home. The light of knowledge has not fallen upon her eyes. The ﬁne domesticities
which give the charm to family life, and which, by the reﬁnement and delicacy of
womanhood, preserve the civilization of nations, have not come to her. She has
still the rude, coarse labor of men. With her rude husband she still shares the hard
service of a ﬁeld-hand. (76)
Crummell goes on to speak of southern African American women’s lives as “crop out[s]” of a
presumably abolished institution. Women engaging in agrarian labor are saplings sprouting from
the still living roots of slavery. Such an absolute lineage leaves little room to appreciate how
southern African American women engaged with the concept of freedom or how they adapted
their lives to the jubilee event. Thus, Crummell speaks of the black woman as a relict--as a living
widow of plantation slavery. Their lives are emphatically “still.”
Second, Crummell compares this condition of persistent degradation with that of white
immigrant women:
We have, indeed, degraded women, immigrants from foreign lands. In their own
countries some of them were so low in the social scale that they were yoked with
the cattle to plow the ﬁelds. They were rude, unlettered, coarse, and benighted.
But when they reach this land there comes an end to their degraded condition.
‘They touch our country and their shackles fall’
As soon as they become grafted into the stock of American life they partake at
once of all its large gifts and its noble resources. (75-76)
The significance of this passage for my reading lies in its evocation of American exceptionalism
as Crummell misplaces the readings of Old World and New in the reference to William
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Cowper’s line of poetry (‘They touch our country and their shackles fall’).14 Instead of colonial
slaves breathing the air of Great Britain and becoming free, which occurs in Cowper’s poem, the
poor women of Europe arrive in America and “partake” of its land, air, and water. Crummell
points out that this ritual of American identity fails African American women of the South. His
solution relies on a conceit of caretaking more appropriate to the keeping of a garden. African
American women’s inherent “tenderness of feeling, . . . genuine native modesty, . . . large
disinterestedness, . . . sweetness of disposition and deep humility, . . . unselﬁsh devotedness, and
. . . warm, motherly assiduities” will be the ground for the “seed of a new and orderly life”
tended by Northern educated women (Crummell 78, 82). This intervention culls the lives of the
masses of women in the agrarian South, stripping them of their foreign excrescence down to the
root. The women of the South will be reformed. Whatever work habits and cultural values that
had been formed in relation to agrarian labor will be treated as tumors to be trimmed from the
essence of women, which is partly a “disinterestedness” of everything outside. Once that which
is salvageable is inside an “orderly” hub, life may begin anew. The black women of the South
can then “partake” of America’s “large gifts and its noble resources” just like those European
women arriving to the New World. They can finally enjoy the exceptional nature of the
American environment.
African American women authors sampled from this social grounding, this metaphor of
seeds, this presumption that life begins with them, to fashion a countering voice to Crummell’s
more patriarchal displays (like his exclusive prescription of domestic labor). Crummell inscribes
what Doren Massey identifies as a sexist dichotomy between feminine space and masculine time:
“It is time which is aligned with history, progress, civilization, politics and transcendence and
14

The line is from Cowper’s The Task, C. Whittingham, 1817, p. 33.
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coded masculine. And it is the opposite of these things which have, in the traditions of Western
thought, been coded feminine” (11). Crummell projects a vision of civilizing progress for
African Americans by asserting authority over women of a specific space, the South. Anna Julia
Cooper, in her most direct response to Crummell’s speech, would defer to Crummell in
“Womanhood: A Vital Element in the Regeneration and Progress of a Race,” saying she does not
need to speak of the black women of the South because “the King” already has, and she would
further write of women as a “seed” ground from which all else must grow: “Now the
fundamental agency under God in the regeneration, the retraining of the race, as well as the
ground work and starting point of its progress upward, must be the black woman.” (28). Yet in
one qualification, at a different moment, Cooper implicitly counters him: “neither should the
dark man be wholly expected fully and adequately to reproduce the exact Voice of the Black
Woman” (“Our Raison d’Être” iii). Furthermore, the title of her essay collection, A Voice from
the South, and her author title “a Black Woman of the South,” forcefully checks Crummell’s
patriarchal Northern interrogation of Southern women. By titling this chapter “domestic
agrarian” I mean to name a central tension that prompts my interpretation of turn-of-thenineteenth century African American women’s literature. That literature both partially erases the
degrading field labor and with it an intimate discourse with nature, thus effecting a physical and
spiritual purification, and resolutely claims a presence in freedom’s genesis moment, bringing
with it the exceptionalist reading of U.S. land, water, and air. Put simply, I argue that black
women wrote a New World.
Part 1: The Moment of Discovery in the Post-Reconstruction South
In the first part of this chapter, I examine African American women’s poetry as there
came increasing social pressures to alienate their sex from the agrarian labor that was their
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common lot in slavery. After the fall of slavery freedwomen and men attempted to create
households based on the extended family unit instead of field labor communities. Eric Foner
states that African American men attempted to protect women from field labor as the cotton
fields had been a site of physical and sexual exploitation (85-86).15 For freedmen it became a
symbol of prestige to have a wife who did not have to work in the fields.16 Women, meanwhile,
sought to establish a home life and take pleasure in domestic labor. Their movement from the
field into the home therefore gained a symbolic resonance antecedent to the more generalized
migration of southern African Americans from agrarian labor to urban wage labor.17
The poets read in this chapter were products of this movement. They came from the
professional classes of the South and moved amongst the ministers and professors of the rising
black institutions of the South, instead of amongst the stalks of cotton and corn. Unquestionably,
the division of labor according to gender and uplift ideology willed a representation of women
apart from agrarian chores. Yet even as their class background separated them from those
women who still worked in the fields, and even as a middle-class refinement necessarily inflects
their voices, their poetry at times records the horizons which were not too far distant when the
jubilee required the black agrarian communities to regenerate life, labor, and the natural world.
Southern African American women’s poetry has been characterized as being like white
women’s poetry at this time. Joan R. Sherman describes Mary Weston Fordham’s poetry this
15

However, the fields could, under the right circumstances, become something apart from male regulated space, as
Jennifer L. Morgan shows, “[Enslaved women] were vulnerable to both white and black men, and their time spent in
the fields would have been the only time in which they might achieve anything even approximating the female space
that defined daily life in most West African cultures” (151).
16
See for instance Nate Shaw, All God's Dangers: The Life of Nate Shaw, compiled by Theodore Rosengarten,
Alfred A. Knopf, 1974, pp. 120-121, 266; and Zora Neale Hurston, Dust Tracks on a Road. Harper Perennial, 1991,
p. 10.
17
Just how significant the move from field to house was can be appreciated when we consider that the majority of
women worked in the fields instead of domestic service. Jennifer L. Morgan notes that in many colonial plantations
in the Caribbean women represented the majority of field workers. Laboring Women, 148-150.
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way: “In subject and tone Fordham’s sixty-six ‘leaves’ are identical to the work of myriad white
‘female poets’ of the century: sentimentality dominates verses on death and motherhood; nature
typifies moral virtues; patriotism and devout Christianity are celebrated” (441). Sterling Brown
sees those poets writing in the “romantic” tradition as largely without “vitality,” without heart,
simply without life: “They chose to write conventionally about the peace of nature . . . . They
became timorous of any reminder of a wretched past or present. They wanted to get away from it
all, into a secure gentility” (45-46, 58-59).18 African American women’s poetry, taking a page
from the “white” or “romantic” traditions, does moralize nature, accepting a benevolence in how
the material world responds to their interiority. But it is this very similarity which cannot be fully
understood apart from racial constrictions. Paula Bernat Bennett makes a point that racial uplift,
even as it takes up a “white bourgeois social agenda,” was “itself a form of political resistance”
(68).19
Frances Smith Foster has stated that although African American women, “did write of
‘pious sentiments and domestic concerns’” they simultaneously “display a particular interest in
public occasions and historic events” (Written by Herself, 18). Their politics rage against the
binds of race but also gender. In addition to writing about religion and romance, African
18

Dickson D. Bruce likewise comments, “black writers closely adhered to the most common, and most polite,
modes. In poetry, this meant that virtually all the work conformed to regular patterns of rhythm and rhyme and that
much of it used the kind of imagery also found in the works of white poets appearing in popular American
newspapers and magazines” (12).
19
Carla L. Peterson addresses how race politics often reverses our conclusions about the agendas of domesticity and
the voicing of middle-class values in “Doers of the Word”: African-American Women Speakers and Writers in the
North (1830-1880), where she argues “African-American writers constructed a productive discourse generated from
within the community that borrows the vocabulary and categories of the dominant discourse only to dislocate them
from their privileged position of authority and adapt them to the local place” (14). See also Andreá Williams in
Dividing Lines: “race complicates African Americans’ chances for social mobility, making it necessary that the
successful black heroine must move progressively into engagement with the politics and social inequalities that aim
to impede her advancement” (36). Unlike Peterson, when she argues that “to critique this ideology of racial uplift as
bourgeois or conservative is to misunderstand the dynamics of social change under conditions of internal (or
external) colonization,” I do not see critiquing class elitism when it is present as misunderstanding the means
necessary for social and political equality (12).
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American women novelists and poets advocated for uplift politics in ways that sharply elbowed
masculine presumptions. Just as Bennett details the efforts by female poets to politically engage
in public discourses and “to make us rethink and modify what we believe and do,” the black
women poets of the South define for themselves what is their community’s essence and what
their labor looks like (6). Thus, they delve even-keeled into the interiority of sentimentalism and
the exterior praxis of racial politics. Far from being oil and water, family and politics mingle
within the construction of domestic space for the reconstructed black family. Their religiosity
unified their faceted purpose for as they saw God’s hand in their efforts to bring education and
the vote, God’s hand too touched their private labors as wife and mother.
African American women’s material awareness went beyond the boundaries of home and
commented on their community’s relation to land. Their relationship to the agrarian present and
past surfaces in their poetry with their revisions of place, their representations of agrarian labor
and rural community building, and even with some assertions of a more direct possession of
land. Their poetry attempts a reconstruction of how the African American community perceives
the natural world, enabling the predominantly spiritual, metaphysical thrust of the white
bourgeois lyric to gain a definite aura of an agrarian black community’s hopes and concerns. As
African Americans fought against oppression they developed a relation to the natural world that
for the most part could operate outside of white preferences and serve the materialist ends of
possession. This aesthetic means of remaining contradicts the readings of African American
literature as favoring urban migration, marronage, fugitivity, diaspora. If we are to seek this
representation of Southern agrarian women and their connection to the soil then we must look at
how Southern African American women’s poetry facilitated an ecological revival deep within a
system which preyed on a static labor force.
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The defining border between exterior and interior, between the home and the field,
became a crucial marker within black women’s poetry to mark not only space but also time. The
first poets I read here, Mary E. Ashe Lee and Josephine D. Heard, both writing over twenty years
after emancipation and around ten years after the end of Reconstruction, use this structure of
progress, of old then new, to perform the ascension to gentility. There remains, however, in the
language, structure, and social memory a continuing relation between the fields of labor and the
domestic home which becomes vital in defining not only what type of labor creates property but
who is or is not free.
Though born in Alabama, Mary E. Ashe Lee, by the time she was ten, lived in Ohio.
Understandably, with the more Northerly origin, her poem, “Afmerica” (1885), does not
construct the same imaginative processes of remaining as the other poems addressed here, but
rather, is a poem of vast geographical movements. However, Lee’s “Afmerica,” addresses
directly black women’s labor before and after emancipation in a poem which plays up the social
trespasses of metabolic flows. The poem likewise follows a publication path of crossing the
North-South demarcation. From the Northern institution of the African Methodist Church Review
to the Hampton Institute’s The Southern Workman, the poem proves capacious enough for both
publications’ underlying ideologies.
The central figure called Afmerica is introduced as having an ambiguous racial makeup;
she is alternately referred to as “olive,” “brown,” “pure Caucasian.” The stanzas generally move
broadly and decisively into a new era of bourgeois feminine identity. But there is a “mix[ing]
and intermix[ing]” not only of a racial identity but of the places of women’s labor (Lee line 168).
Lee begins similarly to Crummell in essentializing Afmerica’s character. Her motherly qualities,
suitable “adapt[ations]” for the plantation household, “fit” her to be fed upon by the nation’s
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founding fathers:
The warm affections of her heart,
Her patience and fidelity,
Adapted her in every part
A Washington’s fit nurse to be.
And other children, too, of state
Were nurtured on her trustful breast: (Lee lines 97-102)
In this labor, Afmerica provides catalyst and action within the “humble sphere” and seems
particularly “adapted” to it, unlike the white woman she serves who weightlessly lists in “ennui.”
Full well she filled her humble sphere
As cook or drudge or ladies’ maid;
For all the varied household care
Was on her docile shoulders laid;
While in ennui her mistress fair
Was burdened with herself to bear. (Lee lines 105-110, emphasis in original)
The phrase “filled her humble sphere” concisely captures Lee’s foremost point that African
American women work and that work takes up space. Like the breast milk coursing through the
first president’s digestive tract, the field labor of women follows along a metabolic path that
reaches into the local (“regions of the Pontchartrain”) and the greater South (“from Florida to
Maryland”) to result in a “[perfect] Southern soil.”
The work of the fields, however, “calls for masculine hands” and leaves Afmerica
“overtasked” and not only without freedom but without “womanhood.”
Her lot grew harder year by year;
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For she was called from household care,
and forced within the fields t’appear,
The labor of the men to share.
In purple fields of sugarcane,
At early morn, her task began
in regions of the Pontchartrain.
She did the hardy work of men
from Florida to Maryland,
In cotton, rice, and fields of corn.
Such work as calls for masculine hands.
All weary, overtasked, and worn,
Subdued, she was compelled to do.
She helped in clearing forests, too.

The cultivation through her toil,
The literal labor of her hands,
Brought to pe[r]fection Southern soil
And swelled the commerce of those lands.
But as she toiled she prayed and longed
For freedom and for womanhood. (Lee lines 111-130)
The “Jubilee” answers, and in freedom, the speaker asserts, Afmerica’s production includes a
national “sublime” as well as the growth of professional labor. The “Jubilee” interjects forcefully
into the poem but the language of the first half resonates within the second, precluding a
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complete separation. The “humble sphere” becomes the “sphere of busy life.” They are, of
course, different, but “Afmerica” does not alienate the present from the past. And black women’s
labor proves to be just as pivotal in the new era as in the old. In a poem so focused on
amalgamation, on joined dualities, the labor of “Subdued, she was compelled to do” in the first
half and the labor of “Whate’er she found to do she did” in the second speak to each other even
as they express their qualitative differences (Lee lines 123, 166):
So freedom found her not without
Fair education in the North.
In Southern cities, too, no doubt
Her acquisitions proved her worth.
In many of her homes were found
Refinement true, and some degree
Of culture there, too, did abound,
Ere she was absolutely free.
Her small one talent was not hid,
Whate’er she found to do she did. (Lee lines 157-166)
The few scholars who have analyzed Lee’s poem focus on the racial “intermixing.”20 To be sure,
the poem addresses the color line, but criticism should recognize work’s centrality to the
meaning of the poem and to work’s ability, as conceived by Lee, to act as a common
denominator between the white and black races. Work describes the essential process of racial
20

See Paula Bernat Bennett, Poets in the Public Sphere: The Emancipatory Project of American Women's Poetry,
1800-1900. Princeton U. P., 2003, pp. 65-68; and Stephen J. Adams, The Patriot Poets: American Odes, Progress
Poems, and the State of the Union. McGill-Queen's U. P., 2018, pp. 176-187. Judith Weisenfeld sees “Afmerica” as
addressing the debate within African American circles of whether African Americans should focus on Africa or
America as home. African American Women and Christian Activism: New York's Black YWCA, 1905-1945. Harvard
U. P., 1997, p. 19.
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uplift, but furthermore, work can be conceptualized as unifying the two races in a national
purpose. Lee exhorts America to “Be calm and think, sublimity” and to “Cease working out
Afmerica” (Lee lines 185, 188, emphasis in original). Instead of an object of problem solving,
Lee bluntly says that Afmerica cannot be worked out like a stain. The intimacy both in the
bloodlines and in the soil goes too deep. America’s “duty” to her does not need “solv[ing]” but
“do[ing]” (Lee lines 191-192). Afmerica is working America. Just as Afmerica encompasses an
expansive territory, her energy embraces many tasks to express the extent to which she is
irresolvable:
Whatever other women do
In any sphere of busy life,
We find her, though in numbers few,
Engaged heroic in the strife.
In song and music, she can soar;
She writes, she paints and sculptures well:
The fine arts seem to smile on her.
In elocution, she’ll excel;
In medicine, she has much skill.
She is an educator, too;
She lifts her voice against the still.
To Christ she tries man’s soul to woo.
In love and patience, she is seen
In her own home, a blessed queen. (Lee lines 209-222, emphasis in original)
As Lee reaches for the sublime, the turn towards professional and cultured labor risks erasing the
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agrarian laborers still working the “cotton, rice, and fields of corn.” But Lee explicitly expresses
the continuities between black women before and after emancipation in the introductory stanza,
which only appears in some of the publications of the poem.21 “‘Sing not [Afmerica’s] past!’
cries out a host,” because Afmerica “stands unbound and free, / In that full light of liberty.” (Lee
lines 11, 9-10). To which, the narrator responds:
Yet shall the good which she has done
Be silenced all and never sung?
And shall she have no inspirations
To elevate her expectations?
From singing I cannot refrain. (Lee lines 21-25)
Notably, the narrator claims what Afmerica has “done” before emancipation serves as inspiration
for racial uplift and professionalization for the present Afmerica. Admittedly, the woman of the
poem never goes back directly to the fields, but before and after emancipation, Afmerica
transfers matter and energy. “[A]gainst the still”--recalling Crummell’s “still” woman--or
“bear[ing]” those struck with “ennui,” Afmerica recognizes that both historical contexts call for
the same essence, an essence which provokes and exhorts doing or, in other words, labor. To
define for African American women what emancipation means, Lee turns to movement within
space, but not just movement for movement’s sake. From Afmerica’s capacity for executing the
labor of her moment and place, the poem’s conceptualization of freedom arises.

21

Stephen J. Adams here gives the publication history: “In July 1885, the African Methodist Church Review
published one of the most surprising and important American poems of the nineteenth century: ‘Afmerica,’ a poem
of more than two hundred lines by an unknown Mary Ashe Lee. A year later, the poem was reprinted, minus its
introductory twenty-six lines, in volume 1, number 1 of The Negro, a short-lived Boston periodical devoted to
‘critical discussions’ of race problems in the United States. This shorter version then appeared in the Southern
Workman (October 1886), published by the Hampton Institute in Virginia. Finally, extracts including the missing
lines appeared in Mrs. N. F. (Gertrude) Mossell’s book The Work of the African-American Woman (1894)” (176).
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But even as I’ve attempted to recognize the importance of Lee’s lineage of labor, the
poem limits the wandering worker and will gradually enclose Afmerica within domesticity. A
particularly topsy-turvy conclusion when the narrative earlier abhorred the “cage” of racial and
patriarchal slavery, as expressed here:
She was a normal creature then,
And in her true allotted place;
Giving her life to fellow-men,
A proud and avaricious race.
But now, a child of liberty,
Of independent womanhood, (Lee lines 59-64)
Lee, at first, pointedly cuts at the idea that a woman has an “allotted place,” the term by which
slavery defined Afmerica as both property and a “normal creature” to feed upon. Freed from this
situatedness and naturalizing violent taxonomy, Afmerica lights out: “Across the plains, she still
doth roam / To California’s golden gate. / Yet roaming not as gypsy maid” (Lee lines 47-49).
Lee’s Afmerica is an “independent womanhood” but one that eventually shrinks into shade:
But seeking e’er the loving shade
Of home and civil habits mild.
A daughter of futurity,
The problem of the age is she. (Lee lines 51-54)
In the closing stanzas, Lee calls out for the politics of national stasis: “Afmerica! her home is
here.” In the stanza’s lines Lee repeats “here” and “home”, and Afmerica will not “roam.” “No
nomad, like the gypsy or ‘the savage red-man’s child,’” as Paula Bernat Bennett notes,
“Afmerica” takes a “disappoint[ing]” turn towards “civility” (67). This turn awkwardly
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contradicts not only the amalgamated racial makeup of Afmerica but also the much more fluid
lyric of labor and place when Afmerica was “everywhere” (Lee line 41).
Afmerica’s marronage frequently retraces its own steps. Though Lee’s poem is meant to
exhort a sort of progress, it cannot seamlessly do so as the turns also betray the social
impediments to a sublime lyric put in place by middle class gentility. Afmerica challenges the
strictures of race, gender, and labor only to regenerate them at another point, as one stanza’s
motif contradicts the next. The last stanza places the professional woman “In her own home, a
blessed queen.”
O ye, her brothers, husbands, friends,
Be brave, be true, be pure and strong!
For on your manly strength depends
Her firm security from wrong.
Oh, let your strong right arm be bold!
And don that lovely courtesy
Which marked the chevaliers of old.
Buttress her home with love and care;
Secure her those amenities
Which make a woman’s life most dear; (Lee lines 222-232)
The final stanza situates Afmerica’s in the security of property. Her voice demands not only a
retreat into chivalric masculinity but a propertied seclusion which is “buttress[ed]” by the
accumulation of wealth “which make[s] a woman’s life most dear.” The earlier stanzas’ poetic
hypertrophy, compelling the movement of arms and legs, circles into a home of extraordinary
strength and stamina capable of enduring the mounting economic hostility of Jim Crow.
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Lee’s poem teeters from its efforts to provide a feminine sublime across the epochs of
African American women's labor: first, subdued service everywhere and anywhere; the next,
volatile empowerment in professional circles; and still next, a move towards reliance and
domesticity. Lee utilizes a repetition of concepts and words to create an undertow of cohesion
within the vast scope of place and time that the poem takes up. It tells a common uplift narrative
of erasure, continuance, ambition and fear. If nothing else, “Afmerica” captures the vast and
volatile movement of a woman’s subjectivity within the forms of labor and geography active
during the closing of the nineteenth century.
Lee’s poem provides some questions by which to frame further discussion of African
American women’s poetry. Did the urge towards revision and uplift erase agrarian labor? How
did the era’s uplift ideology present geography as shifting and what was the home’s role in
defining that shift? How does women’s labor function within these seismic shifts?
Josephine D. Heard’s poem “To Clements’ Ferry” (1890) inscribes a much more
seamless movement from slavery to freedom and from agrarian labor to domestic happiness.
Heard’s poem will also distinguish itself from “Afmerica” as a more explicit poem of remaining
in the South. The poem begins as a beau takes his sweetheart on “[t]he very prettiest of drives”
towards Clements’ Ferry (Heard 55). Predictably, heavy picturesque language depicts the
landscape “[w]here marshy land its rich grain yields,” and the imagery loudly proclaims the
budding romance (Heard 55). Once the couple arrives at the old ferry site the man gives the
woman “his uplifted hands” to get down. The poetry in the early stanzas leans toward the
saccharine, yet Heard shifts in the seventh stanza. Though the stanza begins, “In days that are
forever fled, when slavery cursed this / nation --,” that past which “forever fled” mixes with the
sanitized romantic pastoral (Heard 56).
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The young man tells the young woman the history of their “rustic seat” as “it will afford
[him] pleasure”:
This land was owned by ‘Clements’ and on his great
plantation
Were many slaves who daily tilled this soil, tho’ oft in
pain-Their master’s coffers must be filled from the fields of
golden grain.

They knew no rest who labored there, but worked from
early light-They ploughed and hoed and reaped and sowed, till the
sun went down at night;
Then to the river they would come all foot-sore, worn
and weary,
Hungry and faint to reach their home they crossed here
at the ferry. (Heard 57)
A “strange sweet voice” frees them and they cross the ferry for “the last time” (Heard 57).
Slavery’s breach of the genteel romance hardly conforms to Brown’s assessment that
black female poets “became timorous of any reminder of a wretched past or present,” nor does
the poem seem to “[want] to get away from it all, into a secure gentility” (58-59). Heard’s poem
parallels “plantation,” “pain,” “golden grain” to clearly trace the consumption of bodies by
agrarian slavery. But the interruption of slavery is also not meant to discredit the romantic
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language of the earlier stanzas. Instead, Heard bridges the two moments with a lovers’
conversation and allows history to contend within a new moment. A moment that despite its
seemingly incongruity with a slave past descends from that past and extends into the future as in
Heard’s phrase, “And still the water rippled on” (Heard 57). Heard’s poem then lets the tension
between old and new play out within the shifts of language and representation; neither old nor
new is absent. When “he whisper[s] something in her ear, but not about the ferry,” romance
again guides the poem (Heard 57). The difference between the past and present still registers as
epochal shifts in “To Clements’ Ferry.” The poem negotiates for a possible future with a
particular space, and the things that happened in that space, to ultimately allow a new generation
to remain.
Heard demonstrates the complicated textual field that mixed tones of romance and
realism in order to convey the contours of, if not a new space, then a new control of that space.
The young couple’s very mobility over the landscape, acting upon their own wishes in the
“charming little buggy,” revises the slaves’ repetitive “foot-sore” movement from the field to
cross the ferry. Even within the remembrance of slavery, this new generation can find lapses
within social traditions to use, feel and reflect on the land in their own way: “The ‘ferry has
another name, which lovers oft repeat, / Instead of ‘Clements’ Ferry,’ it is now ‘Sunset Retreat’”
(Heard 57). Though the signs by which spaces are mapped may signal absolute reconstruction,
the lived histories in place conduct an ability to remain and ensure a futurity (as allusions to a
“something” in the poem promise marriage) in the very shadows of agrarian enslavement.
The reminder of slavery scripts a selective awareness of labor that additionally rewrites
the earlier pastoral references, such as when the fields “yield” their grain with no laborer
mentioned (reminiscent of country-house poetry’s natural providence). Even with the slaves’
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plowing, hoeing, reaping and sowing piercing the center of the poem, Heard then obscures the
time and labor required for the “ripened wheat,” which the young couple pass on their merry ride
by silently placing the young couple as above all that drudgery. Though they may live, and live
happily in the shadow of slavery they are no longer of that agrarian labor. In the poem’s
declaration that slavery has “forever fled” there is every indication that it is agrarian labor rather
than the memory of slavery that has fled. The differences between the two epochs point out the
standards of an “uplifted” life (as Heard significantly describes the young man’s hands). Leisure,
not labor, defines the environment within the poem and stages a class structure. Though the
poems speaks broadly of a community’s able translation of environment, it speaks too of the
social boundaries being written on that space at the same time.
Gender prescriptions emerge too from the environmental imagination of the new
generation. The poem privileges the home as a woman’s place where she is picked up at the start
and placed at the end. In contrast to Lee’s Afmerica, the man assumes the place of principal
actor: “He gently stood and placed her in a safe seat at his side” (Heard 55). The young man
guides the woman through an outside world with which she apparently possesses little intimacy.
The young man takes “pleasure” in reminding his date about the how topographical features of
pastoral romance once were set pieces during slavery. The “sweet voice” of freedom’s call flows
into his own sweet “whisper.” The young man intimates a regenerative bond between the
liberation from agrarian labor and the groundbreaking of the domestic. Their carefully contained
mobility through the environment rehearses the gender boundaries drawn in the wake of the
jubilee moment. Though young couple will not “daily” till the soil, Heard’s poem shares with
others the negotiation of remaining instead of removing. That negotiation, however, could be
effected in such a way as to find agrarian labor or the desire for property as part of remaining.
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Effie Waller Smith, a native of Kentucky, published “The Road to Church” in her 1909
collection Rosemary and Pansies. In “The Road to Church,” Smith pictures a town’s people
moving through a landscape along a road toward the community church. Smith speaks of a
“rude” or rural culture, where separate lives “meet” and share in “woe and mirth.” “Rutted by
wheels and scarred by hoofs,” the road should act as an obvious site of movement and migration.
But the gathering description instead enfolds the road into an aura of a local community.
Rutted by wheels and scarred by hoofs
And by rude footsteps trod,
The old road winds through glimmering
woods
Unto the house of God.

How many feet, assembling here
From each diverse abode,
Led by how many different aims,
Have walked this shadowy road!

How many sounds of woe and mirth
Have thrilled these green woods dim-The funeral’s slow and solemn tramp,
The wedding’s joyous hymn. (Smith 35)
By becoming routine, the route becomes less of a path towards fugitivity than a movement in
response to a ritual object. Through this ritualization, Smith touches on Walter Benjamin’s
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concept of the “aura.” Walter Benjamin’s essay, usually referred to as “The Work of Art in the
Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” follows the progression of a work of art from its use as an
object of ritual in contained spaces, like temples, where few cross its path, to the hyper-exposure
of a mechanically reproduced work of art, like a print or a film. What is gradually expended in
this transformation is the work’s “aura”: its sense of “embeddedness” in a particular place and
time: “What, then, is the aura? A strange tissue of space and time: the unique apparition of a
distance, however near it may be. To follow with the eye--while resting on a summer afternoon-a mountain range on the horizon or a branch that casts its shadow on the beholder is to breathe
the aura of those mountains, of that branch” (Benjamin 104-105). The definitive closeness of
Benjamin’s surprising environmental meditation contained within the demonstratives “those”
and “that” can be seen in Smith’s poem as a “watch[er]” speaks to the reader about the “where”
of the church in a string of prepositions:
Toward where, beyond the rock-strewn hill,
Against the dusky pines
That rise above the churchyard graves,
The white spire soars and shines. (Smith 35)
This relatively static object is not the study of the poem, however, but the related social
performances that use the landmark as a reference point to ritualize their “different aims”
towards a shared meaning. The character of an “aura” changes from being attached to a singular
object to the public movement around that object. The movement towards the church becomes
the object of reflection and meaning. “The Road to Church” then, even as it more successfully
represents a communal aura and needs the church as centripetal force, does not prioritize stasis
devoid of movement. What can be termed more accurately as “rural vibrancy” effectually pushes
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against the portrayal of rural life as stagnant, as completely defined by dead-end labor.22 In
contrast to Benjamin's point about an aura being dependent on a work of art’s relative scarcity
and seclusion, the poem’s ritual does not alienate art from the people but rather will move to
integrate routine labor into the meaning of ritual performance.
The establishment of a routine is important in that it represents flow but also invokes the
routinized process of manual labor rather than the vagrant flow of individualistic self-making.
The OED defines the etymology of routine this way: “acquisition of skills through practice (as
opposed to academic study) (1559), regularly followed, often unvarying procedure (1715).”23
Route becomes routine as character types--old women (stanza 7), old men (stanza 6), and young
lovers (stanza 8)--play their parts. Then a more sustained narrative describes, in what seems
clichéd language, the “awkward” country field hand:
Gaunt-limbed, his shoulders stooped with toil,
His forehead seamed with care,
Adown the road the farm hand stalks
With awed and awkward air.

The sermon glimmers in his mind,
Its truths half understood,
And yet from prayer and hymn he gains
A shadowy dream of good
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With the term “rural vibrancy” I evoke Jane Bennett’s Vibrant Matter to capture how a commonly objectified
thing--here a rural community--contains agency.
23
"routine, n. and adj.". OED Online. December 2018. Oxford University Press.
http://www.oed.com.proxy.lib.siu.edu/view/Entry/168095?rskey=QzbqGJ&result=1&isAdvanced=false (accessed
February 03, 2019).
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That sanctifies the offering
His bare life daily makes-His tender love for wife and child,
And toil borne for their sakes. (Smith 36)
Smith embeds the mundane, perhaps mechanical practice or procedure of the farm hand’s work
into a broader system of community knowing and communal purpose. “Toil borne” hardly
romanticizes agrarian labor for its own sake, and seams mark the farmhand’s forehead just as
they do the church road. Still, within the recursive practices of the rural types, familial sacrifice
becomes translated through “prayer and hymn” as a virtue, while the old men walk “Mourning
the ways of reckless youths / Far-wandering from the fold.” (Smith 36). How such a routine
becomes integral to community can be clarified by Katherine Clay Bassard’s discussion of a
“performing community.” Routine behaviors practiced within such spaces as slave cabins,
Bassard contends, “become (re)producers of a culturally specific collective subjectivity, and to
the extent that this subjectivity-producing culture is community-based . . . it is a communitybuilding culture as well” (132). For the farm hand’s labor to become “sanctified” requires the
weight of the ruts and scars; it requires the sanction of a community that moves within the same
traumatic history--“the bleakness and the bloom”--and over the same ground, where the road
becomes metonym of daily labor rather than “far-wandering.” Smith’s poem foregrounds how
labor and movement together become critical in reimagining a local environment. Its religiosity
should not be interpreted as exclusively ephemeralizing agrarian labor; instead, religious myths
facilitate a reconciliation to the mundane toil that carries slavery’s shadow.
There is another, less obtrusive figure than the church which acts no less in creating
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meaning from the “diverse” lives of the community: “I watch the meeting streams of life, /
Whose mingled current tends” (Smith 35). Unidentified, Smith’s speaker joins others within the
domestic sphere who brokered African Americans’ ability to remain. The male farm hand
endures toil for the sake of his home, staging a here and there, an inside and outside; he likely
endures labor conditions prescribed by white markets and laws intended to bind him to the land.
The speaker narrates as a “shadowy dream of good” projects the labor out of white markets even
as that labor might still remain in them, and reorients it towards the domestic. Labor no longer
acts as something to break from but something which contracts with communal values. Within
the values of labor, space, and gender, the poet conjures a religious intervention, resonating
between the aura of field and the home, of a here and there, and completing a ritual that
hopefully counters the unspoken stressors that would send young men “far-wandering,” and
seam and stoop, rut and scar, a farm laborer.
Mary Weston Fordham strikes the same intonations of seeing a new day in the Southern
fields. Fordham published one book of poetry in 1897 with the Tuskegee Institute Press, and
Booker T. Washington provided an introduction. The endorsement from Tuskegee is a break
from the popularized picture of that institution as strictly and exclusively given to the industrial
arts. Washington writes, “The Negro's right to be considered worthy of recognition in the field of
poetic effort is not now gainsaid as formerly, and each succeeding effort but emphasizes his right
to just consideration” (“Introductory”). Magnolia Leaves inscribes the industrial and nationalist
themes of Tuskegee and at the same time details a woman’s connection to the material world.
The moment Fordham chooses to assert such a connection in her poetry crystalizes the issues of
gender, labor and nature. Fordham includes two Genesis poems in which a reorientation towards
the environment is evident. The Genesis moment had become a poignant reference after an
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apocalyptic war from which African Americans saw the creation of a new life in America.
Fordham’s poetic awareness to light, ocean, fish and fowl catalogues an emergent political and
environmental position deriving from this historical moment.
Fordham’s adaptation of the Genesis myth is a prescient move as a devoted attention to
the immediate environment and how one’s position within that environment allows a certain
manifestation of social values. A reliance on the tropes of Genesis reaches into a deep belief that
America “incarnated” something unique and exceptional in the world. The interrelation between
American social values and the environment has been detailed in Myra Jehlen’s American
Incarnation, wherein she states: “the decisive factor shaping the founding conceptions of
‘America’ and of ‘the American’ was material rather than conceptual: rather than a set of
abstract ideas, the physical fact of the continent” (3). To clarify, I quote Jehlen at length:
Grounded, literally, in American soil, liberalism’s hitherto arguable theses
metamorphosed into nature’s material necessities. Thus European reformers had
argued in accord with Natural Law philosophy that their societies should parallel
and complement nature. But the forming of American society was a still more
ambitious enterprise. Americans saw themselves as building their civilization out
of nature itself, as neither the analogue nor the translation of Natural Law but its
direct expression. Fusing the political with the natural, human volition with its
object, and hope with destiny, they imagined an all-encompassing universe that in
effect healed the lapsarian parting of man and his natural kingdom. (Jehlen 3)
The land, as Jehlen argues, as something solid and new, becomes capable of being a foundation
towards projects of heretofore abstract social values, for instance, Enlightenment’s liberal
individualism. The time of Reconstruction staged a sustained effort by African Americans to
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“incarnate” their beliefs. The “New World” moment for European settlers offers a useful
analogue (as Crummel's speech shows) to the years following the jubilee for African Americans
even in their respective shifting relationship towards the environment, which sought to “[heal]
the lapsarian parting.” This environmental imagination faced materialisms that could not be
made to work and so had to be “worked out” (to allude to Lee’s “Afmerica”). European settlers
suppressed people and heretical histories in their projections of exceptionalism. Freedwomen and
men suppressed slavery’s memory to imagine the land as their own. European settlers brought a
virulent faith which prophesied their labor clearing the wilderness would be blessed. African
Americans resorted to their own cross, where materialism and spiritualism met to enable a
cultural benison of the land, a type of ablution of the land’s predation of their bodies, as they
continued to harvest cotton and sugar. At times this cultural movement relied on the jubilee as a
historical moment that enabled forgetfulness as well as remembrance (“days that are forever
fled” [Heard 56]), even as the remnants of slavery bled into the ensuing decades. The jubilee
directed a previous questioning of time (“My brother, how long”) into a questioning of
geographic space.24 While slave communities practiced a variety of religious, cultural, and
economic relations toward local ecologies before emancipation, that event released those
practices into broader fields of expression as well as into the heavy layers of white suppression.
24

Here again I rely on Jehlen’s thinking. Jehlen sees the “translating [of] infinite time into universal space, the
conception of a New World permitted principles that in the old world were rendered relative by their connection to
process and growth to become absolute, timeless natural laws in the new. Reconceived as a spatial concept, process
did not mean transformation but expansion” (9). I think my intellectual debt should be quite clear but I do not claim
that the African American community made as clean a break as Jehlen’s new Americans. The contention between
old and new saturates the literature of African Americans at the turn-of-the-century and can be used as a paraphrase
for the concept of uplift. Additionally, the actors in Jehlen’s American Incarnation are white males; African
Americans did not have the luxury of unchecked liberal individualism. “My brother, how long” comes from the
spiritual “We’ll Soon be Free” compiled by Thomas Wentworth Higginson in “Negro Spirituals.” The Atlantic
Monthly, vol. 19, no. 116, June 1867, pp. 685 - 694.
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Fordham’s small book of poetry contains two poems (“Chicago Exposition Ode,” and
“Atlanta Exposition Ode”) printed in sequence which push for a geographical imaginary that
encourages an exceptionalist reading of place. The first is an ode to Columbus’s expedition and
the Chicago “Columbian Exposition”: the same exposition that Anna Julia Cooper and others
castigated for its segregationist policies. Rather than touch on the event’s race problem,
Fordham, curiously, pictures the Columbian mythology as the advent of a new epoch. In the
poem, a chieftain watches the approaching ships of Columbus and maneuvers his followers to
meet the “evil.” They are suddenly stopped by the sight of the Europeans kneeling and praying
before an implanted cross. After this “benison” the land becomes symbolic, drawing people
“from every clime” to “worship” the sanctified land and its “banner” (Fordham 30-32).
Coupled as they are, Fordham’s “Odes” write the historical and ideological impetus of
Columbian event as progenitor to the Booker T. Washington’s Atlanta moment, wherein he
proposes the division of space by the two races as complementary yet separate. Even as “Atlanta
Exposition Ode” uses the famous argument for a localized economy, “Cast down your bucket
where you are,” Fordham pivots on the threshold of emancipation, to gain a spacial scope that
collapses a traumatic time.
What doth it matter if thy years
Have slowly dragged ‘mid sighs and tears?
What doth it matter, since thy day
Is brightened now by hope's bright ray
[...]
And outstretched hands, will bless the day,
When old things shall have passed away. (Fordham 32-33)
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A blessing ritualizes and makes discrete the more diffuse and longue durée of grieving and
demarcates a moment when identity (racial and national) is formed through space. That spatial
identity heralds the moment when African Americans sought a different relation to the natural
world from what slavery had defined. This new era relies on the benison of space to then imagine
a meeting ground, a site where environment and communal identity come together. With the
object of a final national reconciliation, Fordham commands a mending of geographical and
racial divisions:
Come, comrades, from the East, the West!
Come, bridge the chasm. It is best.
Come, warm hearts of the sunny South,
And clasp hands with the mighty North.
Rise Afric's sons and chant with joy,
Good will to all without alloy. (Fordham 33)
Once the past can finally be put aside, the poem turns towards geography and sutures African
Americans relation to the land. Reminiscent of “Afmerica,” Fordham’s restored nation manifests
as a subsequently sublime moment when African Americans voice a national body. “For all one
flag, one flag for all” chants the poem to a close (Fordham 34). If we include the subsequent
poem “Stars and Stripes,” Fordham writes a nationalist triptych of racial uplift ideology that
many African Americans believed most capable of succeeding. While the two “Odes” indulge in
an expansionist nationalism, they also demonstrate the heavy lifting required of remaining.
Applauding the Columbian event now legible in the national flag, Fordham imagines the
nationalist power facing no geographical barrier, able to transcend the limits of the natural world.
Fordham thereby imagines a separation from the mundane but this does not entail a complete
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alienation from the material world; instead, it reinvigorates an even further merging of identity
and land.
Instrumental to the vision of a borderless Christian nation was the dual effort of
spiritualizing African Americans’ labor, especially in the agrarian fields, and materializing their
interior vision of themselves: to make what abstract values they had held in secret legible in their
environment. “Creation,” the opening poem of Magnolia, becomes more than a poem of
Christian devotion as it opens a radically different relation to the natural world than was in-place.
If the moment of discovery, outlined and expanded in the odes, sets up a reconciliation of subject
to environment, of African Americans to U.S. territory, the moment of creation similarly propels
space forward for the reader to become hyper-aware of material nature.
“Creation,” in a seemingly benign fashion, describes the sun, moon, stars, rivers,
mountains, clouds, rainbows, and oceans. But its harmless subject matter and simplicity hide the
fact that the poem functions precisely within the contests for remaining and conflicts of
possession. Fordham’s Genesis poems operate within the symbolic allusions to the “New World”
moment, rewriting the moment of creation for African Americans to rediscover the natural
world. But the purpose of that mending does not return African Americans to the status of
natural other, which undergirded white supremacist discourse. A more delicate, seemingly
paradoxical, adjustment occurs. As the Judeo-Christian myth of creation acts as a means of
separating humanity from natural other and instituting the natural world as property in the act of
dominion, the myth should be viewed as nothing less under the pen of an African American
woman.
Fordham’s creation setting, like Heard’s phrasing, “days that are forever fled,” seeks to
quell the anxiety of slavery’s living legacy by overwhelming the legacies of time through an
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attention to environment. To begin at the beginning formulates a handy ahistoricism, potentially
obviating the centuries of oppression for the sake of imagining a future in the South. Such an
amnesiac environmental imagination, it could be argued, ignores the continued dispossession of
tenant and sharecropping--a criticism Booker T. Washington similarly shares. But that collapse
of time is not as absolute as may appear. Within the opening stanza, Fordham diverges from the
standardized myth:
O Earth, adore creative power,
That made and gave to man as dower,
This world of beauty rare,
With hills and vales of verdant green,
With rills and brooks of crystal sheen,
Lovely beyond compare. (Fordham 13)
Fordham signals creation as “dower,” and therefore, rather than as a godly act spoken into chaos,
“creative power” erupts into a prior social relation. The meditative catalog of nature
subsequently cannot be seen as empty of human power-relations. That catalog, likewise, speaks
into a social context. Fordham forces a meditation on the material world before the reader not as
a means to obscure or buttress inequitable land and labor relations, but to employ a godly
mission for African Americans to assert possession.
While the poem still contests the presumptions of white environmental rule, the more
explicit human power-relation which the poem dissents from is the male-dominated assertions to
landed property. Fordham subtly implies female proprietorship in annotating the possession of
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the natural world as a “dower”: a term used to signify female property.25 The reference to dowry,
while delicately broaching woman between man and god, cannot be completely free from
patriarchal domestic ideology. But it aligns “creative power” with a woman's ability to possess in
such a way as to precede the moment god gifts dominion over nature to “man.” This forcefully
interrupts the simplified relationship between men and real property. A woman, in other words,
brings the world to man.
Lessening any concerns of over-reading the two lines which open the sixty-eight line
poem, Fordham underscores the pointed opening of “Creation” as she wittily repeats the female
proprietary in the second creation myth poem in Magnolia, “The Saxon Legend of Language.”
Even as Fordham aligns one thread of her poetry with that of a black reclamation, here in “Saxon
Legend of Language” she mocks the belief in male superiority. After the creation, the world is in
complete silence until the angel Gabriel comes down and begins singing. As each creature finds
its voice, Eve is the first person to receive language:
Then laggard Adam sauntered near,
What Eve had heard he too must hear,
But ah! for aye will woman’s voice
Make man to sigh or him rejoice. (Fordham 21)
What is first heard in the heavenly host and creatures of land and air comes then to the woman,
Eve, and it is through her that a “laggard Adam” gains language. We may assume that it is only
afterward that Adam may fulfill God’s imperative to name all creations. Fordham transposes an
apple, which curses the world with labor and forever raises the issue of purity, for language and a
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OED lists the noun form of dower as meaning “The portion of a deceased husband's estate which the law allows
to his widow for her life.” In its form as “dowry,” it signifies the property a man inherits through his wife. "dowry,
n." OED Online, Oxford University Press, March 2019, www.oed.com/view/Entry/57319. Accessed 26 March 2019.
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world wherein an industrious woman (as Adam is already slow in his movement) speaks in a
heavenly voice and gives expression to the state of gender relations as well as giving the
prerogative of naming the ecological others.
Fordham’s creation poems show the fluidity of African Americans’ interpretation of the
natural world and women’s central mission in simultaneously spiritualizing and materializing
African Americans’ everyday relation to the environment. What the poems do not do is represent
women’s agrarian labor.26 Instead, they position women between the sanction of Christian faith
and men’s field labor. Not strictly to alienate African American society from nature, instead, the
women’s shift from direct agrarian labor towards a spiritual medium allows for a cultural suture
towards fields of labor that had been used to devitalize the African American community during
slavery and in Jim Crow.27 Men, such as Smith’s field hand, could walk behind the plow in the
assuredness of a familial and communal purpose.
The risks of Fordham’s strategy to underline women’s role within property relations are
painfully evident when instead of an author’s photo, Magnolia has only a photo of Fordham’s
home.
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For a discussion of the representation of women’s labor in African American literature of this time, see Andreá
Williams, Dividing Lines, 53-77.
27
Magnolia shares this cultural purpose with Booker T. Washington, wearing openly its ideological allegiance to
the program of Tuskegee Institute. Magnolia Leaves remained one of only two books of poetry or fiction ever
published by the Tuskegee Institute Press. The other is Effie T. Battle’s Gleanings from Dixie Land. Tuskegee
Normal and Industrial Institute, 1914. Eric Gardner, regarding Fordham’s Magnolia, remarks “Most of the poems
address the concerns that Washington saw as central to African American families and to women specifically: a
deep faith, a clear attention to the ideals of domestic ideology, and a commitment to education” (320).
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FIG. 2. “Home of the Author.” Magnolia Leaves, 1897.
The absence of a face, of a body, sits uneasily with our notions of individuality and
humanity, even of authorship, but the photo strikingly challenges these notions and keeps within
a more static and economic definition of uplift. While domesticity operated as a type of
shorthand for a patriarchal sanctuary against white sexual violence, for many black female poets
and novelists, including Fordham, the position of a woman’s voice (much like when Anna Julia
Cooper implicitly undercuts Crummell) talks over men to define freedom within property
relations. As Ann duCille states, black female writers turned marriage and domesticity towards
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their own ends “to critique and reorder gender relations” (31).
Fordham’s bourgeois gentility places women within domestic boundaries but her poems
play with the degree to which women accept those boundaries. As in the revisions of “Eve,”
Fordham refuses to sever the bonds which women still have to materialities such as the
environment and the marketplace. “The Coming Woman” showcases Fordham’s willingness to
offend as she brazenly upends the standard order of domesticity. Eight stanzas direct a flurry of
complaints towards a domestic partner:
Just look, ‘tis a quarter past six, love-And not even the fires are caught;
Well, you know I must be at the office-But, as usual, the breakfast ’ll be late.

Now hurry and wake up the children;
And dress them as fast as you can;
“Poor dearies,” I know they’ll be tardy,
Dear me, “what a slow, poky man!” (Fordham 74-75)
The revelation that it is the man who is the domestic partner (a laggard similar to Fordham’s
Adam no less) repeats the gender reversal used by critiques of “the coming woman”
movement.28 Those patriarchal responses to women’s liberation attempted to depict the absurdity
of women assuming male roles. Fordham is plainly not forwarding that women become stock
brokers. But if we are to read the poem as a critique of women’s rights movements than Fordham
leaves us with the salient issue of just how unreasonable and burdensome the degree of domestic
28

See, for instance, Ariana Wormeley Curtis, and Daniel Sargent Curtis. The Spirit of Seventy-six: Or, The Coming
Woman, a Prophetic Drama. Little, Brown and Company, 1868.
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labor really is. Cook dinner, polish the silver, call a carriage, wash the dishes, and do it again at
supper. As the speaker heads to the Women’s Convention, continuing to pile on chores, she ends
with the punchline “O! how could a civilized woman / Exist, without a man cook” (Fordham 75).
The poem reveals that though Fordham wrote in the sentimental tradition of the genteel she does
not inscribe a woman who needs the “buttresses” of men’s arms and deeds.
The poetry from the women’s era asserts its role as interpreter and creator of a freedom
moment. This moment, resting within the history of exploitive land policies, required a
revolutionary relation to the land. By performing a connection to the land, female authors
identified the requisite space by which they made themselves known as women and as African
American. Black female authors found that directing the religious and political power of
American exceptionalism drew in the expansive terrain of land, air and water to give potency to
their uplift ideology and forward their claim to remain.
Part 2: Iola Leroy: “Thresholds” of Community in the Rural South
The race has not had very long to straighten its hands from the hoe, to grasp the
pen and wield it as a power for good, and to erect above the ruined auction-block
and slave-pen institutions of learning, but
There is light beyond the darkness,
Joy beyond the present pain;
There is hope in God's great justice
And the negro's rising brain.
Though the morning seems to linger
O'er the hill-tops far away,
Yet the shadows bear the promise
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Of a brighter coming day.
(Harper, “Note,” Iola Leroy 282).

I present Lee, Smith, Fordham and Heard’s poetry as representative of a recognizable
“environmental imagination” that is further enclosed in a sectional discourse of post-bellum
America. Smith, Fordham and Heard wrote as southern African American women and epitomize
the effort by the women of the South, especially of the newly established professional class, to
write of their region as already a fertile home with good air, water, and land. They spearheaded
an effort to present the African American home and its labor division as typical of any of the
middle class. Aiding this effort and spearheading campaigns of moral refinement and orderly
houses were the women of the North
Scholars such as Robert Stepto, Farah Jasmine Griffin, and Lawrence Rodgers recognize
“immersion” as constituting a modern African American literary tradition.29 Stepto’s taxonomy
of “ascent narratives” and “immersion narratives" captures the seemingly irreconcilable
movements within African American literature. Ascent refers to narratives of uplift very often
associated with Northern migration, education, and wage labor (Stepto 67). Immersion is a
counter movement toward the South in an acknowledgement of a cultural inheritance from a
rural “folk,” which Stepto asserts begins with Du Bois’s The Souls of Black Folk (66-67).30 The
Souls does two related things at once. It records and recovers the rural black South, speaking in
29

See Robert Stepto, From Behind the Veil: A Study of Afro-American Narrative. University of Illinois Press, 1979.;
Stepto’s premise would influence studies of the migration novel in Farah Jasmine Griffin’s, “Who Set You
Flowin’?”: The African-American Migration Narrative. Oxford U. P., 1995; and Lawrence Rodgers’s Canaan
Bound: The African-American Great Migration Novel. University of Illinois Press, 1997. Griffin uses the concept of
the “ancestor” to read how the author may portray the South as a “site of terror” or as a site of a “black birthright to
the land” (5). Rodgers details how migration novels advocated for a continued immersion in Southern folk traditions
to better find stability within the cities.
30
The search for a prototype of immersion could stretch back as far as Frederick Douglass as Ian Finseth reads My
Bondage My Freedom as a type of ascent/immersion narrative, Shades of Green, 285-287.
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the tone of Du Bois’s other sociological and historical studies. It also, as some would say,
“grounds” an increasingly urban African American culture. This second act has been read as a
powerful tool in the hands of new migrants to the North who needed some stability in the
response to the pressures of urban life.31 This reading however does not consider that Souls does
not spring from the subject position of a rural migrant to the urban North but of an already urban
and highly cultured Northern academic. Rather than look backwards it intervenes. Our current
understanding of the immersion trope has not fully considered the legacy of intervention and its
attendant class structures. The trope of immersion occurs already within a certain separation,
exemplified in Crummell’s address, between urban Northern African Americans and agrarian
Southern African Americans. Immersion is an act of cultural and political will on the part of
writers to create a cohesive racial bloc. Even when writing in sympathy with the rural masses,
urbane authors cannot or wish not to dissolve the social distance between them and the object of
study, the rural laboring class. This may occur due to the tools of science and art (the space
between subject and object) by which the author inscribes the rural folk on the page. It may
occur due to the suspicion with which the rural folk greet the writer from the North, or the degree
of pride the rural folk give their traditions or “superstitions.” In any event, authors must, as
Harper writes in her endnote to Iola, “straighten [their] hands from the hoe, to grasp the pen”
(282). A discord exploits this separation from manual labor and suffuses immersion with a
susceptibility to class, cultural, and geographical division.32 The literature of immersion shares
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See Rodgers, Canaan Bound, 32-33.
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this susceptibility and a genealogy from the broader intervention of uplift begun by Northern
religious and activist circles during early Reconstruction.
Men and women, white and black, heeded the call to go south and uplift the race through
moral and academic discipline. Intervention carried with it a religious mortification of rural
debasement.33 Ronald E. Butchart has detailed the diverse cadre of Freedman’s Bureau teachers.
Revising a host of previous assumptions about these educators, Butchart finds only a slight
majority were women (180). However, the “yankee schoolmarm” became the popularized term
for these missionary educators, perhaps because it was their role as educators that women
assumed a visible presence in the Northern occupation and reformation of the South. Du Bois
once engraved the movement as a “crusade of the New England schoolma’am” which
complimented the “field guns” with “the alphabet” (Souls 25). Scholarship has yet to
acknowledge that the immersion narrative branches from this more aggressive movement of
intervention across the U.S. sectional boundary. The impressions of W. E. B. Du Bois, Charles
Chesnutt, and Jean Toomer as they attempted to teach the southern “folk” negotiate the same
social and cultural space as the Freedmen's Bureau teacher who had come many years before.
Though immersion patterns itself after intervention there is a wide difference of feeling between
the two. But to find the textual exemplar of the morphology by which intervention becomes
immersion we should not look to Du Bois’s The Souls of Black Folk but to, in many ways, its
precursor, Frances Ellen Watkins Harper’s novel Iola Leroy; or Shadows Uplifted (1892).
It should be of no surprise that Frances E. W. Harper stood at the front line of a
Charles W. Chesnutt, 61-62; or W.E.B. Du Bois’s efforts to “put Cicero ‘pro Archia Poeta’ into the simplest English
with local applications,” Souls of Black Folk, 65; Robert Stepto brilliantly summarizes Du Bois’s unresolved
distance from the “ritual ground” of the Black Belt. Behind the Veil, 77-78.
33
For discussions of cultured elites’ efforts at moral reform of rural populations through chastisement, see Wilson
Jeremiah Moses, The Golden Age of Black Nationalism,103-131; Hazel Carby, Cultures in Babylon: Black Britain
and African America. Verso, 1999, pp. 7-39.
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burgeoning literary tradition. From slavery to freedom to segregation, Harper charted the
formational moments of African American life through her tireless activism and prolific writing.
Critics have thus far failed to note the foundational role Harper’s writing made to the theme of
immersion and ascent in African American letters. Harper journeyed south only two years after
the close of the war to commence a lecture tour that only ended in 1871. Her travels South
inspired her book of poetry Sketches of Southern Life (1872). This book followed Harper’s
serially published novel, Minnie’s Sacrifice (1869), which, like Iola, arcs from the antebellum to
the postbellum South. Harper should be noted as one of the first, if not the first, African
American author to focus on the Reconstruction South.34 The voices and events in Minnie’s
Sacrifice and Sketches would go into Harper’s novel Iola Leroy. All three works presciently
enact the migrations which defined the political and cultural efforts of turn-of-the-nineteenth
century African American literature and enshrine the predominant interest African American
letters had for the South and the rural folk. Harper’s literary work intervenes upon the space of
the Reconstruction South to minister a belief in self-improvement. Harper writes, five years after
the close of the war in Athens, Georgia, “Here is ignorance to be instructed; a race who needs to
be helped up to higher planes of thought and action; and whether we are hindered or helped, we
should try to be true to the commission God has written upon our souls” (Coming Day 125-126).
Harper, in fact, would prove herself more adept than many of her successors at compromising
Northern free-labor ideology to the loud calls of Southern freedwomen and men for their own
34
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path of uplift. Her novel, Iola, seeks a shared mission between the rural community’s geographic
revision and the urban community’s immersive guidance.35
Northern intervention after the Civil War consequently meant the ways to freedom went
from underground paths to highways and railways. The sectional détente set the field for a
shifting sense of freedom. Streams of migrating bodies defined freedom in acts of marronage.
Iola Leroy internalizes the black southerners’ “New World” moment meeting and conflicting
with the opportunities for freedom in marronage. In Harper’s Iola Leroy, the plot functions as a
series of migrations and unifications. Generations of Iola’s family, separated by slavery, find one
another in the hopeful days of Reconstruction. As the sectional conflict ends in Northern victory,
the characters of Iola Leroy weigh the opportunities and threats of the two disparate sections and
what they represent: the stunning violence of the South yet containing the vestiges of family and
community, or the North with its promise of individual opportunity, yet bitterly encoding racial
inequality. Amidst this flux, Harper centralizes African American women’s labor. Harper’s
women exert a missionary zeal for racial uplift, laboring against the plantation model of
women’s labor and towards both a permanent domestic boundary and a more active and
politicized family home.
Iola Leroy has already undergone a traumatic identity shift even before the crucible of
war grants a series of redefinitions. The novel first shows her a rescued slave working in the field
hospital of the Union Army where she will reunite with her long lost uncle, Robert Johnson. Yet
Iola was raised white and privileged. When her planter father dies from yellow fever and her
mother’s racial heritage is revealed, a “rank secessionist” cousin Alfred Lorraine seizes the
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opportunity to throw the family back into the caste of slavery. Lured from her school in the
North, Iola is sold into the shadowy hands of a series of owners, each failing to break her to their
will. As her fellow bondsman Tom Anderson relates “‘Dey tells me dey’s been sellin’ her all
ober de kentry; but dat she’s a reg’lar spitfire; dey can’t lead nor dribe her’” (38). Even as the
slave regime controls the country, Iola’s will creates a countermovement which, though it cannot
by itself break her bonds, does create some room between her and her master. The “intractable
girl” exists in a condensed placelessness. Only “the strong arm of [the] Government,” aided by
Tom Anderson, frees her (59). While Harper is careful to stage Tom Anderson's actions as vital
to Iola's future, only the historical sweep of Union power opens the slave regime’s
claustrophobic control of house and field. It is the intervention that then determines the nascent
vocabulary of uplift. Slavery’s violent erasure of Iola’s home and subsequently that power’s
defeat will present her with the vast confusion of railways and roads by which to seek her place
and role in post-bellum America. Amidst the “disordered state,” Iola says she needs a
“standpoint” (145). Iola’s liminality as both a slave and a highly-educated woman with a
privileged upbringing and capable of passing creates a unique profile and a volatile agency
within Reconstruction America.
Iola emerges from her “durance vile” still young, beautiful, and “refined” (38-39). Her
war effort as a nurse in a Union camp hospital attracts the admiration and infatuation of a white
northern doctor. Doctor Gresham overcomes his initial efforts to “banish” Iola from his romantic
desires only to be “constantly thrown together” with her where he witnesses her “ideal”
femininity (59). His marriage proposal offers a path towards individual uplift, one which seeks to
circumscribe Iola’s tragedy in a domestic sphere: “he resolved to win her for his bride, bury her
secret in his Northern home, and hide from his aristocratic relations all knowledge of her
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mournful past” (59-60). Refusing Doctor Gresham’s proposal and the white world he offers, Iola,
“willing to go anywhere and do anything,” determines to find her family among the refugees of
the South’s defeat (145). She disclaims the rarefied isolation of the ideal, carrying with her
instead the common purpose of the “despised.”
On the one hand, Iola’s former status as property and as victim of sexual assault by white
men can be claimed as a common cause among all enslaved women. Iola joins them in their
ascent from a degraded past. On the other hand, Iola can be seen as something of a stranger to
the Southern black community. As Gresham himself remarks, “Her accent is slightly Southern,
but her manner is Northern” (57). Seen as a cultured Northerner, Iola aids the Southern rural
community as a woman apart. Her family’s light skin and refined manner allow them to
potentially cross U.S. racial and class boundaries. The novel spends a considerable amount of
time dwelling on that potentiality when, at different moments, each family member chooses to
identify as black. Iola’s geographic illegibility from her experience as a free white woman and
then slave sets a foundation for the larger movements of ascent and immersion. In the same
Union camp, Robert Johnson leads the unit of freedmen. His Captain tells him, “you do not look
like them, you do not talk like them” and is asked to join as a white man (43-44). Johnson nobly
refuses. Even with these early acts of racial unity the need to voice a relation betrays the gaps
between the Leroy/Johnson family and the masses. By their peculiarity they gain a geographic
and class mobility not seen in the Tom Andersons, Uncle Daniels, and Aunt Lindas of the novel
but more in line with that of Gilded Age self-making.
Ascent narratives, as a literary descendant of the slave narratives of escape, emphasize
Northern migration, Christian morality, and classical education. The Leroy/Johnson family’s
ascent appears effortless and it is not long until they are traveling and debating within the best
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circles. Their success appears to be inherent in their refined demeanor and upper class position
within the African American community. Even with such an undercurrent of predestination, the
heroes of the novel suffer petty prejudice in the North. It takes Iola considerable effort to find
employment, and Robert and his mother meet with housing discrimination (190, 206). It is
because both sections of the United States racialize social space that the South, even as it
threatens a person with erasure, could be redeemed as a place of community. The South’s
reconstruction offers prospective social bonds that will be useful in countering the nation-wide
agenda of white supremacy. In one of the novel’s lengthy political discussions, a Professor
Langhorne states that the attachment to the South is based partly on the fact of Northern
segregation: “‘How many of us to-day . . . would be teaching in the South, if every field of labor
in the North was as accessible to us as to the whites? . . . . But this prejudice, by impacting us
together, gives us a common cause and brings our intellect in contact with the less favored of our
race’” (248). Langhorne’s speech admits that the racial alliance across geography and class, the
professional North with the rural South, is an ad hoc political body. Immersion with Southern
black folk, then, operates within push and pull factors. It is the continued incitement and
ignorance of Northern racism that encourages Iola’s return to the South and her community work
there. The North may be the place of personal ascent and relative comfort, but the South is the
place of duty, of community and racial uplift.
Before the Leroy/Johnson family returns South, Iola participates in a conference of rising
professionals. In the course of a single dialogue, Harper places two aesthetic constructs, one
already established in African American letters and the other a seedling, in the midst of racial
uplift polemics. Here women again become leaders in their ability to discern the formation of
identity from the natural world and their ability to hear America “minister” the exclusion of both
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egocentric “greed” and “enjoyment” that can be seen in self-making. Lucille Delany, the future
wife of Harry Leroy, Iola’s brother, argues for American environmental exceptionalism and is
seconded by a Professor Gradnor:
“America,” said Miss Delany, “is the best field for human development. God has
not heaped up our mountains with such grandeur, flooded our rivers with such
majesty, crowned our valleys with such fertility, enriched our mines with such
wealth, that they should only minister to grasping greed and sensuous
enjoyment.”
“Climate, soil, and physical environments,” said Professor Gradnor, “have
much to do with shaping national characteristics. If in Africa, under a tropical sun,
the negro has lagged behind other races in the march of civilization, at least for
once in his history he has, in this country, the privilege of using climatic
advantages and developing under new conditions.” (247)
If this sentiment is problematic for its use of essentialist thinking, it also illustrates a fresh survey
of the possibilities of life in Reconstructed America. The group of professionals and educators
ask themselves if people of African descent should continue to live in the U.S. Delany’s point,
delivered in the midst of a discussion about the prospect of African colonization, foregrounds the
relative ecological wealth of America. Delany implies that African Americans should not view a
sublime nature as an invitation for capitalist exploitation. Instead, a correct attitude toward the
natural world underpins genteel uplift. African Americans can opportunely take up the mantle of
the colonial settlers and build their own nation from a divinely prolific nature. The “field for
human development,” however, still contains sites of oppression. Even as the debate evokes the
exceptionalism of the American environment there is still room for movement as retribution:
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“Yes,” replied Dr. Latimer, “and I do not wish our people to become restless and
unsettled before they have tried one generation of freedom.”
“I am always glad,” said Mr. Forest, a tall, distinguished-looking
gentleman from New York, “when I hear of people who are ill treated in one
section of the country emigrating to another. Men who are deaf to the claims of
mercy, and oblivious to the demands of justice, can feel when money is slipping
from their pockets.” (247)
In Forest and Latimer’s argument, believing in the exceptionalism of America’s geography and
remaining in place faces an opposing social history infamously written with crime after crime of
racial injustice. America’s strength and order will potentially be “honey-combed” by the racial
violence of the South until finally the workers of the fields will break into “exodus” (248).
Overlaid upon the argument about the potency of America’s nature is the “section” discourse of
nineteenth-century America. Iola Leroy recognizes that bodies equal money and that the
sectional Reconciliation between Southern and Northern whites rests on static black bodies to
work the cotton, wheat, and sugar fields. The novel then asks what does movement mean for the
development of a cohesive African American people.
Harper’s ambitious venture to write a novel after decades of writing poetry can be
explained in one way as her perceiving that the new era meant also the potential of a new
narrative: one which traces the migration of a body not North to South but North to South and
documents the shifting definitions that a sectional America place upon that body, as well as the
new potentialities that the moving body brings to a post-bellum social landscape.36 Harper
illustrates the potential of women's labor as it becomes migratory. There are the labors of wife
36
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and mother, but women such as Iola Leroy and Lucille Delaney represent a more militant and
migratory labor force. With their education and middle class morality, the “new negro” woman is
more willing to leave the protection of the family even as the family unit gains cohesiveness after
Emancipation.
The political desires of the conference, whether they be “Patriotism,” “Education of
Mothers,” or the “Moral Progress of the Race,” need a spatial boundary even as they contain
seismic changes to the very political and social structure of that space.
“We did not,” said Iola, “place the bounds of our habitation. And I believe we are
to be fixtures in this country. But beyond the shadows I see the coruscation of a
brighter day; and we can help usher it in, not by answering hate with hate, or
giving scorn for scorn, but by striving to be more generous, noble, and just. It
seems as if all creation travels to respond to the song of the Herald angels, ‘Peace
on earth, good-will toward men.’” (249)
Iola fixes the locality of African Americans even as she admits that their domestic order, their
“habitation,” comes out of the historical process of diaspora. Her program for racial uplift recalls
her own spatial anxiety to find a “standpoint” from which to gain some “whereabouts” (145).
Harper’s migrating women control the point--threshold will be a better word than mountaintop-which gives them a commanding prospect.
Frances Foster identifies Harper as a writer who saw that “the Emancipation had opened
a new era--a time for blacks, particularly black women, to ‘lift up their heads and plant the roots
of progress under the hearthstone’ [Brighter 127]” (Written by Herself 134). Notable is how
Foster describes the approach of black women to their “era”: “the story of the African American
woman is the quintessential enactment of the New World being, combining the religious faith of
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the Puritans and the Protestant evangelists with the Common Sense approach to social betterment
of Paine, Jefferson, Franklin, and Lincoln” (Written by Herself 9). Foster’s statement outlines the
means by which African American women understood the jubilee as an opportunity to
“incarnate,” to reference Jehlen, their faith and ideas. Land relations, not simply abstract spatial
positions but moral edicts of right living for a developing people, as Delaney suggests, underpin
the novel’s assumption of speaking for a new political body. When Iola Leroy tells the
conference that “all creation travels to respond to the song” of a “brighter day,” it is a sentiment
that anticipates Fordham’s creation poems. It is, after all, a woman who prophesies that brighter
day and mediates all creation’s attention onto an object of national and spiritual essence. Iola
delivers that “song of the Herald angels,” capturing the attention of the room: “Every one was
spell-bound. Dr. Latimer was entranced, and, turning to Hon. Dugdale, said, in a low voice and
with deep-drawn breath, ‘She is angelic!’” (257). The moment Latimer falls in love with Iola,
programming a future domesticity, culminates from a meeting where migrating women flexed
their greatest control of language, purpose, and vision of the natural world. It should be
anticipated that the migrations by these women across regional boundaries would spark class
conflicts.
One of Harper’s favorite topos, “threshold of a new era,” tellingly speaks to her sense of
an epochal shift after the jubilee, but also to the spacial definitions of uplift. The phrase will
appear in her letters to address history, racial unity, and gender relations, beginning in 1867:
“[The colored man] stands on the threshold of a new era” (“Affairs in South Carolina” 124);
“[s]till I am standing with my race on the threshold of a new era” (“Almost Constantly Either
Traveling or Speaking” 127); “It is nearly thirty years since an emancipated people stood on the
threshold of a new era, facing an uncertain future--a legally unmarried race, to be taught the
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sacredness of the marriage relation (“Enlightened Motherhood” 285). The phrase will appear in
her 1893 speech, “Woman’s Political Future” becoming, perhaps, Harper’s most oft-cited
sentence: “Through weary, wasting years men have destroyed, dashed in pieces, and overthrown,
but to-day we stand on the threshold of woman’s era and woman’s work is grandly constructive”
(433-434). And finally, it will appear in Iola Leroy in the mingled romance and politics of Dr.
Frank Latimer and Iola Leroy: “Kindred hopes and tastes had knit their hearts; . . . they esteemed
it a blessed privilege to stand on the threshold of a new era and labor for those who had passed
from the old oligarchy of slavery into the new commonwealth of freedom,” and in Harper’s
intention for the novel’s reception: “From threads of fact and fiction I have woven a story whose
mission will not be in vain if it awaken in the hearts of our countrymen a stronger sense of
justice and a more Christlike humanity in behalf of those whom the fortunes of war threw,
homeless, ignorant and poor, upon the threshold of a new era” (Iola Leroy 271, 282). For Harper,
the concept allowed for distinction as well as commonality. The terms inside/outside, past/future,
moving/staying are never completely lost upon a “threshold,” but what is and is not women’s
work becomes mutable and the mobilities of rich and poor, usually segregated, meet. Harper
understood movement through space as a means to unify a diasporic racial nation without
completely transgressing the boundaries of class. The domestic threshold figures prominently
both in Harper’s mapping of race, and of class.37
Just after the war in 1867, Frances Harper took a train South to begin “field work.”
Harper’s “field work” included preaching temperance, political rights and economic uplift. Her
37
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presence in the South was known through special announcements in churches; she came and she
went. Harper was a moving woman. Yet, in the letters she wrote relating her travels, she is more
contained, more concrete than the women whose homes Harper stays in. Those southern black
women still suffer from exposure to the natural elements. There is a pointed contrast between the
women of the “lowly homes,” of the “southern shells,” and this fiery woman of the North who
confronts slave traders on trains, who labors under an exhaustive schedule giving speeches from
town to town (Harper, “As Full as the Room Was” 129; “A Room to Myself is a Luxury” 133).
As she tours the just-conquered South, Harper notes with almost obsessive repetition the homes
of freedwomen and men. Of particular notice to Harper are the cabin windows. Either they are
not there, shut in, or there are panes missing, the cold air and light giving Harper a deep chill
(“As Full as the Room Was” 129). Their lives lack domestic order; hers has holy purpose.
She writes from Georgia in 1870, “this part of the country reminds me of heathen ground,
and though my work may not be recognized as part of it used to be in the north, yet never
perhaps were my services more needed; and according to their intelligence and means perhaps
never better appreciated than here among these lowly people” (“A Private Meeting with the
Women” 127). She adds, “[l]ast night I spoke in a schoolhouse, where there was not, to my
knowledge, a single window glass; today I write to you in a lowly cabin, where the windows in
the room are formed by two apertures in the wall” (“A Private Meeting with the Women” 127).
Harper’s “heathen ground” signifies the rural community’s class status, which is recorded in
their inability to shelter, and implicitly in the overwhelming presence of the natural elements.
The home registers not only the extent of exposure to white surveillance and terror but the
absence or presence of uplifted values and the material goods necessary to oversee the natural
world.
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What these cabins lacked were women, properly guided, who knew how to make an
uplifted home. Harper articulates how immersion imbued with Christian duty will correct what
Crummell saw as “crop out[s]” of a noxious system. Harper “plants” a Northern political and
religious uplift in the very cabins of the Southern rural poor. She says, “now is the time for our
women to begin to try to lift up their heads and plant the roots of progress under the hearthstone”
(“A Private Meeting with the Women” 127). Harper sees the potency of the seed metaphor as an
important social/biological anchor in the mission of uplift. Women mediate a continued mission
in the rural South from their movement towards the hearthstone. From this rootedness they will
flourish outward, spreading into the community. Women’s field labor with hoe and sack morphs
to the “field labor” of the home and society--the domestic agrarian. Iola’s efforts towards
uplifting the race are reminiscent of this Northern philanthropic project as Iola sees the necessity
to “lay the foundation of good character” (Harper, Iola Leroy 147). In this sense, an iron
Christian morality, threatened under the social relations of slavery, must be a phalanx of the
“new army” (Harper, Iola Leroy 146). Iola Leroy revives a militancy, Christian and Union,
which frames the novel’s interrogation of the Southern capacity to provide a home.
Just as the reliance on organic metaphors masks the obvious outsider status of Harper's
position, “heathen ground” problematically describes the rural poor as a distinct “other.”
Harper’s careful negotiation of space blunts her innate sense of distinction. During Harper’s
southern travels, where she was “[t]raveling, conversing, addressing,” she spoke at a church in
South Carolina. But Harper did not take the pulpit. Rather, she says the “congregation was so
large, that I stood near the door of the church, so that I might be heard both inside and out, for a
large portion, perhaps nearly half my congregation were on the outside” (“I am in the Sunny
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South” 123). Harper uses the threshold as a means to negotiate the differences in access.38
Despite the audible class discordance within what Andreá Williams has identified as Harper’s
“moral economy” (27), Harper adeptly found space on which to meet and greet the rural
populations; often delivering her lectures for free, Harper likewise made exceptions to her
material wants in favor of building a community: “humble as their homes were, I was kindly
treated, and well received” (“I Visited One of the Plantations” 128). Harper saw a pressing need
not to “draw the hem of [her] garments a little too carefully from social contact with others less
favored” (“Land and Labor” 1). Far from a fluid transition, abolitionist and underground
networks of resistance to slavery did not mean an already-imagined community capable of facing
white backlash in the postbellum era. In her essay “Land and Labor,” published in the Christian
Recorder, Harper argues, “[i]f union is strength, what race needs it more, and has less of it, than
we” (“Land and Labor” 1). We might imagine her tireless traveling, visiting according to Foster,
“every [southern] state but Arkansas and Texas” (Written by Herself 134), was a means to build
such a union, as if the collapse of space brought about by her migrating body could collapse the
differences within African America and bring into awareness the “power of combination” (“Land
and Labor”).
Iola, her brother Harry Leroy, her future husband Dr. Frank Latimer, and her uncle
Robert, reckon with history and identity as they refuse to pass for white and instead “cast [their]
lot with the despised” (Harper, Iola Leroy 127). Their willful alliance goes beyond simply
choosing not to pass, but functions as a movement of their own position both in terms of class
and geography. Their self-propelled “casting” reveals just how Harper sees the act of identity as
38
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not something that is passive but as something that requires work--which is synonymous, in
Iola’s case, with movement. The novel’s intentional African American community results from
what Hortense Spillers calls an “attended” movement:
We can either read "community" as homogeneous memory and experience, laying claim
to a collective "voice" and rendering an apparently unified and uniform Narrative, or we
might think of it as a content whose time and meaning are "discovered," but a meaning,
in any case, that has not already been decided. In other words, "community," in the latter
instance, becomes potentiality; an unfolding to be attended. (89)39
For Iola to “attend” her communal desires, Gresham comes up with the timely idea that Iola join
the ranks of educators streaming south. He notes, “[n]umbers of excellent and superior women
are coming from the North to engage as teachers of the freed people” (Harper, Iola Leroy 145).
The war over, Reconstruction could begin and women were to serve a crucial role. Thus, Iola
helps the newly freed people of the South as a “superior” someone “coming from the North.”
Her brother Harry likewise “joined the new army of Northern teachers,” as “[h]is Northern
education and later experience had done much toward adapting him to the work of the new era
which had dawned upon the South” (192, 201). Whereas “immersion” carries a sort of
appreciative reading of rural folk culture, its precursor is this movement of Northern ideas and
attentions southward, which can be more accurately called intervention. Iola’s and Harry’s
mobility are clear examples of what Mark Simpson has defined as the “hegemonic” national
identity of an American who embodies the “need to move (freedom as geographical
expansiveness) and the need to rise (freedom as social uplift)” which “occlude[s] . . . the fact of
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mobility as a differential means to power--to sustain yet conceal class difference in
classlessness” (xxv-xxvi). In this sense, Iola Leroy’s communal aura differs intrinsically from
that of Effie Waller Smith’s rural church-goers who form a community through a more
“homogenous memory” (Spillers 89).
Yet rather than directly retracing the Union intervention into Southern space and
economy, something we should expect due to their “free-labor” advocacy, the Leroy/Johnson
family proves sensitive to the branching meanings of freedom and uplift as those values meet the
desire for stasis among the rural laborers. As the Leroy/Johnson family patterns ascent and
immersion for an elite class, the novel also gives space to the “New World” reading of the land
needed by the agrarian classes of the South. In search of his mother, Robert Johnson visits the
Gundover plantation, now in the midst of a land revolution, a site of African American agrarian
property. Harper’s characterization of the land on which the happy commune now sits refers to
its religious significance during slavery: “It was on a clearing in Gundover's woods, where
Robert and Uncle Daniel had held their last prayer-meeting. Now the gloomy silence of those
woods was broken by the hum of industry, the murmur of cheerful voices, and the merry laughter
of happy children” (Iola Leroy 152). The black agrarians completely upend the landscape’s
previous iteration as slave plantation; even as they must still work the same plantation fields, the
“freedmen walked with light and bounding hearts” (147). One “laborer” asks another how he is:
“‘Everything is lobly,’ replied the other. The blue sky arching overhead and the beauty of the
scenery justified the expression” (153).
Harper parallels the preparation of the ground with the preparation of a social ground (her
“field” of work) by beatifying the elderly freedwomen and men. Before Emancipation, Katie, a
bondswoman of the Gundover plantation, looks up from her deathbed at the gathered “prayer-
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meeting” with a “saintly” face, and with her “simple child-like faith” she speaks with “the lips of
Divine Love” (24, 28). Similar to the secretive “lonely swamps or silent forests,” where faith and
escape are spoken of in the same night, the lionization of a particular group of people readies
both ground and people for a revival of community action and uplift during Reconstruction
(189). Iola’s Northern interventions are not averse to Southern spirit. Both the recognition of
former religious sites and the portrayal of the freedwomen and men as “saintly” is of course
categorically different from the scorched earth intonations of “heathen ground.” If a liberal
education is a Northern import, a different type of education ascended from the slave quarters of
the South. For instance, Robert tells Daniel, an elderly freedman, “‘I hear some of the Northern
folks are down here teaching theology, that is, teaching young men how to preach. Why don't
you study theology?’ ‘Look a yere, boy, I’se been a preachin' dese thirty years, an' you come
yere a tellin’ me ‘bout studying yore ologies. I larn’d my ‘ology at de foot ob de cross. You bin
dar?’” (168). Daniel’s interrogative challenges Northern elitism precisely in how it conceives of
space and social mobility. Though preferring stasis--Daniel refused to run away from his master
during the war--Daniel holds spaces apart from Northern intervention.
Harper sees the potency of the religious sublime as she attempts a narrative of national
alliance responsive equally to the class hierarchy of immersion by elites and the desire for land
by the agrarian masses. Harper, in the very moment she is instituting the immersion and ascent
motifs, makes them a function of sectional politics; immersion or ascent become respective
moves by which the tight-knit family unit adjusts to differing place-based ideologies. Harper
does not, as later authors will, prioritize one sectional ideology over another. In the north Robert
runs a “flourishing” business and Iola works a sales floor (201, 205). In their final move to the
South they, surprisingly, do not import an urban, Northern industrialization with them. They
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resist the New South ideology of modernization and wage labor. Instead, they adjust to the rural
ideology of small properties knit together through religion and duty to one’s neighbors. Robert
Johnson does not open a southern branch of his northern industry, but becomes a landlord to an
ideal black landed community. Johnson buys “a large plantation near C -, which he divided into
small homesteads, and sold to poor but thrifty laborers, and his heart has been gladdened by their
increased prosperity and progress. He has seen the one-roomed cabins change to comfortable
cottages” (280).
The thresholds of feminine space shift under the same sectional pressures. In the North,
rather than be content in her uncle’s home, Iola “would rather earn [her] own living,” going so
far as to argue, “there would be less unhappy marriages if labor were more honored among
women” (205, 210). Barbara Christian cuttingly notes, “Iola is a feminist of the time in that she
believes women should work for a living, when in fact most black women had no choice but to
work to survive” (5). Though Christian’s point is incisive, Iola’s wage labor, rather than broadly
representing feminine choice, maps a sectional understanding of female labor. In the South, the
novel pushes domesticity. Women remove from the fields towards the home. Linda Salter’s
relation to her husband John epitomizes the ideal reconstructed home, where she takes pride in
the filling meal she prepares her guests, and John excels in the cotton and corn fields and admires
his own mules (Harper, Iola Leroy 164, 171, 173). Linda, seemingly the matriarch of the new
Gundover community, sits on the porch of a house once owned by an overseer and before her is
her garden, “filled with beautiful flowers, clambering vines, and rustic adornments” (153). Using
her own savings and that of her husband, Linda convinces him to buy a piece of land even
though he “didn't want to let on his wife knowed more dan he did, an' dat he war ruled ober by a
woman” (155). Comparable to Fordham’s Eve, Linda’s use of voice and language (she refers to
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it as “nagging”) spurs her man towards possession of the natural world, and towards her own
surveyorship over a new garden full of flowers and vines.
The absence of black female field work is telling when Harper in 1877 had reported
extensively on the efforts by women to “support the family” or get an education: “In the field the
women receive the same wages as the men, and are often preferred, clearing land, hoeing, or
picking cotton, with equal ability” (“Coloured Women of America” 272). Through the course of
the speech, delivered to the Women’s Congress and subsequently published, Harper documents
not only field work, but the desire to own land sometimes in the absence of a husband, to manage
work crews, and to market successful harvests. If the speech arouses admiration for women’s
labor it also acknowledges a hierarchy, and a sectional one at that, when Harper turns from
Southern agrarian labor to the “higher walks of life” in women’s accomplishments in the arts,
sciences and law mostly in the North (273-274). One does not find the same diversity in fictional
representations of women’s labor however. Here the direct labor of women in the fields becomes
erased.40
But even under Harper’s controlled pen, the position of women as agrarian workers still
surfaces despite layers of uplift discourse. Within a colloquialism, a remnant of women’s
agrarian labor pricks through the domesticating silence. Before Emancipation, as the Gundover
community anticipates freedom, a group gathers to pray at the bedside of the elderly Daniel’s
ailing wife, Katie. He tells them the story of their only child, that in the course of Katie’s duties
outside of the home as a dairy maid, she must leave their sick child in the cabin. The child dies
when Katie is away, illustrating how her domestic sphere remains violated because her labor
remains the possession of another. Katie’s labor is the closest Harper comes to portraying
40

Timothy Sweet has shown that Harper’s “georgic” poetry in Southern Sketches “is not grounded in any strong
sense of labor’s connection to the land itself” (“Reconstruction Georgic 474-475).
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agrarian labor by women in Iola Leroy. And Daniel broaches the admiration once held for the
best field workers when, in remembering the youthful romance, he gives a colloquialism:
"nobody could top your cotton" (26). In this passing reference to a woman's agrarian labor and
the weighing of the day's basket or to the quality of the cotton, the importance and esteem
women’s agrarian labor once held becomes almost spoken and yet embedded in a romantic turn
of phrase so as to ensure the proper domesticity.
The contests apparent between the traditions of the agrarian masses and the new ideas of
the missionary elites threatens to split the novel. Daniel powerfully represents the agrarian
community’s underlying admiration for a working woman, and their defiance of Northern
snobbery. But his failures are also undeniable. His inability to completely shelter his wife and
child tells of white America’s desire to stretch their dominion into field and home. The novel
reaches for a middle ground by which difference becomes acknowledged and set aside for the
sake of “attending” community. Those women of movement, so crucial to defying the
Reconciliation of white America over the static bodies of black America, must once again adapt
themselves to a shifting social ground, heathen or otherwise. In a novel so replete with camp
meetings, academic symposiums, church conferences and luncheons, bodies “constantly thrown
together” must “grope,” to evoke Spillers’s agentic community, towards a resolution of their
shared history of violent partings (Harper, Iola Leroy 59; Spillers 89). There must be gestures of
welcome.
Iola, recalling Lee’s “Afmerica” in many ways, gradually becomes less vibrantly
undefinable as she assumes the role of wife to Dr. Latimer. According to Hazel Carby, Iola
“[finds] a resting place and internal calm which contrast[s] with an earlier unsettled agitation”
(Reconstructing Womanhood 77). In the South, Iola “quietly [takes] her place in the Sunday-
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school as a teacher, and in the church as a helper” (Harper, Iola Leroy 278). She is
“welcom[ed],” in her role as a doctor’s wife, into “lowly homes and windowless cabins”
(Harper, Iola Leroy 279). Difference is not amalgamated by these gestures of welcome. As
Carby argues, “If the journey of discovery united Iola with a community, it also set her apart
from the folk” (Reconstructing Womanhood 77). At times the novel problematically naturalizes
class difference. Latimer states flatly that, “social equality . . . is only a bugbear which frightens
well-meaning people from dealing justly with the negro. I know of no place on earth where there
is perfect social equality, and I doubt if there is such a thing in heaven” (Harper, Iola Leroy 228).
The Leroy/Johnson family does not speak in dialect. They do not share John Salter’s labor in the
earth to put hand to plow; instead, the drudgery of others’ agrarian labor is given a spiritual
gilding for the masses to better reach towards a Christian apotheosis. As Iola Leroy reconstructs
southern agrarian society towards a middle-class Christian life, the novel coalesces a political
and religious duty within the “better” class as they aid the agrarian black community.
Harper would not go as far as later writers, like Du Bois, in sublimating Northern
pretensions in Southern spirit life. But in Iola the immersion of Northern professionals does not
gentrify Southern space by displacing agrarian laborers. Instead, it “influence[s]” the agrarian
community towards realizing their own organic definition of freedom. Harper characterizes
Iola’s husband’s effect on the agrarian community this way: “enlightened and Christianized, [Dr.
Latimer] will sink the old animosities of slavery into the new community of interests arising
from freedom; and that his influence upon the South will be as the influence of the sun upon the
earth. As when the sun passes from Capricorn to Cancer, beauty, greenness, and harmony spring
up in his path” (Iola Leroy 279). The ecological metaphors importantly bind the two classes as
the more fluid, vibrant, Northern element inflows to become organically but distinctly vital to the
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emancipatory renewal of the land and the act of remaining. Harper’s writing represents a clear
example of a rural definition of freedom and rural need for land being acknowledged and
recorded by a Northern elite.
To a religious revision of nature, Harper adds a slightly removed hero who then chooses a
cultural and productive affiliation to the “black folk.” Or as Iola concludes, she feels “a divine
commission to labor” as she both marries and migrates (220). Iola’s immersion offers untouched
ground for African American women’s labor. To agrarian field labor, and domestic service,
Iola’s devotion to a cause which moves her politically and geographically both removes women
from direct field labor and yet centralizes women’s place in the efforts of African American
communities to lay claim to place.
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CHAPTER 2
THE EMERGENT AGRARIAN POLITIC IN SUTTON GRIGGS’S FICTION.
Sutton Griggs outlines his paramount concept of “collective efficiency” in his text, The
Guide to Racial Greatness or, The Science of Collective Efficiency (1923), a text critics see as
the most articulate expression of Griggs’s racial uplift.41 Within this treatise, Griggs exhibits a
rhetorical obsession driven by the twin concerns of environment and labor by using the social
organization of bees to exemplify four of the “Essential Elements of Collective Efficiency” (97,
107, 143, 164). Griggs pointedly says, “Just as in the ranks of insects there are some that have
the instinct of entering into the labors of others, while some do not, so it seems to be with the
races of mankind.... Some human minds...seem to be fatally deficient in the capability for
gripping in any deep way the labors of others” (110). Griggs’s indebtedness to the natural world
in order to envision social institutions and the labor sequences which create them suggests that
agrarian labor, as that labor which mixes directly with the earth, discreetly abides in his literary
work. Across Griggs’s novels the presence of the agrarian masses manifests in varying ways but
most effectively in the connections he maintains between the agrarian class and the professional
class. The symbolic connections between the classes often rely on the same ecological
vocabulary that shapes The Guide to Racial Greatness.
This focus on labor and environment comes at a particularly important moment. Turn-ofthe-century African American authors faced the question of how to represent racial uplift. White
plantation romances attempted a reiteration of white supremacy and used caricatures of rural
folk, portrayed as singularly fit for the exhausting labor behind the plow, to contain migration
41
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from Southern cotton and rice fields. Opposing this belittling fiction, African American authors
focused on the rising cadre of the professional class: doctors, preachers, business owners. For
these writers, giving a fictional presence to the vast majority of southern African Americans and
their daily labor would seem to play too close to Jim Crow’s minstrels. The constraints consistent
with a racial uplift novel, therefore, diminished direct representation of black agrarian laborers.
Often portrayed as ignorant victims, or as elders who were making room for a new and different
generation, agrarian laborers act as peripheral characters, while men and women within the
professional circles strive directly against Jim Crow racism. The novels at the turn-of-the-century
little noted the abiding future of a labor that was closest to nature, nor did they find political
agency germinating within those affiliated so closely with nature.
Kenneth Warren reads Griggs as following the pattern of African American authors of
this period in making a strong break between an agrarian past and a professional class future.
The difference between the elderly and illiterate Jackson Morris, called Uncle Jack, in Griggs’s
final novel, Pointing the Way (1908), and the educated and polished black professionals who
carry much of the plot of the novel typifies, for Warren, the preference for middle class heroes.
Even when an alliance of the professional class, determined to undermine Jim Crow
disenfranchisement, recruits Morris to challenge the law and vote, Kenneth Warren argues, “It
would be wrong to characterize Uncle Jack as embodying the insurgent emotions of the black
working and agricultural classes” (“Perfecting the Political Romance” 277). Warren concludes
that Griggs envisions uplift as an alliance between the better classes of both races with the
assurance of hegemony over people like Uncle Jack (280). Warren’s contention, however, is an
outlier within scholarship on Griggs. Eric Curry, M. Guli Fabi, and Andreá N. Williams, are
among those scholars who have detailed Griggs’s more inclusive class politics: an ironic state of
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affairs when we consider Griggs’s was one of the first to use the term “New Negro” to signify an
epochal break from an older, strictly agrarian past.42 While many scholars have recognized that
Griggs bridges class separations between the elite and the masses, it is Griggs’s attention to
metabolic flows between classes which counters Warren’s reading. Jackson Morris’s murder for
his civil disobedience and the subsequent civil rights lawsuit reenacts Griggs’s fascination with
how bodies are consumed by a social group and taken up into a political ecology. Sacrifice,
bodily feeding a community, is a hallmark of Griggs’s conceptualization of the heroic. The
political symbolism of sacrifice, according to much of Griggs’s writing, cannot be abstracted
from the materialism of a social metabolism, which outlines how different classes of a social
body accept and distribute energy between themselves. Social metabolism, as defined within the
fields of economics and sociology, stresses the flows of energy and matter from nature into
human society and back again.43 Those flows often trace the injustices and inequalities within
nations and within the global community as the poor face a disproportionate amount of risk
associated with the extraction of resources as well as the larger share of toxic waste dumping.
Movements to address this inequality, such as “environmentalism of the poor,” place the term
social metabolism within the language of politics and culture. Within the literature of racial
uplift, the concept of metabolism and how it facilitates a presence, with the accompanying
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politics, of the agrarian masses can be most clearly seen in Griggs’s episodic and unwieldy
novel, Imperium in Imperio.
Imperium in Imperio, Griggs’s first novel, as a political novel concerned with the
leadership of the professional class appears ill-fitted to acknowledge the presence of the agrarian
masses, but the essential subject position is one still in dialogue with everyday concerns such as
eating and labor, thereby elevating the primary means and motives of the masses to the political
arena. Though absent of what we would identify as agrarian labor or a character that acts as a
figurehead for that class, Griggs’s novel addresses the representational vacuum of black
agrarians through themes of consumption. The theme of consumption is mundane, but important
for that very reason. Finding Griggs’s use of consumption shows him capable of removing white
literary tropes that attempted to prolong the authority of white systems of capital to sap the
strength from black bodies and then throw them aside. The theme, also, allows a literary
presence of the agrarian masses. Griggs’s novel compels the black professional class to imagine
the labor of someone else even as Imperium itself refuses to depict agrarian labor. The novel’s
thematic strands of consumption bring together the small with the large and allow for an
“environmental imagination” that can be termed metabolic.
A metabolic understanding recognizes that not only do we take sustenance from nature
but that the ever-widening circulation of consumption means that we consume human bodies
through labor as well. The consumption of African American farm laborers by landowners and
loan companies who also monopolized landed property exemplifies the metabolic. Griggs takes
the primary metabolic position of agrarian laborers and puts this consuming and consumed
relation within the debate concerning racial uplift, fusing biological concerns with those of the
political. This metabolic imaginary builds in Griggs’s fiction from the personal concerns of
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touch, smell, and taste towards a metabolic politic that organizes rich and poor within an intimate
and aware social body which requires the sacrifice of any self-making individualism.
Imperium in Imperio’s heroes, Belton and Bernard, follow the path of what is soon to be
called the “New Negro.”44 The story begins with both as young boys entering the same grade
school in the South. Talented and ambitious, both climb up the social ladder utilizing their
respective social circles. Both come from matriarchal households and both become indebted to
white men for their education. A secretive paternal relation with a powerful white politician
secures Bernard’s relatively privileged position; Belton’s rise relies on a white newspaper editor
who hopes to prevent a race rebellion through white philanthropy. And the novel concludes after
their respective paths meet again as leaders in the secretive black congress of the Imperium.
Bernard, as President, urges war with the United States for the continuing resistance to African
American uplift. Belton opposes the plan with his proposal to reveal the Imperium to white
America and allow white society to witness how republican values have sprouted in the black
body politic.
In Imperium in Imperio, a metabolic theme of consumption laces social relations across
the divisions of race and class into a tangled mass. Imperium begins as Hannah Piedmont
recognizes the gifts of her child and wishes Belton to get an education, but the teacher, an illnatured, immoral white man, will plainly abuse Belton. She must decide whether it would be
better to send her child to school and be battered or for him to remain at home, uneducated. For
an answer, Hannah invites the local preacher over, enticing him with a meal of chicken and
biscuits. Even as the purpose of the meal is to discuss Belton’s educational future, the children
watch the dwindling plate of food. The sheer scarcity of food stresses the moment’s importance.
44
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Belton and his brother hide in the loft, anticipating the moment when they will get the leftovers,
but as they watch, they despair at the preacher’s wanton appetite: “All of the chicken was at last
destroyed and only one biscuit remained; and Belton’s whole soul was now centered on that
biscuit” (33). If Griggs initially mocks an elite relishing his presumed status and avarice and
feeding himself off of the poor, the message shifts when Belton falls from the loft and cries out,
“I knowed I wuzunt goin’ to git naren dem biscuits” (33). Quickly understanding what has
happened, the preacher gives each child a five-cent piece as recompense. The payment is meant
to patch a metabolic rift that had opened between himself and his community.
The preacher’s advice relates to his earlier sermon, which took the text that, “It is easier
for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of
God” (Matthew 19.24). The sense of communal obligation for one’s riches carries through in the
preacher’s belief that Belton’s personal education will be the “key” to a race’s progress, rather
than self-gain (Imperium 34). Comparatively, this scene influences Belton’s education more than
the school he is subsequently sent to. Despite the fact that the preacher lacks a formal education
and speaks in dialect, he demonstrates an appreciation for the shared stake in the basic metabolic
needs of his community. Even as Griggs satirizes the preacher, the preacher acts as a pivot from
a plantation ecology of feeding and supporting a white master’s appetites and receiving a
partiality of life’s necessities to a metabolic flow that redistributes between the haves and have
nots within a social community, or to use a term more appropriate to Griggs’s thinking, social
organism. The preacher establishes a sense of civic obligation which Belton will use in his
efforts towards organizing a black state.
Imperium in Imperio’s conceiving of a black state enlists the materialism of blood and
evolution. To be clear, Griggs’s writing does not sketch a completely materialist worldview. In
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the pressing debate between an industrial and classical education, he did not place all his hope in
industrial training nor did he strictly limit his advocacy to that of economic justice. As he states
here in his biting response to Thomas Dixon’s fictional effort to suppress black vocation, “Just
now the American people seem much engrossed with the training of the hand of the Negro,
confessedly a work of tremendous moment. But be it known unto you, oh Americans, that it is
through his mind, his spirit, the exhalations of his soul, his dreams or lack of dreams, that the
Negro is to leave his most marked influence on American life (Hindered Hand 331). Griggs,
however, saw spirit and dreams as intimately connected to the workings of the hand.45 And it is
the materialism of his environmental politics which centralizes the important creation of a black
social body that can withstand amalgamation with the white social body.
In attempting to portray Jim Crow as unnatural, Griggs could have fallen back on a
growing literary theme of “passing.” Being able to pass offered a utopian threshold that only a
few could obtain. But to African American authors, the act of passing offered empirical evidence
of the fallacy of Jim Crow. Its allure was obvious. As Fabi states, fictional accounts of “passing”
discounted, “racial distinctions and hierarchies supposed to be natural and therefore immutable”
(5). But Imperium in Imperio does not think of race as a fabrication to be deconstructed by
anomaly but as a biological reality with nationalist connotation.46 Griggs, then, never uses
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“passing” as a means for speculation or to challenge Jim Crow.47 When Griggs does address the
mixing of the races he does so with a strong biological and evolutionary lens.
Not a matter for jurisprudence, even in the wake of Plessy vs. Ferguson, race in Imperium
means blood and vitality. Viola, the high society woman Bernard falls in love with, refuses his
marriage, citing a radical reading of a white supremacist text. If the mixing of the races creates
an increasingly weak and sterile offspring with “devitalizing power,” then she and Bernard,
light-skinned as they are, must either marry a black person or not at all to preserve the black race
(199). Because she could never love anyone other than Bernard, Viola commits suicide, sending
Bernard towards his black nationalist mission. Belton’s own marriage collapses when his wife
Antoinette gives birth to their first child and the child appears white. Thinking his wife has been
unfaithful or raped, Belton flees the room and eventually accepts a job in Louisiana. Years later,
Belton learns, after his child’s skin gradually darkens, that the child is his (291-293). Viola’s
radical reinterpretation of the text “White Supremacy and Negro Subordination,” mirrors
Griggs’s own reinterpretation of past speculative fiction and Social Darwinist theories that
presumed black blood entailed degeneracy. One of the earliest examples of speculative fiction in
America, A Sojourn in the City of Amalgamation, in the Year of Our Lord, 19-- (1835), narrates a
literal microbiological war between the civilized white cells and an ignoble army of black cells
in the body of an interracial child resulting in a human curiosity who is literally half black and
half white (Holgate 69). Imperium insists, against this textual legacy, on the supremacy of black
biochemistry.

reportedly kissed a whiteman, and Alene Daleman’s murder by a Dave Harper after she is mistaken for Foresta
Crump (he believed Foresta was cheating on his brother with a white man) continue the pattern (121, 214).
47
Arguably, Eina Rapona in Pointing the Way (1908) passes into white society on her return North, but her claim to
African blood is tenuous and the device in the beginning of the novel of her having equal claim to black or white
society is awkward.
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Literary criticism has recognized the profound influence of social evolutionary thinking
on Griggs, but has not yet attributed his most revolutionary concepts regarding class to this
maligned philosophy.48 Griggs became prey to the Social Darwinian habit of naturalizing racial
and national division. His undeniable admiration for what he calls “Anglo-Saxon” civilization
and his unquestioning nearsighted belief that “Anglo-Saxon” civilization is, indeed, superior to
other world civilizations leaves his revolutionary appeal wanting. The same Social Darwinian
influence, however, increased Griggs’s sensitivity towards themes of collective labor and
environment. Indeed, what we understand as Social Darwinism--the naturalization of inequitable
power relations within society--is just one variation of a much more broad and complex
intellectual movement during the turn-of-the-century that included both reactionary and radical
strains. More broadly, Social Darwinism can be defined as the use of evolutionary concepts to
explain human society. Just as Darwin’s evolutionary theories spurred Karl Marx to examine the
environmental underpinnings of labor and capital, Social Darwinian concepts framed, for Griggs,
how the flow of energy from nature to working class to professional class structured a social
organism, and whether that social organism was, as he puts it, a “collective efficiency” or
inefficiency.49 While it is true, as Andreá Williams points out, that uplift ideology contended
with “claims of post-emancipatory black retrogression promoted by late nineteenth-century
Social Darwinists,” black authors signified on social evolutionary theory without discarding its
precepts (Williams 58). Authors, such as Pauline Hopkins and Griggs, adopted elements of
Social Darwinist theory for the cause of racial justice even as the theory limited literary
48
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representation because of its onus to show middle class enculturation.
Yet even when two authors both use Social Darwinist ideology, their variations regarding
race and class creates categorical difference in their treatment of the agrarian masses. Hopkins’s
novel of manners, Contending Forces, contrasting sharply with the Southern atmosphere of
Imperio, believes in a Northern bourgeois urban future for black society. The Smith family’s
strictly urban horizon allows for agrarian life to be alienated from a material locality and
consumed as aesthetic entertainment. In one instance, the Smith family listens to their mother
reminisce about life in the South. The illicit dandy John Langley follows this with an invitation
to his presumptive bride-to-be Dora Smith that they see a play called, “Old Homestead”
(Hopkins 93-96). The moment takes for granted the nostalgic interest of an urban class in its
agrarian other as well as the respective status of consumers and consumed.50 Andreá Williams
has already delved into Hopkin’s indebtedness to Social Darwinian theory, which gave Hopkins
the means to justify intraracial class distinctions (107). The comparison between Hopkins and
Griggs demonstrates that if Griggs did not let nostalgia spur his characters’ appetites it is because
Griggs had a different conception of class and black nationalism--one wherein biology created
networks and connections instead of separations. Both authors concern themselves with the
significance of blood and environmental influences, but Griggs forges a remarkable difference
with his dismissal of individualism as a “tubercular germ,” one that “eat[s]” and “mulitipl[ies]”
until the host body is “destroy[ed]” (Racial Greatness 43). Griggs’s loathing of individualism
means social evolution becomes much more about a homologous social organism and less about
discrete individuals who succeed through self-making. And it is in this difference that a
metabolic politics becomes distinct from the laissez-faire variety of Social Darwinian.
50
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As many authors exploited the folk culture of black farmers or strongly stratified the
uplift of the better classes from that of the masses, Griggs astutely interpreted how social
evolution encompasses environment, race, and nation. What is his greatest intellectual liability
also functions as his greatest resource for a more inclusive uplift. As opposed to the reform
Darwinists who believed that the political state must be used to temper the chaos of “the tangled
bank” of racial and class intermixing, Griggs believed in the natural upspring of black political
institutions from the flows and exchanges concentrated within the labor of different classes and
the environment.51 Far from simply relying on rural life for a cultural “ancestor” or “grounding,”
much of Griggs’s literary work relies on imagining the agrarian class as directly influencing the
movements of civic activism and social freedom.
Still, his fiction refuses to show agrarian labor. The closest Griggs comes to directly
depicting agrarian laborers is in his third novel, Unfettered (1902). Lemuel Dalton, the
representative “New South” aristocrat, upon his inheritance of his Uncle Maurice’s estate,
quickly settles old scores by first beating and then shooting Henry Dalton, the “best farm hand”
on the estate, who had embarrassed Lemuel as a child. Importantly, Henry and his father Stephen
are the only directly-referenced farm laborers in Griggs’s novels. Stephen Dalton acts essentially
as the de facto proprietor of the Dalton estate: “Maurice Dalton was only nominally the head of
the Dalton estate, the practical operations of his farming affairs being entrusted to the care of this
Negro, Stephen Dalton” (24). Stephen thus represents the common figure of the dispossessed
black yeoman. After his daughter Beulah is murdered by a white mob, Stephen leads an abortive
rebellion of the black agrarian community against his white neighbors. The state and national
militias quickly quash the uprising, ending a remarkable episode of agrarian rebellion.
51
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Unfettered contains not only Griggs’s most direct portrayal of agrarian agitation but his
most elitist portrayal of class divisions. In the novel’s beginning, Griggs portrays the stresses of
Jim Crow on the agrarian community: the inherited division between “house” and “field” slaves;
how to respond to Jim Crow violence; the pressures of mechanization and its consequent
declining labor demand; and the lure of the city. When the white community hears of Henry’s
assault upon Lemuel, they warn Henry and Beulah to leave the area. In hallmark Griggsian
fashion, the agrarian community decides upon communal action, which is to move to the city as
a whole, rather than allow a few members to be terrorized from their home. But what begins as a
provocative story of an agrarian community’s organization and resistance fitfully transitions to a
ham-fisted political romance between Morlene Dalton, previously a servant in the Dalton house,
and Dorlan Warthell, a gifted politician. Griggs clearly represents a professional and cultured
career as superior to that of the agrarian, as the ambitious Morlene supposedly sacrifices her
dream of an uplifted life to save the heartsick and critically-wounded “field-hand” Henry Dalton.
Beulah convinces her that she is simply a “country girl” and therefore not allowed the fantasy of
a cultured gentleman: “Morlene, we country girls have only a limited education and know but
little of the requirements of the higher walks of life. The man whom your imagination has
selected will be so much your superior in point of culture that he will not notice you” (42).
Morlene casts her fate with Henry only to then meet Dorlan. The romantic misplacement
requires no commentary as Dorlan embodies the “New Negro” and the proper object of desire.
Unfettered in its experimentation with representing the agrarian class’ ability to organize, even
revolt, echoes the rebelliousness of the Imperium. Yet an emergent agrarian politic dissipates and
Griggs’s third novel betrays a promising beginning.
Unfettered’s failure results from the stark gap Griggs places between the representatives
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of the agrarian and professional class. Imperium, in pointed contrast, more faithfully portrays
environmental influences on its heroes. Belton’s rise separates his path from that of a farm
laborer, but Belton faces a series of ecological hazards more commonly associated with agrarian
laborers. In one ambiguous moment the novel overwrites this budding professional with the tired
minstrel routines of a rural thief. During college, Belton hears that an African American teacher,
as vice-president of the faculty, will lead a faculty meeting. In his over-enthusiasm to see an
African American leading a group of white teachers, Belton sneaks out of the dormitory to spy
on the assembly. Spotted, he runs and hides in a chicken coop and to further avoid suspicion he
acts like he is stealing chickens: “Thus again a patriot was mistaken for a chicken thief; and in
the South to-day a race that dreams of freedom, equality, and empire, far more than is imagined,
is put down as a race of chicken thieves. As in Belton’s case, this conception diverts attention
from places where startling things would otherwise be discovered” (72). This may appear to be
simply, as the narrator says, a moment of irony where political imminence is mistaken as
minstrel reiteration. Yet the metabolic still resonates within this symbolic moment because Jim
Crow politics often pushed African Americans to consider metabolic concerns in the political
arena. For instance, unfair land distribution limited access to garden plots and pasture ground for
livestock. Efforts by Southern politicians to limit the franchise by making petty larceny grounds
for disenfranchisement meant that African Americans stealing livestock to feed themselves
would thus lose political rights.52 Belton’s instinctive theft tempts not only the deeply-ingrained
prejudice of the supposedly sympathetic white teachers to read him as chicken thief, but also the
reactionary discipline of Jim Crow law to disenfranchise him. Imperium argues that Jim Crow
ironically ensures both a willful ignorance to the political maturation of middle-class African
52

See Pippa Holloway, Living in Infamy: Felon Disenfranchisement and the History of American Citizenship.
Oxford U. P., 2014.
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Americans as well as an obsessive surveillance of the political movements of working-class
African Americans.
The episode has intraracial significance as well, one which touches on the relation of
agrarian laborers to the professional classes. Historian Pippa Holloway points out that an effort
to defend those African Americans convicted of petty larceny theft like stealing chickens can be
seen as counter to the growing tendency to distance the professional classes of African American
society from the supposed criminal masses (77). Imperium is remarkably absent of the ironic
vignettes of awkward social mingling between upper and lower classes which are pointedly
shown in the works of such authors as Charles Chesnutt and George W. Cable. In this strange
episode of diversion, then, Belton casts his lot with a substantially different racial uplift than that
of a Talented-Tenth model. The chicken thief, a figure of scorn for rising urban African
Americans, embodies how politics cannot be separated from the daily metabolic needs. Griggs
projects this momentary metabolic event into ever more “tangled” arenas. Solitary acts of
resistance, such as in stealing livestock, in this new era of promised liberation become
coordinated and directed towards higher principles of republican government.
Griggs goes further to wed abstract republican ideals to metaphors of consumption so
that, rather than alienating politics from material realities, he positions biological flows of
consuming and consumed as constitutive of the transfers of faiths, ideals, and freedoms. The
novel’s first half, like the end, closes after a speech competition between Belton and Bernard.
Though denied by the racist judges, Belton delivers the presumptive better essay, entitled “The
Contribution of the Anglo-Saxon to the Cause of Human Liberty.” This speech comes to the
attention of a southern editor, V. M. King. King fears white Americans’ attempts to stop the rise
of the African American race will lead to a bloody conflict. King dreams one night of oak trees
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casting their acorns on the ground, where “fatted swine” consume them (58). After the swine eat
themselves to death, oak trees grow from their carcasses and battle the older oaks. The battle
ends when a voice akin to God’s breaks through calling for peace: “‘Know ye not that ye are
parents and children? Parents, recognize your children. Children, be proud of the parents from
whom you spring’” (58). King interprets the acorns as African Americans’ inheritance of
Enlightenment ideals from the white race, and he invokes a biological relation when he says the
voice proclaims the African Americans as a “legitimate offspring, and not a bastard,” of white
America (59). King, and in the end Belton, wish to see the relationship between the races as biopolitical. Witnessing the freedoms enabled by natural rights philosophy becomes a mechanism of
change within African American’s social evolution. The analogy of swine consuming acorns to
African Americans becoming politically aware, while awkward, makes the point that this
transference did not occur deliberately by instruction but within secretive or ignored pathways,
here compared to the processes of consumption, decay, and symbiosis. These pathways must, as
the voice proclaims, be revealed and relationships acknowledged if an apocalyptic war is to be
avoided.
Griggs’s metabolic politic offers a singular vision of the conduits between the social and
the political. Social equality was often trumpeted as the greatest threat by white supremacists
(read their inflammatory insinuations that Radical Republicans secretly wished for interracial
marriage) and dismissed as a bogey man by moderates who stressed the need for political
equality rather than social equality. One such moderate text, George W. Cable’s The Silent
South, mingles the metaphors of agriculture with those of a socio-political body to tease out the
race problem from the proverbial lion’s paw. From the consequences of “grafting” a “debased”
people into a rising civilization, slavery first “sowed” a social cataclysm that was “reaped” in the
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melee of war and then “garnered” in the recognition of freedmen as citizens (3). Common
enough, the agrarian references still confuse where nature ends and society begins. And Cable’s
discerning moderation attempts to clarify the opportunity of civil rights, such as desegregated
passage while traveling by train, from the private social rights of a family dinner table or
bedroom. Cable argues, “Social relations, one will say, are sacred. True, but civil rights are
sacred, also. Hence social relations must not impose upon civil rights nor civil rights impose
upon social relations.” (57). To illustrate, Cable tells the story of a man and woman going to a
concert where they sit, one “social relation” amongst others, enjoying the same civil freedom of
the “right-to-be-there” without trespassing on others’ “impregnable” “social preferences” (5758). Cable pictures the pleasure goers’ use of space as perfectly capable of being divided in such
a way that their negotiation with what they see, smell, taste, and hear is quite easily made.
Decorum lives because no one listens in on their neighbor’s conversation, no one hacks microbes
into the air, and no one transposes their dirt when brushing another in passing. Cable
demonstrates the need for civic equality in relating a personal experience. In September of 1883,
Cable rode in a car with an African American woman and her daughter who were dressed “in
cool, fresh muslins.” A chain gang boarded the same car “[i]n filthy rags, with vile odors and the
clanking of shackles and chains” (27) and forced Cable to relocate. However, the mother and
daughter had to remain because of their race. They are left, despite their fine appearance,
exposed to a lesser class and the environment that a lesser class drags aboard with them.
Those touting separate but equal, in whatever degree, would never perceive how ecology
muddies the pretensions of socially segregated societies. Miscegenation, or amalgamation,
provided only the most sensitive example of the biological crossings which occurred unseen. In a
passage from his response to Dixon, deconstructing Jim Crow’s finicky presumption of its ability
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to isolate whites from blacks, Griggs intertwines sex, food, song, and literature as material
realities lead to immaterial intermixing:
Ah, good people of America, here is your real problem! Southern self-interest
may be relied upon to keep the Negro here; being here, no human power can
prevent him from contributing his quota to the atmosphere of the group in which
all the sons of the South must find their environing inheritance. In the contact of
the street workman with his boss; in the cook kitchen; in the nursery room; in the
concubine chamber; in the street song; in the brothel; in the philosophizings of the
minstrel performer; in the literature which he will ere long create, by means of
which there can be contact not personal; in myriad ways the Negro will write
something upon the soul of the white man. It should be the care of the American
people that he write well.
Mr. Dixon trembles at a possible physical amalgamation and would have
the races separated. The "nay" which the nation renders to his cause so badly
plead makes the spiritual amalgamation a certainty. (Hindered Hand 330-331)
Social space is necessarily intimate, whatever division Dixon, or even Cable, would attempt, and
ensures a give and take that ranges from the obviously metabolic to the cultural. Imperium delves
into just those moments of social obscurity, finding therein the opportunities of reeking, genetic
mixing, eavesdropping, and consuming which a pregnable social body allows. Pinpointing those
opportunities illustrates the broader field of physical and spiritual consumption which will leave
both races changed in politically unalterable ways.
Spills, infections, trespasses occur within transmission sites belying the sanitation of
political equality with social distinction. Belton, sensitive to the politics embedded within
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everyday routines, therefore looks to the sites of contact for the possibility of civic action. The
same African American teacher he so eagerly spied on, eats with the students instead of the
faculty. Indignant, Belton organizes his classmates into a secret organization suggesting that they
form a “combination” (73). The students protest over the symbolic position of community
members while they eat. Belton’s “combination,” of course, counters any pretension of voluntary
social relations in the space of the dining hall. He intends to “coerce” and does so through a
manipulation of the environment. The president receives a letter at a devotional exercise listing
the demand that the teachers integrate their table. He anxiously preaches and then attempts to
summarily dismiss the student body with “three strokes to the gong,” yet “not a student moved”
and the students further silently raise placards neatly printed with “Equality or Death.” The white
teachers are “struck dumb” by the sudden occupation and quickly agree to eat with the African
American teacher. The elated students march out singing “John Brown's Body lies mouldering in
the grave, and we go marching on” (76). The political action plays out through opposing sounds.
The president hopes for a type of Pavlovian obedience to a white authority’s control of
environmental cues. The students’ ability to disregard, with their silence, such an environmental
pressure creates a rupture in the teachers’ material environment; a rupture which is then replaced
with the song of “John Brown’s Body.” The text of “John Brown’s Body” speaks to a long
history of abolitionist and civil rights action. The students’ civil disobedience fits nicely within
that history. But rather than characterize the song as strictly an allusion to past and present
political contests, as an artifact of discourse, Imperium never dismisses the material influence of
a rotting corpse. The allusion to John Brown foreshadows Belton’s own execution. It resonates
with the themes of consumption that riddle the novel. It recognizes the vital influence that
material bodies mysteriously play in shaping political futures. Occurrences within the unknown,
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including the microscopic, seep into the lives of the novel’s characters, manifesting eventually in
social and political antagonisms.
The discrete environments of transference, while allowing the development of African
American political action, are the same places which transmit the unexpected. A particularly
strange episode, even for Griggs, occurs while Belton is still at college. When Belton ascends to
valedictorian and will give the commencement speech, a jealous roommate seeks out a classmate
known for his stench. That classmate, a “huge Mississippian,” likely come to Stowe University
from the country, is well aware of how bad his feet smell and uses his bodily sounds and smells
as a potent force: “Whenever other students called to see him he had a very effective way of
getting rid of them, when he judged that they had stayed long enough. He would complain of a
corn and forthwith pull off a shoe. If his room was crowded, this act invariably caused it to be
empty” (77). The “Mississippian” adds an underlying class connotation to the ensuing action.
The jealous roommate replaces the handkerchief in Belton’s graduation “Prince Albert” suit with
filthy socks he pilfers from the “Mississippian.” Belton delivers a touching oratory and reaches
for his handkerchief to dab away his tears when he is repelled, instead, by the stained and sweatsoaked socks of the Mississippian. Belton disclaims “Ladies and gentlemen, these socks are from
Mississippi. I am from Virginia” (83). Of course, the assembled classmates already know whom
he refers to and laughs Belton from the stage. The narrative’s punchline turns on Belton’s
bewildered excuse of a mistaken geographical identity. A personification of racial uplift, Belton
deflects the implication of impolite bodily stench onto the caricature of rural awkwardness.
While such an episode appears incongruous to the narrative, it has some resonance to racial uplift
discourse when we consider that odor was used as a key indicator of class status. Middle class
authors appealed to the readers’ sense of decorum and social justice with such a scene as Charles
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Chesnutt gives in The Marrow of Tradition when a party of vagrant farm laborers fill the space
of Dr. Miller’s passenger car. “[N]oisy, loquacious, happy, dirty, and malodorous” they soon
drive Miller to the platform (60). While Belton goes on to read the “incident apparently trivial in
itself” as one more moment where he has learned vengeance is not his but God’s, which will lead
to his reconciliatory position in the Imperium towards white America, the scene is premised on
specific constructs of social decorum that cannot be read without the accompanying markers of
class (77). The episode further narrows the gap between Belton and signifiers of an agrarian
worker, between the professional class and their supposed lessers. One could hardly imagine
Chesnutt’s Dr. Miller, or Harper’s Dr. Latimer of Iola Leroy, or even Griggs’s Dorlan Warthell
of Unfettered, experiencing the same accidents of class slippage that Belton experiences.
Belton’s stereotypical country awkwardness allies him with the agrarian working class beyond
merely bridging class difference but shows Belton as pregnable to the material flows of working
class life.
Imperium develops these metabolic moments into a type of primer by which we might
read the more intricate and obscure means of consumption underwriting intraracial and
interracial ecologies. These means of consumption become indelible in Griggs’s novel as they
lead to greater forms of violence in ever more sacred institutions. After Belton’s graduation from
college, Jim Crow quickly collapses Belton’s personal evolution, going as far as to potentially
violate his marriage. Fleeing his home life, Belton goes to Louisiana to administer a school. His
resistance to segregation garners him some attention from a local Dr. Zackland, “a thin, scrawny
looking man with a long beard, very, very white” (166). Griggs’s emphatic coloring of Zackland
alludes to decay rather than power, an allusion which becomes definitive in Zackland’s desire for
the strong beautiful body of Belton: “Belton was a fine specimen of physical manhood,” the
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doctor observes, “[h]is limbs well formed, well proportioned and seemed as strong as oak” (166).
For this “fine specimen,” the doctor offers a keg of whiskey to a murderous local leader of
patrollers. They agree: if Belton missteps, he will be delivered into the hands of Dr. Zackland by
the vigilantes. Years later, Belton, in one of those social spaces which Cable thought as capable
of allowing both the entrance of African Americans and the continuity of the “social
preferences” of each race to keep to their own, commits such a misstep when he is invited to a
white church by the minister. “During the opening exercises a young white lady who sat by his
side experienced some trouble in finding the hymn. Belton had remembered the number given
out and kindly took the book to find it” (172-173). In kind, Belton finds himself the victim of a
lynching party, but the bullet to the back of his head misses any vital organs and he awakens on
Dr. Zackland’s dissecting table.
Zackland’s immediate and impulsive desire for Belton’s body implies not only a latent
sexual desire, but the social esteem that he gains through his dissection of black men. Belton’s
dissection was to be witnessed by a cadre of local doctors (179). After dissection, his body parts
may have been preserved and handed down for generations, or his flesh would have been boiled
away and his bones displayed. Zackland attempts, in any case, to turn a black body into property
once more. Zackland, physically weak and in a state of decay, betrays the monstrous appetite of
the touted class of medical professionals. Parasitic in its attempt to remain supreme, white
society, the novel shows, becomes cannibalistic, most notably within the upper classes. Griggs
treats Zackland’s death with brevity, as Belton, “the dead man returned to life,” quickly kills
Zackland and flees (179).53
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The portrayal of Zackland recalls the contemporary literary vivisectionist of H. G. Wells’s The Island of Dr.
Moreau (1896), a text which takes similar themes such as evolution, human interference in nature, and race and
orchestrates science for the categorization of civilized beings. Griggs did read Wells, as he quotes Wells often in The
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The episode should concern literary criticism more than it has. Historians and
bioarcheologists have shown African Americans to have been disproportionately dissected in
medical colleges.54 In 1951, W. Montague Cobb, anatomy professor at Howard University, gave
a history of African Americans as they were used as an “Anatomical Resource.” Cobb quotes for
example A. B. Crosby’s 1870 address to the New Hampshire Medical School, concerning an
early dissection in 1796 by a Dr. McKinstry: “The first execution for a capital offence in my own
county took place at Haverhill, the condemned man being a negro” (Crosby qtd. in Cobb 147).55
News of the imminent dissection brings country doctors with a panoply of sharp objects, and the
doctors soon reach the frenzy of a lynching mob: “Tradition says that one brought a hand-saw,
another an axe, still another a butcher's cleaver, and a fourth came armed with a large carvingknife and fork” (Crosby qtd. in Cobb 147). The instruments notably devolve into things more
suitable for eating than dissection. The gathered doctors decide to skin the man first:
“The cuticle of this unfortunate Ethiop was subsequently tanned and cut up into small pieces, as
souvenirs of the occasion. Tradition says, with how much truth I know not, that an enthusiastic
but impudent student cut off the ears and sent them in a letter to one of the professors in the

Guide to Racial Greatness (1923). Like Zackland, Moreau is invariably referenced as remarkably white. And the
animal subjects are predominantly described as black or brown. The allusions to medical dissection and terrorism in
literature can be traced to Mary Shelley’s novel Frankenstein; or, the Modern Prometheus (1818), which very soon
gained a racial reading with George Canning’s 1824 speech in the House of Commons, equating the black slaves
within the British West Indies to the Monster as ignorant and immoral yet overwhelmingly strong. See Darko Suvin
in 1979, who places the monster in “the Caliban complex of bourgeois imagination.” Metamorphoses of Science
Fiction: On the Poetics and History of a Literary Genre. Yale U. P., 1979, p. 135; as well as, H. L. Malchow,
“Frankenstein’s Monster and Images of Race.” Past and Present, no. 139, May 1993, pp 90-130; George Canning,
“Amelioration of the Condition of the Slave Population in the West Indies.” The Parliamentary Debates. vol. 10,
T.C. Hansard at the Pater-noster Row Press, 1824, column 1103; Elizabeth Young, Black Frankenstein: The Making
of an American Metaphor. New York U. P., 2008; Patrick Brantlinger, “Race and Frankenstein.” The Cambridge
Companion to Frankenstein, edited by Andrew Smith, Cambridge U. P., 2016, pp. 128-142.
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See Todd L. Savitt, “The Use of Blacks for Medical Experimentation and Demonstration in the Old South.” The
Journal of Southern History, vol. 48, no. 3, 1982, pp. 331–348; P. Gabrielle Foreman, “New England's Fortune: An
Inheritance of Black Bodies and Bones.” Journal of American Studies, vol. 49, no. 2, 2015, pp. 287–303.
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He refers to Thomas Palmer of Lebanon: “convicted in May, 1796, on a charge of rape.” See Rev. J. Q Bittinger,
History of Haverhill, N. H. Cohos Steam Press, 1888, p. 395.
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academical department of Darthmouth College, whom he did not particularly admire” (Crosby
qtd. in Cobb 147). While the very real resurrectionists plied shovel and pick over the centuries to
feed medical college’s need for bodies, the only fictionalized account of such medical terrorism
as it affects African Americans is in Imperium in Imperio. The novel uniquely illustrates the
hunger that draws doctors towards black bodies.56
Cobb aptly calls the Haverhill event a “legal lynching” (148). One historian stipulates the
significant difference between mob violence and autopsies being that “mob dissections” were
extralegal and a form of punishment (Berry 150). The distinction is applicable in many instances,
yet what the first execution for a capital offense in Haverhill and the subsequent dissection
illustrate are the underlying bonds between vigilantism and the praxis of biological knowledge:
the act satisfying a dehumanizing urge in mob and doctor alike. Writing in 1870 and relying on
“tradition,” Crosby, then, aids in the institutionalization of Jim Crow violence even as it is in the
professional garb of doctors. Crosby effectively inoculates a small audience of medical
professionals in New England against any horror concerning the ongoing “mob dissections.”
Griggs’s familiarity with the cadaver trade and its propensity to consume black bodies, if
not already known, came from one of the more sensational accounts related by Richmond Planet
editor John Mitchell. Mitchell’s and Griggs’s shared a personal animosity over differing views of
religion and Mitchell’s accusations that Griggs embezzled from his congregation. That did not
mean that Griggs could not rely on the Planet’s coverage of postmaster Frazier Baker’s murder,
as Tess Chakkalakal and Kenneth Warren illustrate, for his own account given in Imperium in
Imperio (5). No less plausible is the chance that Griggs followed the coverage given in the
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Griggs would later allude again to the medical commonplace of relying on black bodies for dissection. In
Unfettered, Catherine, an elderly African American woman living in Chicago, is obligated to sell her body after she
dies to find funds for a hospital bed in her final days (140).
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Planet of the execution of Solomon Marable and his use as a cadaver by the Virginia Medical
College.57
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See Richmond Planet (Richmond, VA), 1 August 1896, Chronicling America: Historic American Newspapers.
Library of Congress.
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FIG. 3. Dissection as Consumption:
The illustrations depict Chris Baker, a grave robber in the employ of Medical College of
Virginia, and the body of Solomon Marable, a man hanged for a murder he claimed not to have
committed. Richmond Planet. (Richmond, Va.), 1 August 1896, Chronicling America, Library of
Congress.
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Not surprisingly, scholarship has found that subjects to medical dissection were
invariably poor, as well as black.58 Belton’s victimization at the hands of Zackland, joins in
spectacular fashion, the “chicken thief” and the “odorous socks” episodes to complicate any
picture of Belton as middle-class and withdrawn from working class issues. Whether medical
dissection was part of a uniquely urban threat is less decided than it would first appear. Medical
terrorism affected African Americans wherever they were, and while urban poor shared in the
dread of victimization by the medical community, the folkloric tradition of “night-doctors”
centered on rural African Americans. Gladys-Marie Fry identifies the turn of the nineteenthcentury as the “period of the night-doctor scare,” a period of psychological terrorism used by
rural white communities to stop the migration of African American labor to cities in the North
and South. In essence, the stories of the night doctors presented the predation of African
Americans by the medical community as a means to continue the landed oligarchy’s own blood
sucking. Griggs’s fictionalized account of a dissection not only embeds a contemporary
historical event, such as the attempt to steal Marable’s body, but uncovers a folklore tradition
which recorded how black bodies were made the subject of dismemberment and assemblage by
white doctors as well as the use of that tradition to stymie the labor drain of rural laborers
towards urban centers.
Scientific dissection had been for almost a century a “racially prejudiced combination of
vengeance and cannibalism” (Malchow 111). Griggs’s interest in the racial politics of dissection,
then, cannot be understood without seeing dissection as a form of consumption. That
consumption is motivated on the part of white society by a metabolic understanding of energy
flows within a society. The same metabolic understanding directs the energies of a respondent
58
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United States Anatomical Education.” Clinical Anatomy, vol. 20, 2007, pp. 489-495.
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black politic within Imperium. The Imperium Congress concerns itself not just with civil rights
but with the structure and awareness of labor and energy within USsociety. Overwhelmingly, the
majority of African Americans, in the late-nineteenth century, labored in the field. Agrarian
workers were well-aware that their labor position in society meant their bodies would deteriorate
at a faster rate than if they were to work within the middle class occupations. They were then at
the forefront of the metabolic processes by which a society gets what it needs or wants from
nature.
The degree to which Imperium loses sight of an agrarian politics seems significant in the
end when the Imperium considers international alliances and an internecine civil war. Yet the
metabolic politics of this emergent state is such that it attempts to never lose the capacity for
imagining another’s labor. In Bernard’s culminating speech to the Imperium Congress, he urges
war with white America and he reaches into the recent history of slavery:
The negro was seized and forced to labor hard that the Anglo-Saxon might enjoy
rest and ease. While he sat in his cushioned chair, in his luxurious home, and
dreamed of the blessedness of freedom, the enforced labor of slaves felled the
forest trees, cleared away the rubbish, planted the seed and garnered the ripened
grain, receiving therefore no manner of pay, no token of gratitude, no word of
coldest thanks. (239)
Bernard’s fiery rhetoric reverses Jim Crow’s portrayal of Reconstruction as the time supposedly
lazy freedwomen and men exploited white labor to feed themselves without end. Jim Crow’s
rhetoric has obvious progeny in twentieth-century references to “Welfare Queens.” In one
Reconstruction-era billboard a freedman lays back with his eyes on a vision of a large
government building, the columns of which are labeled “Candy,” “Rum, Gin, Whiskey” “Sugar
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Plums,” “Indolence,” “White Women,” “Apathy,” “White Sugar,” “Idleness,” “Fish Balls,”
“Clams,” “Stews,” and “Pies.” The poster claims this is the freedman’s “estimate of freedom.” A
laboring white man chops wood on the left looking on the reclining man who is dreaming of
freedom.
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FIG. 4. “The Freedman’s Bureau! An Agency to Keep the Negro in Idleness at the Expense of
the White Man. Twice Vetoed by the President, and Made a Law by Congress. Support Congress
& You Support the Negro. Sustain the President & You Protect the White Man,” 1866. Woodcut.
Graphic Arts Broadsides Collection. Library of Congress.
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Bernard expresses not only the charge for reparations but the anxiety that African
Americans will forever be tied to the soil. However, the passage also comments on how those
dreaming of freedom imagine agrarian labor. The scenario implies that one person’s experience
of freedom relies on another’s bondage to the soil. A few questions arise as to how Griggs
reimagines Bernard’s scene. Does Griggs, in imagining the uplift of his race, simply imagine a
reversal wherein the white man is working and the black man is dreaming--meaning a repetition
of the above figure’s propaganda? Griggs undoubtedly hoped to spur the development of his race
towards the status of republican freedom. Yet the revolution hoped for would not simply mean a
reversal of roles. Griggs’s answer is to reimagine labor as well as the means to freedom. Griggs
critiques white America’s false perception of freedom and its relation to nature, and white
America’s persistent ignorance of another’s labor, specifically agrarian labor.
In Sutton Griggs’s fiction and nonfiction alike, the metabolic processes, foundational to
the relationship between the races, in turn, constitute his speculative thinking of national
boundaries. But Griggs’s ability to trace the flow of bodies and energy across those national
boundaries contracts as those webs of ecology and consumption stretch into international waters.
In Griggs’s assertion that the African American race “dreams of freedom, equality, and empire,”
the last “tangled bank” of metabolic politics concerns the role of an African American nation as
empire (Imperium 72). The question then arises: how does Griggs imagine a metabolic politic
manifesting across not only borders of individuals or “nations within nations” but towards the
outlands, the international, the empire?
The Spanish-American War and the undeclared war in the Philippines, as scholars have
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noted, pervade the race question of the domestic United States.59 Griggs was well aware that
nations exploited other nations and criticized American imperialism. Yet Griggs's novels, though
often provocative and exploratory, remain within the imagined community of the nation state.
Rather than full-fledged Pan-Africanism, Griggs shared with Booker T. Washington a desire to
contain African Americans within the Southern rural districts. Griggs would even make the claim
as late as 1914 that African Americans “are not fundamentally of a pioneer or migratory spirit.
They hover within striking distance of the regions within whose confines they are born” (My
Struggles 3).60 Such a conception of space and migration meant Griggs, likewise, “confined” his
environmental imagination. Though Imperium’s metabolic politic crucially includes the black
agrarian class of the South, the politics does not escape the limitations many grassroots agrarian
movements suffer from in their emphasis on local concerns rather than the systemic changes to
the calcified national and global structures of money and power.61
Efforts to position Griggs as a transnationalist thinker, while useful, often undervalue
Griggs’s more nationalist thinking. Critics like Stephen Knadler, who assert that Griggs’s
attitude toward U.S. expansion was critical, misread Griggs’s major concern as international,
when really it was national. For instance, Knadler reads Lovejoy’s sermon as an instance where
Griggs sets up the imperialist position in order to critique the attempt to make African Americans
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Du Bois’s Quest of the Silver Fleece, as I will show, offers a clear effort to break through this imaginative
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complicit in imperialism (683). Yet what is clear when Lovejoy says, “The Anglo-Saxon race
must surrender some of its outposts, and the negro will occupy these” is that these “outposts” are
not imperial but domestic, as Lovejoy says beforehand, the students will be responsible for the
“adjusting of positions between the negro and Anglo-Saxon races of the South” (Griggs,
Imperium 81, emphasis added). Furthermore, Griggs does not in any of his novels move toward a
global subjectivity for African American society but one still enclosed in romantic nationalist
rhetoric. It is this nationalist enclosure which allows Imperium to foreground the crisis of
American society when the black nation is prepared for its equal standing within, as well as
against, the white nation, when either the natural growth of freedom or the unnatural waste of
war will visit the United States.
The importance of romantic nationalist discourse within themes of place and environment
appears forcefully in the very novel many cite as evidence of Griggs’s internationalism.
Overshadowed’s multiple endings opens the possibility of an incomplete interpretation.
Incomplete because criticism more often focuses on the character of Astral Herndon, who
revokes his U.S. citizenship, rather than his son Astral Herndon Jr. who, the novel prophecies,
will return to the U.S. and write his race’s name “in the hall of fame” (Griggs, Overshadowed
219).62 The hope interred in Astral Herndon, Jr. at the novels end, in part comes from the
spiritual seclusion which his mother, Erma Wysong, the former student of Booker T.
Washington, seeks amidst the “the plain and simple folk of the mountain fastnesses, honest and
sturdy and fearless” (198). If the moment appears to be an incongruous resort to the pastoral or
picturesque, the moment shows clearly the ties by which the son will evoke his claim to the
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nation which his father abandons. Erma ensures, unbeknownst to the father, that the future of the
race is within the mountains and streams of America. He is “mountain-imbued,” even as his
father proclaims himself “a citizen of the ocean” (217-218). Thus, Griggs records a nationalism,
if contentious, still more comparable to the definite and permanent than the sea with its swirling
ambiguities.
However, Astral Jr.’s ascendancy in America does not lessen the damning critique that
the father levels against Jim Crow as he claims that his family’s bodies shall not become once
more part of a metabolic chain: “You now desire that her body shall go to enrich this soil. Should
I allow you to proceed, will this land which her dust would help to compose--will this land
render to the son of another mother more than it will to the son that she leaves behind, though the
two be equal in virtue . . . ?” (211-212). The bodies of Erma and her brother John are lowered
into the immense ocean water; they enrich no land but join an indescribable metabolic flow.
Astral, himself, claims a similar fate as “citizen of the ocean” until the “aliens” or “the shadows
which now envelope the darker races in all lands shall have passed away, away and away!” (216217). Astral’s dramatic exile contests the imperial exploitation of the nations of Africa and
beyond.
Yet upon the ocean, Astral is “adrift” and “despondent,” hardly the substance of an
emergent state (217). Overshadowed’s final prophecy of an emergent African American state
once Astral Jr. returns to America, relies on Erma’s moment of earlier reclusion in the “mountain
fastness.” Thus, Griggs folds within his race fiction the populist reliance upon an original “folk.”
Consistently agrarian, romantic nationalism secures to itself the legitimacy of a folk culture and
with it a clear delineation of national boundaries. Griggs sets boundaries against a more chaotic
entanglement of white and black nations as they collide within an international landscape.
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Instead of a global system of consuming and consumed bodies, environment, and labor, Griggs’s
systems of flow and exchange stay within the inherited boundaries of nation states.
Overshadowed’s anxiety concerning the dissipation of the black social organism within a
larger flow of blood and energy that dissolves even the distinctions of race and nation repeats
Imperium’s underlying romantic nationalism. Bernard and Belton take diverging positions in the
separatist fantasy which climaxes at the end of Imperium. Bernard prepares the Imperium for
secession from the United States by proclaiming Texas to be theirs; Belton, sealing his fate,
delivers a speech urging dialogue with white America and a conciliatory solution. Griggs’s
precise politics, whether conservative or radical, has garnered a confusing array of responses
which has been dependent in how we are to read Belton and Bernard’s speeches. Belton’s in
particular is problematic in its adoption of rhetoric such as that Africans should appreciate their
slavery in America where they acquired Christianity and civilization and that there was some
basis for white fears of black men raping white women. Belton couches these ideas within a
parable of an “American eagle” tearing at the eyes and heart of a “poor Negro.” Seeing the eagle
on a mountainside, the man attempted to caress the eagle and met with abuse and “disdain.”
However, “so majestic was its flight that the Negro, with tears in his eyes, and blood dripping
from his heart has smiled and shouted: ‘God save the eagle’” (Griggs, Imperium 162). The
parable keeps the deeply held desire of African Americans to exercise fully human rights as they
are employed in nationalist discourse and yet counters the natural rights discourse that these
freedoms are freely “endowed.” Instead, there is the element of accident, violence, and will. Eric
Curry claims that Belton “is unable to extricate himself from conceptions of liberty and freedom
that are independent of some sort of debt to a culture of white supremacy” (34). While Curry
reads Belton as espousing an assimilationist ideology that Griggs’s positions as a strawman,
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Griggs, in fact, shared most of the ideas Belton expresses.63 Wilson Jeremiah Moses has shown
that: “Ideological black nationalism has been chained to the concept of ‘civilization’ and has
embraced an evolutionary conception of history. Most black nationalists have believed that
European cultures are more advanced than African cultures” (10). Wilson thereby shows that
“most black nationalists” had a strain of conservative politics (11).
That conservative politics hardly meant complicity in the efforts to keep African
Americans under the heel of white America. Griggs does not conclude that the telos of social
evolution rested in white blood but provides a speculative fiction that has as its end a black state.
Nor does Griggs write Imperium as a mimicry of white speculative fiction which ends in the
suppression of any great social change regarding race, such as in Edward Bellamy’s Looking
Backward (1888) and Ignatius Donnelly’s Cæsar’s Column (1890).64 Imperium ends with the
advent of the metabolic politics of black nationalism and of a collective efficiency compatible to
change. Belton’s self-sacrifice creates this very horizon of assuredness and adaptation. Assured
because an African American leader has recommitted his body to the black social organism, and
adaptive because that social body must continue to negotiate with and against a white social
63

Finnie Coleman observes, “there are far too many moments in [Griggs’s] fiction where the authorial mask slips
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body.
Earlier, in Belton’s graduation from Stowe University he listens to the University
president, Dr. Lovejoy, deliver a sermon commenting on the dangers of demagogues to the rising
black nation. The world lies “a wounded animal . . . blood oozing forth from gaping wounds and
pains darting through its entire frame,” while the University students before Lovejoy are hunters
stalking to “drink the feverish milk of this animal” (80). He exhorts the students to “not look
upon this dying, decaying world to feed and support you. You must feed and support it. Carry
fresh, warm, invigorating blood in your veins to inject into the veins of the world” (80-81).
Reading the metabolic within Griggs’s novel allows U.S. to see the consummation of his beliefs
about leadership embodied in Belton’s sacrifice. Belton’s execution reads as Christian
mythology, and with this messianic aura Belton “feeds” his world in the novel’s last episode of
consumption. Griggs does not see the moment as a betrayal but of a revelation: a point wherein
the chrysalis of the black state is past and it is emergent, not dissipating, not retreating.
The emergence of a black Southern collective becomes possible, Griggs argues, only with
a trenchant abstention from self-made man ideology.65 Whatever they may self-make,
“Individualists do not create progressive societies, do not make good citizens, but operate in the
direction of destroying such societies as they enter. It is individualism that is the great separative
force among men, the great foe of co-operation, the nemesis of collective efficiency” (Griggs,
The Guide to Racial Greatness 62). In fact, Griggs likely diminishes that paradigm of the selfmade man, Benjamin Franklin, when he expounds on the need for what he calls the “seconding
spirit” or a need of a social network for any endeavor: “The invention of the alphabet, the
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discovery of the art of manufacturing paper, the invention of the printing press, the founding of
newspapers, and the establishment of the postal service are among the most farreaching [sic] of
human achievements, but they count for but little in the life of a group that lacks the seconding
spirit” (The Guide to Racial Greatness 118). Bernard, “[b]orn of distinguished parents, reared in
luxury, gratified as to every whim, successful in every undertaking, idolized by the people,
proud, brilliant, aspiring, deeming nothing impossible of achievement,” epitomizes the self-made
man and what Griggs’s sees as that ideology’s dangers. Belton carries with him a different past:
one that includes the slippages back into the agrarian class from which he has attempted to rise.
Those class markers which largely are implicit operate more clearly when we consider
the sectional background of turn-of-the-century US, which generally cast the North as industrial
and the South as agrarian. Though seemingly wide ranging, and referencing imperial wars in the
Caribbean and Southeast Asia, Griggs’s corpus remains within the American South to a
remarkable degree. Unlike Harper’s migrations in Iola Leroy or Chesnutt’s contests between
Wall Street and the South in The Colonel’s Dream, the furthest North Imperium goes is
Washington D.C. The American South functions as boundary and geographical locus for
Griggs’s black nation as Belton proclaims, “It was the school of the Southerner that has builded
the Imperium” (Imperium 269). The Imperium arose then, in large part, from the agrarian class
which made up the majority of African Americans in the South and from that class’s fight
against white Southern oppression. As Caroline Levander has pointed out, Belton and Bernard
agree on one thing: the “where” of the emergent black state (63). Regardless of the means, the
Imperium Congress’s objective is the possession of Southern land. As the plans to annex Texas
materialize one factor in that region’s choice is that it is “broad in domain, rich in soil and
salubrious in climate” (Griggs, Imperium 248). Therefore, even in the explicit absence of
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agrarian labor, the particularities of black agrarianism--its identity as almost exclusively
Southern, its tectonic political potency, and its role as the primary means of production for the
vast majority of those laboring in the South--saturate Imperium.
Imperium joined the groundswell of literature arising from the South which attempted to
work out the material and imaginative means to remain in the South. Griggs joined with Harper
in emphasizing the political in the black Southern masses impact on U.S. culture. Rather than
parse the reimaginations of home in the South, Imperium sought the political consequences and
the political necessities of remaining in the South. Griggs’s emergent political body, if it follows
the program outlined in Guide to Racial Greatness, is the arrangement of an enlightened political
social organism arising from the essential relation of people to the tasks they must do to survive.
As a result, a much more materialist and ecological imaginary occurs in depicting the injustice of
Jim Crow and the ways to make black lives visible in American society. To become visible
means black labor must evolve into ever greater and more complex communal labor.
Imperium in Imperio foretells a social evolution by African Americans towards larger and
larger combinations of efficiency. Far from a tale of self-making, Imperium ultimately envisions
the coming of age of the greater masses of African America and the organization of those masses
based on nature analogs. Griggs’s presentation of the biological in Imperium shows both white
society feeding off black bodies, and the very culture (microbial and political) which has fed the
black nation. Griggs’s ability to read the biological in the historical allows for some continuity
between the old generation and the new, as well as the ability to project a more inclusive and
equitable political ecology. Black life has been silently growing within the framework of
Western democracy. Appropriately enough, Griggs uses an ecological metaphor in Imperium to
describe this emergent state. In Belton’s mission to educate the race on “human liberty” he says,
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“I was sowing seed broadcast” (226-227). The ecological growth of ideas with their transference
within a social soil materializes the conception of freedom across class lines giving it a potent
life.
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CHAPTER 3
DROPPING VOICES: MIGRATION AND THE SELF-MADE IN CHARLES CHESNUTT’S
FICTION
Charles Chesnutt’s humorous short fiction piece, “Appreciation” published in 1887 in
Puck, opens with the appropriately named Pilgrim Gainey returning to his Missouri home after
an attempt to migrate to the North. The narrator meets Gainey in the marketplace and accosts
him as “Uncle Pilgrim” and asks him why he has returned. “Up there you had civil rights, didn’t
you? Your children went to school with the white children? You could stop at the hotels, ride in
first-class cars, and sit in any part of the theatres and churches, couldn’t you?” (Chesnutt, Short
Fiction 64). Gainey returns that yes, “dem as has de money doan hah no trouble ‘bout gittin’
what dey wants” (64). But still he was not appreciated, he says. Tom Macmillan then comes and
knocks Gainey’s hat off and kicks him, but humors Gainey’s request for tobacco. “Now, dat’s
what I calls ‘preciation,’ said Uncle Pilgrim, filling his mouth with the savory weed” (65).
Pilgrim Gainey disparages all the freedom he had in the North, in order to beg tobacco from
abusive working-class whites. As I will similarly show in “Lonesome Ben” from Chesnutt’s
conjure tales, Gainey manifests a geographic circularity: a pilgrimage that returns to oppression,
because “ignorance” and “superstition,” as Chesnutt would say, preclude Gainey and many in the
working-class from escaping subservience (Journal 81-82). While the piece satirizes this
dependence it remains an exemplar of Chesnutt’s sectional definition of freedom. The North is
where Gainey had civil rights and the South is where the laboring class of both races work their
old routine. The humor cuts, but it cuts more deeply those working-class African Americans
remaining in the South.
This chapter traces, in two works, the same themes of migration, sectional geography,
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and class identity, which Chesnutt’s short piece quickly formulates: Chesnutt’s collected conjure
tales and his last published novel, The Colonel’s Dream (1905). Both begin with a Northern
industrialist moving to the South, who then meets with the fallen plantation society and its
growing reliance on terror, and both are narrated by these same men as they exercise their own
hubris towards so-called folk. Writing of New York finance schemes on one hand and the eating
of dirt to stave off hunger on the other, Chesnutt never reaches for a Whitman-like synthesis of
American identity. Paradoxically, in the span of twenty years, Chesnutt’s writing widens the
geographical gap between North and South regarding their suitability for uplift, even as he
unifies them in his satirical treatment of their capacity for hubris and their shared complicity in
Jim Crow. Relying less on fantasies of resolution and utopias, Chesnutt inscribes a pragmatism
in his stories, which, even as they advocate racial equality, acknowledge a cultural boundary
beyond which those who retain an industrial/agrarian education will not pass.
Part 1: A Call To Property In Chesnutt’s Conjure Tales
Chesnutt’s attitude towards the “folk,” who are invariably part of a rural community, has
been commonly interpreted as almost philanthropic. Eric Sundquist has characterized Chesnutt’s
project in the conjure tales as a cultural recovery. Dialect “ground[ed] African American culture
for Chesnutt,” according to Sundquist (7). Sundquist further argues that Chesnutt, though
approving of class distinction, “bridges” the divide through aesthetic representation of the
vernacular (13, 298). Sundquist and Houston Baker have read Chesnutt’s dismissal of poor,
uneducated African Americans as ironic and Chesnutt’s use of dialect in his fiction as proof of
his respect for the working class. But such readings attempt to underplay Chesnutt’s elitism. His
personal journal entries, his letters, and, at times, his fiction reflect the fact that Chesnutt
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believed in separate economic classes.66
Chesnutt’s use of dialect and the rural folk character have been the primary means by
which scholars have addressed his relationship to the rural masses, especially in how his use of
rurality played to his audience. Richard Brodhead views Chesnutt’s skillful use of rural African
American culture as a means to gain access to Northern literary circles.67 Elizabeth Hewitt
counters that this casts Chesnutt as a profiteer. To read Chesnutt as exploiting the folklore and
people of his home region for personal advancement, Hewitt points out, is to alienate Chesnutt
from his own literary labor (934). Instead, Chesnutt’s role as author and the meaning of the
conjure tales, Hewitt argues, operate concurrently as modes of “capitalist accumulation”; Julius’s
use of stories to work for himself rather than wages “suggests an analogy” to Chesnutt’s own
literary endeavor (933, 941). Hewitt's reading is a welcomed alternative to the affect theory
readings of Chesnutt’s fiction. Hewitt’s reading correctly emphasizes that Chesnutt’s writing
sought materialist ends, rather than vague episodes of compassion from a Northern white
audience for the plight of Southern rural African Americans. But Hewitt’s reading joins Baker’s
and Sundquist’s, as it too washes over Chesnutt’s representations of an economic class other than
his own. Hewitt is concerned with Chesnutt as an author and his astute awareness of his authorial
labor within a capitalist system, rather than with intraracial class politics. But not to interrogate
the intraracial class dynamics of an author and those he writes about implies that the effort to
66
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own by one wealthy, urban author is coextensive with the efforts to own by the poor, rural
millions.68 Shall we read the conjure tales’ Julius, the elderly freedman who works for wages and
spins folktales to get what he wants, as “analogous” to Chesnutt’s position? Or shall we view
Julius as representative of a class position that was not Chesnutt’s? Even as a product of
Chesnutt’s imagination, Julius, as a character of a black rural Southerner, carries with him a
socio-political commentary that cannot be annexed from his role in the conjure tales. To discount
this is to lose sight of the politics inherent in representation. If we are to read the conjure tales as
“most explicitly devoted to economic topics” then we must account for how Chesnutt registers
class difference and thinks about economic justice (Hewitt 931). Even while admiring the trellis
work of his “bridges” to the lowly, we should note how well the concrete and steel detail the
chasm between the two stations (Sundquist 13, 298).
Critics have thus far not addressed how Chesnutt represents the agrarian laborer beyond
the use of dialect. Chesnutt's fiction relates to the agrarian poor of the South through the fields of
agency he opens or closes within their seemingly bound existence. Yes, he does so through the
means of dialect and its potential to open imaginative paths to freedom. But he does so in two
ways that have received less critical attention: in demanding, through his fiction, landed property
for black agrarians and through a pointed emphasis on flight from slavery, or marronage. To read
Chesnutt’s work as a concern for the related issues of land ownership and marronage is to come
to a different interpretation of Chesnutt’s portrayal of rural folk than has as yet been put forward.
68

Hewitt uses Albion Tourgée’s distinction between real people and characters in books to suggest that the
characters in the conjure tales are distinct from African Americans living in the post-bellum South:
Tourgée proposes that while the ‘Negro has of late developed a capacity as a stock character,’ such status
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words, in his praise of Chesnutt's plantation tales, Tourgée insists that the trading in men has changed
significantly: stock characters are not chattel. Chesnutt's twentieth-century readers, however, refuse the
distinction that Tourgée makes, and have long read the conjure tales as submission to white bourgeois
exploitation of black labor and African American culture. (934)
Tourgée’s statement comes from “The South as a Field for Fiction,” Forum (December 1888), 404.
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And those issues position Chesnutt’s work as both supporter and critic of the North when it
comes to the differing opportunities of freedom in the North versus the South.69
Juxtaposing the conjure tales and The Colonel’s Dream, one from the beginning of
Chesnutt’s publishing career and the other at the end, offers a needed perspective to Chesnutt’s
relationship to the rural masses. What they show is a development on the part of Chesnutt
towards a more skeptical opinion about reimagining a home in the South and with that a growing
tendency to discount the political and cultural relevance of the black rural masses. Arlene A.
Elder has characterized the development “away from the common Black experience” in the
space of the two works as “Chesnutt’s gradual identification with the liberal, white middle-class
and his simultaneously deepening pessimism about his country’s racism” (148). While I do not
characterize Chesnutt’s writing career as a gradual assimilation, I do trace his “deepening
pessimism” of any notion that making white Northern audiences feel for Southern African
Americans would gain anything, and also any hope for an emerging collectivity in the black rural
South. The rural folk in Chesnutt’s fiction face the consistent question about whether to remain
in the South or to leave. Chesnutt uses his fiction to create movement: physical, geographical
movement. He draws attention to the agrarians’ oppressive bondage to the Southern land in order
to thin the psychic bonds of place attachment. Those folk unwilling to migrate in the face of
Southern racism face the harsh realities Chesnutt illustrates in his conjure tales and his last
published novel. The shift between the two works regarding the viability of constantly toiling in
the earth, whether that life will mean hunger, violence, and debasement or security and freedom,
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reveals that Chesnutt shifted in his answer to the central question: can black agrarians attain
landed property? Both works, however, are consistent in advocating marronage if economic
mobility is denied. A problem arises, however, in Chesnutt’s last novel when mobility, economic
and spatial, is privileged to the professional class within the black rural community.
In the conjure tales, Chesnutt, while portraying the efforts of freedwomen and men to
make a home in the Reconstruction South, offers a perceptible way out of the entrenched dark
histories of the South. In order to do so, a conjure story like “Po’ Sandy” (1888) negotiates not
just with a white Northern elite but with issues that are at stake within the Southern African
American communities of Reconstruction. “Po’ Sandy” portrays the consequences of attempting
to stay in the South in the face of the leviathan of Jim Crow violence. The tale begins with John
planning to build a new kitchen house and use the lumber from a failed school house located on
his property. Still short of the needed lumber, John, Annie and Julius travel to the local lumber
mill. The mill rips another log and Julius “pathetically” tells of “Po’ Sandy” to the “sympathetic”
white Northerners (Chesnutt, Conjure Stories 15). Owned by Marrabo McSwayne, Sandy makes
himself so valuable that he is endlessly hired out, circulated among McSwayne’s grown children.
During one of his jobs, McSwayne casually sells Sandy’s wife to a slave trader. After a short
lamentation, Sandy marries again: a woman named Tenie who happens to be a conjure woman.
Even as Sandy has seemingly rebounded from his first separation quickly, its lasting trauma
reveals itself in Sandy’s tenacious desire not to leave Tenie’s side. When McSwayne orders
Sandy away for another long job he complains to Tenie, “I ain’ got no home, ner no marster, ner
no mistiss, ner no nuffin. [...] I wisht I wuz a tree, er a stump, er a rock, er sump’n w’at could
stay on de plantation fer a w’ile” (17). Instead of the mobility of a commodity in a market, Sandy
hopes for stasis. Chesnutt will, however, make clear the tragic irony that Sandy’s stasis becomes
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a fulfillment and not an annulment of slavery’s mission to conjure humans into forms of landed
wealth. Tenie reveals her ability to conjure and offers to change Sandy into a mocking bird, a
rabbit or a wolf. Within the different totems, Chesnutt alludes to the choices available to
oppressed African Americans to include the use of violence in the figure of the wolf, passive
subjection in the rabbit, or flight and migration in the mocking bird. Sandy rejects all of these in
favor of the tree; removed from the space of the plantation as he is placed at the edge of a
swamp, yet still a symbolic claim of putting down roots, the conjure attempts an imaginative
flight while maintaining physical stasis in the South.
Down by the edge of McSwayne’s swamp, the field hands notice a new tree, and, as the
days go by, Tenie protects Sandy from woodpeckers and turpentine harvesters. Still, Sandy
remains vulnerable. Sensing danger, Sandy and Tenie only await the right moment to
metamorphose into foxes and flee. Their conclusion that they must “run away en go some’rs
whar dey could be free en lib lack white folks” of course frames a particular definition of
freedom that differs from Sandy's earlier statement that he wishes he “could stay” (17, 18). This
development is in response to the continued market-speculation encircling Sandy even in his
conjured state; both tree and slave can be commodified. That the formative differences between
staying put in the periphery of the plantation and slavery are not enough to live in security and
freedom require Sandy and Tenie to redefine freedom and security. Rather than an “imaginative
flight” in the form of conjure, they decide to actually run away.
However, waiting for the right moment to leave, Tenie and Sandy wait too long.
McSwayne needs lumber and has his hands fell the new tree. Running to the mill, Tenie hopes to
at least explain she did not mean to leave Sandy alone. Instead, she watches as Sandy is milled
into lumber. Paul Outka argues we should read the conjure as a representation of the traumatic
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effect of slavery. Both change people into the “nonhuman natural” (104). Outka’s analysis
carefully traces the development of white supremacy’s efforts to cast African Americans as
simply a part of nature and subject to dominion. He goes on to argue that the problem addressed
by tales such as “The Goophered Grapevine” and “Po’ Sandy” “comes not in [the slaves’]
alliance with the natural world, but in the white Masters’ linked understanding of his slaves and
landscape as a limitless resource awaiting transformation into a commodity” (Outka 115). Yet
Chesnutt takes more of an issue with an “alliance” with the Southern landscape on the part of
African Americans than Outka would have it. The characters in the tales, like Sandy, often fail,
crucially, in their ability to separate themselves from the land even in the face of the
plantocracy’s all-consuming greed. Outka, himself, has argued that African American authors
viewed any intimacy with nature as hurting racial justice in the US. Importantly for studies of
race and the environment, as I mention in the introduction, Outka identifies an “anti-nature”
tradition in African American writing from the slave narratives to the literature of the Great
Migration. Writing, especially in slave narratives, was “the enactment of, and proof of, the
author’s disconnection from nature, from the bestial and the field” (Outka 69). “Po’ Sandy”
dramatizes the gut-wrenching consequences of conflating humans with nature. But severing that
connection instituted by racist discourse is only part of the larger struggle to be free. “Po’ Sandy”
also interrogates how Sandy and Tenie imagine their freedom, extending the meaning of freedom
into the struggle between stasis and movement.
Chesnutt’s conjure tales follow an almost unbroken structure. The short stories open in
postbellum North Carolina where a Northern industrialist, John, and his wife, Annie, entertain
themselves with stories from an elderly freedman, Julius, they find still living on the old
plantation they have purchased. Julius, now John’s paid carriage driver, humors them with
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stories of slavery but there is invariably something that Julius wants and the story is a means to
acquire it. In Julius’s desire for some material good is the desire for a revision of the antebellum
tale. That revision can be defined, as Hewitt argues, as crossing the threshold between owning
and being owned. While “Po’ Sandy” questions the viability of living in the South, Julius seeks
an answer to that question in his careful negotiation with white supremacy. Here the desire for
proprietorship becomes apparent when Julius reveals that his motive in sharing Sandy’s story is
to move his religious faction, split on the question of temperance, to a separate building--the very
building made from Sandy. Annie would never “be able to take any pleasure” in a kitchen built
from lumber taken from the very flesh of a slave (22). She is only the latest of generations of
white owners who refuse to use the building for fear of haunts. Julius uses that fear to allow for a
revolutionary form of proprietorship. The haunting, the ghostly possession, allows for a space for
the Julius’s community to remain at the same time as preventing a white presence to enter.
Julius’s success answers, for a moment, the pressing question regarding whether the
South holds any future for African Americans. Chesnutt’s conjure tales again and again evoke
the living history of slavery’s crimes to test whether change is possible in the postbellum South.
“The Goophered Grapevine,” “Po’ Sandy,” and “A Deep Sleeper,” in particular, take up the
contested issue of African American spatial mobility. Freedman Julius and white landowner John
rehearse the social contest of the vast majority of African American tenant farmers and
sharecroppers. During Reconstruction and the calcification of Jim Crow, African American
sharecroppers and tenant farmers faced a concerted effort to keep them from landed property and
to keep them doing the same sowing, reaping, cutting, and picking they had done before
emancipation. To stay in the South meant, according to one argument, to reenter a form of
slavery. A migratory labor force threatened plantation household economies. To contain the
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contingency of a mobile and free labor force and cement African Americans into the plantocracy,
planters manipulated the sharecropping and tenant farming contracts. African American rural
communities, oftentimes trapped within conspiracies of white agrarian economics, vied for
freedom as the concept was defined economically, psychologically, and politically but were
faced with bitter compromises.
How Chesnutt conceives of the agrarian laborer’s freedom in the face of such a give and
take struggle can be clarified in the gap separating “freedom as fact” and “freedom as form.”
Neil Roberts in Freedom as Marronage pulls these terms from Frederick Douglass’s selfanalysis after fighting “slave-breaker” Edward Covey (76-78). Though Douglass was still not
“free in fact” he was psychologically “free in form,” according to Roberts. Douglass’s
philosophy of freedom lends Roberts a powerful example of someone defining and knowing
freedom while still inside slavery and not as an epiphany after the fact. “Free in form,” of course
does not content Douglass, and according to Roberts, Douglass goes on to string a series of
physical flights that ensure a more material form of freedom as evidenced in his ability to earn a
wage and to come and go as he pleases. If Douglass’s marronage into the North serves as the
paradigm for “free in fact,” for those who remain in the South, their sense of freedom risks never
gaining the clarity and definiteness of “fact.” This never-ending delay of “free in fact” resonates
within the sectional design of Chesnutt’s conjure stories and his novel, The Colonel’s Dream, as
Chesnutt uses the dissonance between “free in form” and “free in fact,” as did Frederick
Douglass, to enact a desire for flight. Reading for Chesnutt’s sectionalism can reinterpret critical
commonplaces regarding Chesnutt’s use of dialect and folklore. If Chesnutt’s conception of
freedom is intimately tied to movement northward, and a black agrarian class is invariably part
of a Southern social structure rather than a Northern one, the question then arises as to whether
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or not spatial mobility becomes intertwined with the characteristics of a class.
In the conjure tale “Lonesome Ben,” John, Annie, and Julius go to a clay bank by the
creek for John to assess the viability of a brick making venture. The bricks are to go toward
constructing a cotton mill, representing the New South’s reliance on Northern capital. As the
party waits by the stream bed, a poor white woman furtively claws some clay to eat later. Julius,
noting the repulsed reaction on the part of John and Annie, tells the story of a slave named Ben.
To avoid a severe punishment for his drinking habit, Julius says, “Ben ‘cided ter run erway”
(53). Leaving a family behind, Ben hits the creek and attempts to follow the North Star. The
North Star, the symbol of freedom flight, becomes obscured and Ben finds himself exactly where
he started. Instead of straightaway making another attempt, Ben lingers with feelings of
homesickness by the creek and, starving, begins to eat the clay by the creek. Ben waits in limbo
as he still fears Marrabo’s punishment yet cannot “understand” where he lost the way North and
must “study de matter ober some” (54). Ben epitomizes how paths of bodily freedom follow
those of intellectual and psychological freedom. Once Ben fails to mentally free himself and go
North, his body reifies the Southern plantocracy’s mindset of conflating humans with something
more akin to dirt.
The story begins to gain tragic consequence when the clay changes the color of Ben's
skin. Once “black as coal,” Ben now has lightened, so much so that his family, Dasdy and Pete,
scream and run from him when he tries to approach (52). The limbo in which Ben finds himself
devastates his body and identity: “He had be’n lonesome ernuff befo’, but now he didn’ eben hab
his own se’f ter ‘so’ciate wid, fer he felt mo’ lak a stranger ‘n he did lak Ben” (58). Ben and the
poor white woman's consumption of the very earth and their subsequent physical decline shows
the land as predatory instead of life-giving. Ben depends so “direct[ly]” on the soil, that it returns
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him to a state of dependency and slavery (59). The parasitic link between land and person
precludes any relationship between laborer and land that might exist outside of the property
relations between owners and owned.
In an ecocritical reading of The Conjure Tales, Jeffrey Myers suggests that Chesnutt
portrays a modern conception of environmentalism. African Americans through their labor and
the day-to-day personal relationship toward the land and the crops which grow from it develop a
“symbiosis that the slave-owning plantation owners--and the Northern capitalists who replaced
them as land owners--lack” (6). While I agree that Chesnutt brilliantly portrays how an unjust
system of cotton cultivation exploits African Americans while also exploiting the environment, I
don’t attribute a purely environmentalist ethos to Chesnutt or the agrarian laborers he portrays;
instead, I argue that without proprietary and even extractive practices (the majority of African
American farmers practiced farming the highly soil-depletive crop of cotton), the rural
community would be fettered in ignorance and poverty by white plantation society. Southern
African American agrarians had to make the land pay. More often than not, as Outka claims,
Chesnutt uses symbiosis between slaves and the natural world to illustrate slavery’s crimes and
its ability to reify humans into beasts, and not to applaud an environmentalist ethos (106).
Ben’s symbiosis with the land grows to such an extent that he loses even his place in the
plantation community. In his desperate desire for some recognition, Ben attempts to have
Marrabo McSwayne take him back, but again his changed appearance prevents this: “He didn’
hab no wife, no chile, no frien’s, no marster--he’d be’n willin ernuff to git ‘long widout a
marster, w’en he had one, but it ‘peared lak a sin fer his own marster ter ‘ny ‘im an’ cas’ ‘im off
dat-a-way” (57). Ben lingers on the stream bank, as Julius tells it, until he becomes clay himself.
Just as Master Marrabo denies Ben is his slave, the Reconstruction planter society renounced the
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politically and economically liable position of “master,” and yet continued to extract the same
labor from freed blacks and poor whites. “Po’ Sandy,” at once, narrates the true cost of seeing
humans as one more part of nature to be exploited but also warns that the strong desire to remain
only allows more opportunity for this type of exploitation. Likewise, the moment Ben slips from
the recognition of the plantocracy should be a moment of jubilee. What moment could better
capture the sense of freedom as the opportunity to go wherever one wants without restraint? Ben,
instead, internalizes the environmental mindset of the plantation to such an extent he acts more
as a reciprocating echo than a free person.
Chesnutt dramatizes Ben's fate as a commentary upon Reconstruction era sharecropping,
in which entering into terms of debt and agricultural peonage reenacted slavery after
emancipation. Any attempt to establish a sense of connection to the land for agricultural laborers
instead becomes predatory. “Po’ Sandy” and “Lonesome Ben” dramatize the consequences of
seeking a home amidst dispossession. Continuing to live in the South under such circumstance,
Chesnutt contends, will cripple a mind, and identity becomes synonymous with enslavement.
The white master and the fields of agriculture, but also the uncultivated spots of seclusion,
become equated with one another. The grapevines speak the master’s conjure in “Goophered”;
the distant swamp in “Po’ Sandy” comes within the master’s reach; the clay bank saps a sense of
self in “Lonesome Ben.” Master and land become metonymic in the slave's geographic
understanding of the system of dispossession.
In his Ride out the Wilderness, Melvin Dixon reads the significance of geography in
African American writing as a means to creatively assuage the anxiety of a lack of place, of a
“where,” when discussing identity and social position. Dixon asks how a diasporic African
people could, “change the land where they were forced to live into a home they could claim” (3).
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Dixon’s thesis epitomizes the characterization of African American identity as preferring
movement and flux.70 The landscape, specifically for Dixon, the wilderness, the underground,
and the mountaintop, becomes the metaphoric medium through which one might enact a freedom
flight or a “ride out” (6). Dixon’s exegesis of a black landscape relies heavily on the effort to
separate black subjectivity from the prescribed and, thus, overly materialist, landscape of
domination. Neil Roberts’s ascending variations of “marronage” culminating in the Haitian
Revolution, likewise, includes acts of the imagination. In “Lonesome Ben,” Ben fails to
psychologically free himself from a connection to the soil and symbolic master, and thus his
marronage regresses towards a psychological need for enslavement. Here then is a figurative
landscape that represents the antithesis of Dixon’s identity formation: an environment that saps
one’s sense of self, and stages a locus from which an even grander marronage is called for,
which compels the reluctant masses of the South to light out.71
Readers questioning whether Chesnutt exploits black agrarian culture or whether he
astutely helps that culture survive must come to see Julius’s use of language as entangled in the
primary concern of black agrarians: property. In other words, the clever word play works as a
tool constructed from and for the black agrarians’ contest against dispossession and alienation
from the land. Chesnutt’s conjure tales again and again speak to the need of poor Southern
African Americans to attain property and gain access to fair wages and trade. Yet, Chesnutt also
embedded a cautionary thread throughout the conjure tales. Julius’s tales have the potential of
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becoming dead-ends, of exploitive entertainment, if they fail to get Julius what he wants.
Chesnutt appreciates the cultural heritage of the folk, which uses language to stake property
claims. But he also appreciates the limits of that position as he hints at a capitulation if wordplay
turns in on itself and leads just to games, to wit, to minstrelsy.72 Julius cannot know the result of
his story--whether or not John and Annie will give him what he wants--and therefore its full
import. The instability of agency inherent in wordplay, therefore, means that Chesnutt looks to
the material result to gauge the validity of word play within social conflicts.
In Chesnutt’s conjure tales, Julius' use of imaginative displacement operates against the
dispossession of Jim Crow’s fraudulent and exploitative contracts, renter’s agreements, and land
deeds. As means of protest, mights and maybes populate the text, moving the reader’s
conception of landed property away from assumptions of white male prerogatives towards
acknowledging the acrimonious contests for property. Julius says to John and Annie when they
first meet him in “The Goophered Grapevine,” “‘Well, suh, you is a stranger ter me, en I is a
stranger ter you, en we is bofe strangers ter one anudder, but ‘f I ‘uz in yo’ place, I wouldn’ buy
dis vimya’d’” (6). In “The Conjurer’s Revenge” (1889), Julius, after being solicited for his
opinion, remarks, “Well, you may ‘low hit’s all foolis’ness, but ef I wuz in yo’ place, I wouldn’
buy no mule” (24). The turn of phrase invites an imaginative displacement of John. Throughout
the conjure tales, Julius uses John’s interest in his tales and local knowledge to quickly broach
the possibility that Julius could be in John’s “place.” While Julius desires a motley set of objects
in various tales, one desire, that of land, reappears after “The Goophered Grapevine” in “The
Gray Wolf's Ha'nt” (1899). When Julius arrives at the house, John asks for advice regarding
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clearing a patch of land by the swamp: “I ain’ denyin’ you could cl’ar up dat trac’ er lan’ fer a
hund’ed er a couple er hund’ed dollahs, --ef you wants ter cl’ar it up. But ef dat ‘uz my trac’ er
lan’, I wouldn’ ‘sturb it, no, suh, I wouldn’; sho’s you bawn, I wouldn’” (81).
Julius’s language, with the repeated phrase, “I wouldn’t,” drives John to imagine his
judgement in relation to Julius’s. While Julius acknowledges John's ownership, he presents a
conditional phrase that quickly imagines a different present moment where Reconstruction
delivered on the promise of land for freedwomen and men. In order to press his case for the
land's remaining woods, Julius follows the conditional possessive imaginings with
knowledgeable assertions about the tract of land which he could have only learned as a field
hand:
“It ain' fittin' fer grapes, fer noo groun' nebber is.”
“I know it, but”—
“It ain' no yeathly good fer cotton, ‘ca’se it’s top low.”
“Perhaps so; but it will raise splendid corn.”
“I dunno,” rejoined Julius deprecatorily. “It’s so nigh de swamp dat de ‘coons'll
eat up all de cawn.” (81)
Of course, the conjure tales are purposefully rife with other conflicts over more moveable
property. As Chesnutt would later claim, “the wind-up of each story reveals the old man’s
ulterior purpose, which, as a general thing, is accomplished” (Chesnutt, “Post-Bellum-- PreHarlem” 906). Sarah Wagner-McCoy argues, “John misunderstands Julius’s stories as elaborate
cons for ham, a schoolhouse, or a new suit of clothes…. Material equivalency fails to
acknowledge the mythological proportions of what has been lost” (214-215). Similarly, Glenda
Carpio casts the reading of Julius as telling tales to “receive limited financial gain” as coming
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from the “limited perspective” of Julius’s white listeners, John and Annie (48). The pittances of
compensation, admittedly, are not enough. But they do still frame, as Chesnutt argues, the
“wind-up” of the conjure stories and we should read material equivalency into the contest
between John and Julius. Downplaying material acquisition downplays the revolutionary
potential of redistribution. Rather than attempting to ignore the living history of slavery, the
“ulterior purpose” of material gain interrogates the imagined future of the South.
Julius never acquires the means for sustained upward mobility because he never acquires
what is most important to him and to the majority of Southern African Americans--land. Not
only does Chesnutt reiterate the potentially subversive rhetoric of “‘f I ‘uz in yo’ place’” within
both “The Goophered Grapevine” and “The Gray Wolf's Ha’nt,” but those tales have similar
endings which are not repeated in other tales. In the closing of both, John has complete
possession without bending to the ulterior purpose of Julius, who is bodily absent from the
narrative, preventing Julius’s narrative voice from suggesting further conditional phrases.
Julius’s tale in “Goophered” ends with the repeated refrain, “‘En I tell yer w’at, marster, I
wouldn’ ‘vise you to buy dis yer ole vimya’d” (13). When John decisively breaks in “I bought
the vineyard, nevertheless….” (13), Julius’s effort to continue his own grape cultivation ends. In
other tales, Julius walks away with a large ham, a job for his nephew, a church building for his
congregation, among other things. In “Goophered” John hires Julius as a driver believing this is
“more than an equivalent for anything he lost by the sale of the vineyard” (13). It is one of the
rare moments in the closing narratives where equivalency fails. But it does not mean we should
discount material equivalency. Chesnutt makes that object of material property only more
prominent with John’s myopic assumption. Such consequences reveal John's statement, “There is
plenty of room for us all” (5), as laughable and part of a self-interested effort to retain the
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emancipated labor force on wages instead of as a fellow propertied class. In “The Gray Wolf’s
Ha’nt,” Julius ends his bloody tale of revenge with “w’at I be’n tellin’ you is de reason I doan
lack ter see dat neck er woods cl’ared up. Co’se it b’longs ter you, en a man kin do ez he choose’
wid ‘is own” (89). But he does not leave John without alluding to all the natural accidents
(rheumatism, fever, snakebite) that might befall John if he doesn’t listen. John then relates, “I
cleared up the land in question” (89). He finds no haunt but a bee-tree full of honey. Julius
invented the conjure tale of death and ghosts, John believes, to prevent anyone from upsetting
“his monopoly” (90). The story ends without Julius achieving his purpose and allows the conjure
tale’s ominous threat to linger.
While Chesnutt’s use of folklore has a multitude of consequences, such as the
promulgation of African American culture and a cutting satire of minstrelsy and plantation
fiction, the driving desire and purpose of the stories is for Julius to take John's place.73 Without
redistribution, the agrarians continued devotion to the land becomes a form of bondage. Even in
their heroic resistance, black Southerners, according to Chesnutt, willingly tied themselves to the
natural world through their stasis and as a result continued to feed the land rather than
themselves.
Reception studies of the conjure tales key in on the interpretive strategies of John and
Annie--whether or not they are sympathetic, whether or not they believe.74 Instead, Chesnutt
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presents the limits of affective readings regarding the material conditions of the agrarian South. I
agree that Chesnutt, though dismissive of folk beliefs, also sees them as the main cultural form
that whites respond to and, thus, uses them against arrogant readings of African American
culture. Yet, a sympathy for the ravages of slavery without reparations potentially perpetrates a
continued apartheid. For instance, John begins the frame narrative of "Mars Jeems’s Nightmare”
(1899) with yet another introduction to Julius:
Toward my tract of land and the things that were on it--the creeks, the swamps,
the hills, the meadows, the stones, the trees-- he maintained a peculiar personal
attitude, that might be called predial rather than proprietary. He had been
accustomed, until long after middle life, to look upon himself as the property of
another. When this relation was no longer possible, owning to the war, and to his
master's death and the dispersion of the family, he had been unable to break off
entirely the mental habits of a lifetime, but had attached himself to the old
plantation, of which he seemed to consider himself an appurtenance. (90)
Despite Julius’s extensive knowledge in husbandry and farming, John upends this praxis as
unenlightened instinct, casting Julius as a subaltern because he refuses to leave the plantation,
"...doubtless due to the simplicity of a life that had kept him close to nature" (90). John’s
Northern-tinged sympathy walks hand-in-hand with his acquisitive industrialism. Northern freelabor ideology elides the difficulty of Julius’s life under slavery, casting it as a so-called simple
life and dismisses Julius’s intelligence because of his connection to the land. Also, sympathy
couches John's willfully obtuse belief that Julius does not look upon the land with any semblance
of entitlement. Thus, the conjure stories dismiss sympathy as a balm for the centuries of theft and
fiction. Meanwhile, John, in Gilligan’s reading, relies on a strictly realist reading which is void of a humanizing
motive. “Reading, Race, and Charles Chesnutt's Uncle Julius Tales.” ELH, vol. 74, no. 1, 2007, pp. 195-215.
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inequity. Chesnutt understood that, for his Northern white audience, sympathy was a neat
substitute for something more and something lasting. A young Chesnutt once dreamed of what
that would be: “The security of property encourages the acquisition of real estate, and as the
colored people constitute the majority of the laboring class in the South, not only in the more
menial employments, but in the mechanical trades, it is from them that the influential ‘middle
class’ will be largely recruited in the future” (Journal 107-108). In other words, a gradual
increase in wealth will lead to the purchase of land and the uplift of the great mass of field hands.
The passage was written in April 1879 when Chesnutt was not yet twenty-one. He would have
decades to question why this did not come to pass and to follow those leads from South to North.
From the conjure stories to Colonel’s Dream, Chesnutt’s swan song for the South, his position
towards the black agrarian class developed away from believing that they would find their way
to a middle class life while living in the South. Chesnutt’s journal entry cites a program of
agrarian uplift and a relationship between land owning and class status that did not come to pass.
What did happen is that as the growing professional class of African Americans reached
towards bourgeois sensibility, they necessarily instituted a pattern of alienation from a direct and
intimate relation to the environment. The most performative action available was a geographic
migration towards urban centers and away from picking cotton and cutting cane. Alienation also
responded to the literary tradition of the plantation romance which, as Outka has shown,
attempted to conflate freedwomen and men with nature. The obvious need for alienation rested
in part on an intraracial class hierarchy of educated elite and rural laboring poor. Charles
Chesnutt’s writing separates the “better” class of African Americans from rural life, yet
Chesnutt’s representation of Southern agrarian life inscribes a stubborn resistance to racist
economic policies in the lives of the uneducated rural poor even as he further entrenches them in
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their class position because of their association with the land. This is most evident in how
potential geographical and economic horizons Chesnutt infers for his characters enable freedom.
Crossing the threshold between slavery and freedom appears within Chesnutt’s writing as
running away, stealing, manipulating emotions to get something or, more broadly and concretely,
as crossing the boundary between the Southern and Northern US.
Part 2: Self Making Across The Sectional Boundary In The Colonel’s Dream
Chesnutt’s conception of uplift relies on the familiar pillars of education and
enfranchisement, yet underneath this generalized policy of social mobility Chesnutt relies on a
stark sectionalism. The choice between Northern professionalism and Southern agrarianism for
uplifting the race became embedded in varying definitions of freedom. When Chesnutt
participated in the migration from the South to the Northern urban centers, he acted upon a
growing belief within African American communities that the South would never offer the
freedom once promised.75 The North was magnetic to someone with Chesnutt’s personal sense of
isolation from the rural community: “I get more and more tired of the South. I pine for
civilization and ‘equality.’ I sometimes hesitate about deciding to go, because I am engaged in a
good work, and have been doing, I fondly hope, some little good. But many reasons urge me the
other way; and I think I could serve my race better in some more congenial occupation”
(Chesnutt, Journal 172). Ambitious and disciplined, Chesnutt established for himself a
Franklinian work ethic and won himself a place within the Northern professional classes in an
assortment of jobs until settling in Cleveland as a stenographer. Chesnutt, himself, deliberately
performed “the self-made man”: “I will go to the Metropolis, or some other large city, and like
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Franklin[,] Greely and many others, there will I stick” (Journals 106).
Scholars have not yet fully situated Chesnutt’s writing in what Jennifer Rae Greeson has
ably spoken of as “our South’s” function as a constitutive imaginative space for the metropole’s
nationalist formation.76 As Greeson has shown, the South as a constructed space within national
discourse became a repository for the “sins” of the nation, most importantly slavery (7-10). The
rising cadre of African American authors after emancipation found this geographic symbolism
not only in the slave narratives of their forebearers but in their own migratory experiments with
opportunity in the North or, as became increasingly common, community service in the South.
Northern, urban, African American authors, like Frances Harper in Iola Leroy (1892), did
dramatize a divided racial nation, criticizing racial prejudice in North and South alike, which
consolidated a cross-sectional black identity in order to advance civil equality. Yet, it is also
clear that they participated in the geographical hegemony of the North. What this means for
literary concerns regarding representation of the agrarian laborer is that, fundamentally, the
novels of this period estrange African Americans’ sense of life and being from nature, from
being tied to the land, and in every case, it is with the needed stipulation of “Southern” land. In
addition to reading Chesnutt’s work for beliefs about the color line, we must also closely read the
geographical reconstruction that his work attempts. Chesnutt's conjure writing ably portrays the
problem of the African American farmer as being denied access to landed property. Yet in his
later work the North gains a stronger emphasis as the domain of uplift. In the fall of 1889,
Chesnutt determined to shift from writing about conjure tales and the popular Julius. “I think I
have about used up the old Negro,” he writes to Albion Tourgée, “who serves as a mouthpiece,
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and I shall drop him in future stories, as well as much of the dialect” (“To Be an Author” 44).77
But with the dropping of Julius and what Julius spoke to, Chesnutt drops the agrarian’s demand
for property.
Chesnutt’s last published novel, The Colonel’s Dream, returns to the sectional discourse
foundational to his conjure tales. Apart from the strong echo of the conjure tale’s John in Henry
French, The Colonel’s Dream lacks the efforts of a black rural laborer to acquire property and
may be taken as Chesnutt stripping the South of even that possibility of freedom. A significant
edit in the story of economic revivalism in the South, the shift obviates the belief in landed
property as a viable expression of freedom for black agrarians, thereby suffering in comparison
with the other novel about Wall Street’s entanglement in the “New South,” W. E. B. Du Bois’s
The Quest of the Silver Fleece (1911), which concludes with a self-sustaining African American
rural commune. More than any other published work of Chesnutt’s, The Colonel’s Dream
entrenches the free life outside the South with its field labor and declining economy. The
Colonel’s Dream, even as a biting commentary of self-made men’s hubris, further sinks those
remaining in the South into a miasma of violence and ignorance and, furthermore, curtails any
prospect of a grand marronage by the agrarian masses.
Reminiscent in tone of Albion Tourgée’s A Fool’s Errand, a favorite of Chesnutt’s, The
Colonel’s Dream similarly follows a member of the urban capitalist machine.78 The novel opens
at the point of self-making, when Wall Street investor Henry French and his partner “watch the
electric clock” and await news of the sale of their company to a monopoly trust. French nods
“mechanically” to his partner’s nervous statements, while the company’s clerks, far from gaining
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in the sale, await the minute they will be without a job (4-5). The moment captures the
ambivalent class-politics of the novel. Self-made man mythology popularly contends that success
in business comes from an individual’s steady work ethic and that, obviously, there can hardly be
victims of one person’s efforts towards economic success. Such mythology squares unevenly
with the novel’s summary of French’s position towards his employees’ dismissal: “Mr. French
may have known it, or guessed it, but he was between the devil and the deep sea--a victim rather
than an accessory--he must take what he could get, or lose what he had” (5). The omniscient
narration portrays French as caught up in forces beyond his control rather than a man grasping
the reins of industry. The moment may explain why French chooses to adventure South:
attempting an escape from the forces of naturalism into a nostalgic Southern romance. The novel
thus begins with a vexed conception of freedom and agency which French attempts to sort out
through the boundary between the Southern and Northern U.S. Colonel’s Dream challenges the
very sectionalism that seems to empower its critique of Southern racism. It is too easy to read the
novel in the vein of A Fool’s Errand: as a well-intentioned, enlightened capitalist meeting the
morass of Southern racism and failing in the project that would have benefited all. The South’s
unflattering characterization within U.S. sectional politics, in this reading, is self-inflicted.
Colonel’s Dream answers (too subtly perhaps) that there is no need to bring Northern
industrialism to the South because it is already there, and it is already feeding the same systems
of racial oppression that agrarian slavery fed. The brilliance of such a treatment of U.S.
sectionalism is, however, tempered by Chesnutt’s portrayal of the black agrarian poor as vehicles
of racial vengeance.
The freshly “made” French travels back to his old home of Clarendon in the South for
what begins as a brief visit. But both his instinctive exercise of power--French was something of
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a bully as a child--and the derelict state of Clarendon’s economy, give French room and
opportunity to become a free-market activist. French himself embodies a cross-sectional national
identity. On the one hand, he is a traditional Old Southerner who fought for the Confederacy. On
the other, he is a Wall Street speculator who built his immense wealth on the technology that was
quickly collapsing time and space. In the North he is Henry French, in the South, Colonel
French. Other vestiges of his former life reappear and create an amalgam of Southern aristocrat
and Northern capitalist. He reconnects with the dutiful Laura Treadwell, a woman who had given
up hope of ever finding a husband until French’s return, and his former slave Peter French, who
finds his old role as servant comforting. Likewise, with the emotional bonds strengthening every
day, French’s intention of a nostalgic visit turns into a concerted effort to stay and impel
Clarendon into modernity. Towards the African American community of his home, French
harbors the same paternalistic racism of the Old South. His reform measures do not directly
address the color line but because his industrial revivalism is persistently stymied by what he
feels to be extraneous racial matters, such as white laborers refusing to work with black, he
crosses social lines for the sake of progress. Yet his so-called enlightened and worldly view,
fresh from the moneyed circles of New York City, casts him as an outsider, and, thus, a person
with whom those hoping to uplift Southern African Americans may sow their hopes of reform.
French’s central project is a modernization of the abandoned cotton mill in Clarendon.
Clearly part of the belief in industrialization as a means of progress away from an agrarian
economy, French’s mill offers a fair wage to white and black alike and a stimulus into all corners
of the local economy. French hopes the mill will one day ameliorate the deathly practices of the
neighboring mill owned by Bill Fetters. Fetters unconscionably works women and children to
death in his mill, and he likewise uses the convict-lease system to work his fields. Chesnutt
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astutely ties Fetters’s exploitive system of human chattel labor to the equally exploitative system
of unsustainable natural resource production. But neither does Chesnutt spare French’s free-labor
ideology from a critique of its myopic vision of economic revitalization without racial justice.79
The novel, in fact makes several suggestions that the two have much in common.
Writing a piece entitled “Peonage, or the New Slavery” for the Voice of the Negro in
1904, Chesnutt castigates the practice of convict labor among the myriad legal devices whites
used to suppress black movement: “Under the renting system, the crop mortgage laws leave the
laborer but little more than a slave to the soil, while at its worst the Southern labor system
presents peonage, or the new slavery” (Chesnutt, “Peonage” 206). Chesnutt gives a character
sketch of what will later in The Colonel’s Dream become Bill Fetters:
The individuals who bribe constable and justices to arrest ignorant and friendless
Negroes and sentence them to servitude, are the same men who, in a more
northern latitude, would exploit imported foreign workmen in factories and
sweatshops, or immature white children in the cotton mills, and bribe legislatures
and city councils to betray the rights of the people and grind the faces of the poor
in the interest of their own selfish greed. (“Peonage” 207)
As Chesnutt stacks iniquitous labor systems of both North and South together in his novel, the
passage from “Peonage” reveals Fetters’s cotton mill, seemingly out of place, to actually be more
Northern than Southern. Chesnutt clearly moves the Northern factory, with its “pale, anaemic
young women,” and “[w]izened children, who had never known the joys of childhood,” to the
South, seeming to cast sin downward (The Colonel’s Dream 114). It is only one among many
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uneasy border crossings within the novel.
Land and people suffer alike from Fetters’s relentless profiteering. In seeking the release,
as a gesture to his fiancé Laura Treadwell, of Bud Johnson from the corrupt convict labor system
French travels to Fetters’s distant plantation. French’s coachman (an echo of Julius from the
conjure tales) reveals the touch of Fetters everywhere, and French logs the growing list of
grievances:
Here and there they passed an expanse of cultivated land, and there were many
smaller clearings in which could be seen, plowing with gaunt mules or stunted
steers, some heavy-footed Negro or listless “po’ white man;” or women and
children, black or white. In reply to a question, the coachman said that Mr. Fetters
had worked all that country for turpentine years before, and had only taken up
cotton raising after the turpentine had been exhausted from the sand hills.
He had left his mark, thought the colonel. Like the plague of locusts, he
had settled and devoured and then moved on, leaving a barren waste behind him.
(216)
The series of keywords--“stunted,” “gaunt,” “exhausted,” “heavy-footed,” “listless”--allows for
one interpretation only: that of a community chained to the soil. Fetters’s “mark” harkens to what
William Gleason calls “the markers that social relations leave on physical terrain” (42). Within
the marked sand hills move poor women and men who lack the mobility of rich men like Fetters
or French. In a novel of amalgamations--where Fetters and French mix North and South in their
own identities--the permanence of such characterizations of the poor becomes even more noted.
Colonel’s Dream’s southern landscape is awash in the dissonant notes between poverty and
wealth as rich men vie for control of society and land alike. French often stumbles through the
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South with a sophisticated air as Southern reality misaligns with the presumptions of the
cultured, and yet aligns, discomfitingly, with the consummate designs of Northern capital.
French and his driver crest a hill to view before them Fetters’s convict-lease plantation in
a moment of ironic picturesque: “The fields were green with cotton and with corn, and there
were numerous gangs of men at work, with an apparent zeal quite in contrast with the leisurely
movement of those they had passed on the way. It was a very pleasing scene” (216). The last
note harshly pivots from both the previous brown lands and the trauma of convict slavery
towards an aesthetic consumption of landscape. By doing so, Chesnutt critiques the long
tradition of the planter picturesque--the high literary tradition of spilling ink describing the
landscape while failing to comment on slavery.80 As the remark punctuates a reverie, Chesnutt
then deconstructs the moment as the signs of peonage force themselves into French’s awareness.
“Passing a clump of low trees, the colonel came upon a group at sight of which he paused
involuntarily. A gang of Negroes were at work. Upon the ankles of some was riveted an iron
band to which was soldered a chain, at the end of which in turn an iron ball was fastened” (217).
Among the gang working and being brutally whipped, though French does not know him, is Bud
Johnson, the man he is seeking. As French witnesses Johnson being targeted for special abuse,
“he realised [sic] that he had neither authority nor strength to make good his interference. For
aught he knew, the performance might be strictly according to law. So, fighting a feeling of
nausea which he could hardly conquer, he ordered Sam to drive on” (219). In a schizophrenic
moment, the text meets French’s urban Northern affective helplessness with an almost silent note
of the North’s shared complicity in the renewal of slavery. Fetters’s new plantation house
“would not have seemed out of place in some Ohio or Michigan city, but here struck a note alien
80
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to its surroundings” (216). In what Gleason calls the “built environment,” architecture plays a
material role in contests of racial hegemony (35). To have a house more fitting to the Midwest
implicates that region in the postbellum atrocities of the South. Such a passing reference alone
may appear singular and easily brushed aside. But when French finally meets Fetters he remarks
that “Fetters looked like any one of a hundred business men whom the colonel might have met
on Broadway in any given fifteen minutes during business hours” (223). Together these
references explicitly problematize the stark sectionalism which French expects. Thus, only in the
briefest of references does the sin of tenant farming and convict labor become visible within a
national scope and as a national sin. How strongly that stain actually bleeds across the sectional
boundary is questionable. In contrast to Fetter’s house which seems new or “alien” to the region,
the quarters for the convicts, of course, remain the same slave quarters “of another generation”:
timeless even amidst the industrializing South and the revisions the self-making Fetters and
French attempt. The convict quarters, too, act within the “built environment” of the novel,
reinforcing the geographical division between North and South even as they challenge the
temporal division between antebellum and postbellum. The skeleton structure of the South as
slave state and the North as free state remains untouched by the novel’s otherwise balanced
satire.
French’s efforts to create a New South, though persistently stymied, only end with the
Klan’s exhumation of Peter French. Peter, a faithful servant, dies trying to protect the Colonel’s
son Philip. When the Colonel honors his dying son’s request to be buried with Peter, the Klan
waits till the dead of night and then digs Peter’s coffin from its place and removes it to the
Colonel’s porch where a note, rife with misspellings, tells him to bury Peter in the segregated
section of the cemetery. Devastated, French’s plans to revitalize the South and to maintain the
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affective bonds of his antebellum days collapse and he takes “his dead to the North” where the
light from the Statue of Liberty sometimes lights the tombstones of Peter and Philip French
(290). The affective vestiges left at the end, far from demanding further action or even leaving
French traumatized, actually help him in many ways. Treadwell, now certain to remain
unmarried, tends the graveyard of French’s ancestors. Thus, French can move with ease in New
York social circles as his ancestral obligations are filled by the woman he abandons.
Comfort Servosse, in the conclusion of A Fool’s Errand, abandons the South to then
“take charge of [a company of capitalists’] interests in one of the republics of Central America”
(Tourgée 390). Tourgée’s novel allows the free labor ideology of the North to contextualize a
recalcitrant U.S. South against a broader field of potential profit in a turn towards imperialism.
French likewise marks the South as a morass of intransigence while leaving Northern complicity
aside. Even as his mill fails and his attempt to help Johnson only leads to embarrassment and
death, French remains a wealthy and powerful man. French demonstrates his ability to shape the
future with an investment in Ben Dudley’s new cotton gin. The full implications of the gin go
without remark, but the exemplar of Whitney’s gin implies the continued expansion of cotton
production, and without reform of the South, the continued peonage of tenant farmers and
slavery of convict labor. In his New York home, French retreats into the alienation of investment
capitalism and perpetuates the mythology of the urban north as the only place for speculative
thinking. But French unconsciously stands as the clearest symbol of Northern collusion with
Southern crimes.
Amidst the white flight which concludes the novel, only a single African American
escapes the racially calcified South--and that only after his expulsion from the tightly knit rural
community. The teacher Henry Taylor, who had hoped to establish an industrial school in
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Clarendon, meets French on the train as a Pullman porter (292-293). His secretive alliance with
French, arranged in the wake of a violent spree by convict labor escapee Johnson, was exposed.
Shunned by the African American community for his role in turning over Johnson, Taylor travels
north, “to find somthin’ better” (293). After their felicitous encounter, French ensures Taylor a
position in New York “where his education would give him an opportunity for advancement”
(293), thereby affirming the potential of marronage for the middling class. They leave behind,
however, the black agrarian class. As Chesnutt plots the reciprocating flow of exploited bodies
and lands of the South, the prospect of truly becoming free for the African American agrarians of
the South becomes overshadowed by the singularity of an individual looking to make it. The
triangular relationship between Taylor, Johnson, and French, typifies how Chesnutt sees class
politics operating across racial and sectional barriers.
Jolene Hubbs has asserted that Chesnutt “contest[ed] white supremacist rhetoric by
depicting the fixedness of class and the fluidity of race” (24). Hubbs focuses on white
supremacy’s agenda to ally poor whites to their cause in order to stifle a class consciousness
across racial lines. What Hubbs does not discuss is Chesnutt’s related emphasis on African
American class distinctions, and it is on this issue that Andreá Williams argues Chesnutt’s
intraracial class politics ultimately envisions the solution to the color-line as being the supremacy
of a class-based society as opposed to a color-based society (23-24).
Within the class politics and the hardening sectional lines of North and South, Chesnutt
found a particular role for the agrarian class which gave them political import. Having two
distinct characters represent the different classes of African American society and their
respective class-sanctioned fates recurs frequently in Chesnutt’s fiction: William Miller and Josh
Green in The Marrow of Tradition (1901); Paul Marchand and the unnamed men who attack
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Trois Pigeons plantation in Paul Marchand, F. M. C. (1921); and then Henry Taylor and Bud
Johnson in The Colonel’s Dream. With these representative field laborers, Chesnutt alludes to a
violent and deadly conflict with white property owners. Even Julius “had an axe to grind”
(Chesnutt, “Post-Bellum” 906). Agrarian laborers avenge themselves on their oppressors
becoming outsiders to any future social order. In this way, Chesnutt found political power in the
threat of violence by the rural African American masses. Yet, even as Chesnutt’s vision of revolt
by the agrarian class frames a cathartic release, it unavoidably impresses a sectional boundary on
working-class anger.
Because French’s coachman is only a passing presence compared with Julius, the weight
of working class representation in Colonel’s Dream falls to Bud Johnson. A victim of vagrancy
laws and the convict lease system where his labor is most associated with the fields of cotton
operated by Fetters, Johnson is brutalized until he becomes equally uncontrollably violent.
Though given a brief opportunity at freedom by the extralegal maneuvers of Colonel French,
Johnson returns to Clarendon and ambushes two overseers on two separate occasions. French’s
social authority, in his own estimation, is undermined by his association with releasing Johnson.
Henry Taylor visits French in the dead of the night and tells him Johnson’s location for the sake
of peace, and French remedies his part in disturbing the public peace by having Johnson arrested.
The arrest of Johnson and the efforts of Taylor and French towards lawful justice function in the
novel as the moment of alliance between the better classes of the respective races, mirroring the
alliance between Dr. Miller and Major Carteret which closes Marrow.81 The violence of one
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unjustly tied to the earth, such as Johnson or Green, enables an alliance of the middle-class
across the color line. Like the boundary-line between North and South which stages flights of
freedom, the agrarian class forms a medium through which the middle-class performs
marronage. Uplift becomes selective. Flight becomes solitary. Though the racial crimes of
slavery and Jim Crow became under Chesnutt’s pen a mark on both North and South, urban and
rural, the border between North and South demarcates freedom from slavery and builds a class
hierarchy. Those crossing northward still find the same freedoms Pilgrim Gainey abandons and
those remaining in the South, by those freedoms’ absence, find themselves less free.
I want to close by considering a speech entitled “Self-Made Men” (1882). Chesnutt
begins the speech with the story of creation for a gathered literary society in Fayetteville, North
Carolina. Tracing humanity as both part of and apart from the creation of the natural world,
Chesnutt applauds a handful of “individuals whose mental ability and energy distinguish them
from the common herd” through the exercise of the mind (“Self-Made Men” 34). The mind
represents God’s image in Chesnutt’s speech, not bone and flesh. Quickly, self-made individuals
have “conquered space[;] ‘the speed of thought’ has become a reality” (“Self-Made Men” 33).
As ships carve through oceans and trains split mountains, these few “self-made men” exercise
the “fiat” to create “dominion over matter” not to mention distinction from the “herd.”
Importantly, the image of these individuals is not static but dynamic and deeply connected to
industrial technology. Their combined power melds identity to movement through the natural
world. The “steam ship” becomes an exercise of individualism and not collectivity, representing
a shipping magnate, instead of a shift crew in a shipping yard: that crew is still in a process of
“making,” not already “made.” Chesnutt’s speech, as it thrusts Frederick Douglass and Horace
servant Peter French. In short, attempting to cleve white racial solidarity by pointing to differences of class
invariably weakens black racial solidarity across class lines.
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Greeley together as examples, cannot help but claim this generic biography of the industrial
American Adam as a template for African American uplift. Important for the rise of the selected
is the domination of nature and separation from the masses.
Presented in the South, the speech touches on the very creation myth used for
environmental revision by African Americans in that section. The speech, however, forwards a
version of the creation myth that contrasts sharply with Fordham’s, which stresses the
reimagining of the Southern landscape for the sake of community building. Chesnutt’s class
politics operates within the stark language of “self-made men” and “the herd.” Beginning from
the will of God, self-made men, in Chesnutt’s reading, prove themselves in being the telos of the
will of God. Nature offers no check. The masses are an object of repulsion. Chesnutt’s speech
diverts the creation myth from attending an agrarian community towards industrial
individualism. Henry Taylor, working as a porter aboard a train, the industrial “annihilator of
time and space,” typifies the marronage of the prospective self-made man.82 Colonel’s Dream
finds its greatest weakness in allowing some vestige of the self-made man mythology to escape
his satire, specifically that figure’s geographical movement as symbolic of environmental and
class dominance. The women and men of the field lack the dominion over nature which the "selfmade" possessed; instead, their relation to the earth involving hunger and labor reveals a
dangerous rversion unless it is qualified as proprietary.
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CHAPTER 4
THE RESIDUAL AGRARIAN IN THE HOMESTEADING NARRATIVES OF OSCAR
MICHEAUX
Oscar Micheaux’s thinly-veiled autobiographical novel, The Conquest (1913) about an
African American homesteading in the high plains, concludes with the hero’s unmitigated
failure. Crops fail to sprout and those that do sprout weaken in the heat and southern wind. A
catalog continues of livestock dying and rivers running dry in the different parts of the Middle
West. Locusts “began to appear by the millions” in Nebraska, Iowa, and Minnesota (288). Army
worms further infest the dying crops (288-289). Oscar Devereaux, an obvious Micheaux in the
novel, watches:
Fine horses that marched bravely to the land of promise, drawing a prairie
schooner, were returning east with heads hanging low from long, stringy necks,
while their alkalied hoofs beat a slow tattoo, as they wearily dragged along,
drawing, in many cases, a dilapidated wagon over which was stretched a tattered
tarpaulin; while others drew rickety hacks or spring wagons, with dirty bedding
and filthy looking utensils. These people had not made a dollar in the two years
spent on their homesteads. (289)
The drought breaks but is followed by a crippling winter which obliterates what hope Devereaux
had left (295). Speculation, outside powerbrokers, railroads, networks of influence, and distant
urban centers shadow the geographic space of The Conquest until ecological crises destroy
everything. The uncertainty of any centralizing effort due to ecological catastrophe undermines
any grand vision--even the narrator Oscar Devereaux’s frontier boosterism, or as he calls it
“empire building,” fails. Failure in the only novel at this time narrating the efforts of an African
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American in the Western plains raises the prospect, as Blake Allmendinger argues, that U.S.
racial apartheid has corrupted the mythology of the West as a place where anyone with enough
grit could make it (15). But The Conquest was just Micheaux’s first engagement with black
agrarianism in the West. Micheaux would go on from his bankruptcy in South Dakota to become
a pioneer in African American film, mixing cut-throat promotional strategies with wide-ranging
subjects, all while periodically returning to write autobiographical novels. Micheaux's later work
which returns to address homesteading in the West finds a place for an African American, full of
grit, in the high plains but at the unconscionable expense of women and nature.
After the publication of The Conquest, Micheaux would quickly return to represent
African American life in the West with The Homesteader (1917) and never lay the topic aside for
long. The African American West is the concern of the film The Homesteader (1919, nonextant), the film The Symbol of the Unconquered (1920), the film The Exile (1931), the novel
The Wind from Nowhere (1941), and the film The Betrayal (1943, non-extant).
The film community treasures Micheaux’s surviving films (15 are extant from roughly 40
films), and his standing as a director continues to grow. It is understandable that film scholars
have found a hero in Micheaux, as his films by-and-large avoid his more flagrant bursts of
misogyny. But that oversight indicates the need to encompass both Micheaux’s films and novels
when discussing Micheaux’s treatment of socio-political themes. Micheaux’s legacy within
American letters remains that of a second-rate artist.83 Micheaux’s later novel The Masquerade
(1947) is, in part, a plagiarism of Charles Chesnutt’s The House Behind the Cedars (1900).84
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Recently, Micheaux’s novels have received some needed critical attention as belonging to a
growing archive of African American literature that takes place in the American West.85
The homesteading novels follow the main plot points of The Conquest with some
increasingly sensationalist flourishes. In the three autobiographical novels detailing his
homesteading years, Micheaux alters the names of his family and acquaintances only slightly,
and the major characters all have their real life counterparts. The different iterations will refer to
Micheaux as Oscar Devereaux (The Conquest), Jean Baptiste (The Homesteader), and Martin
Eden (The Wind from Nowhere). Agnes Stewart is referred to as “the Scottish girl” (The
Conquest), Agnes Stewart (The Homesteader), and Deborah Stewart (The Wind from Nowhere).
Orlean McCracken is referred to as Orlean McCraline (The Conquest), Orlean McCarthy (The
Homesteader), and Linda (The Wind from Nowhere). All three novels detail the efforts of an
African American homesteader on the plains of South Dakota. Being the only African American
in the community, the homesteader hero, in all the novels, directs a pointed critique at African
Americans who “fail” to jump at the opportunity waiting in the West and who blame white
racists for their troubles. The homesteader must struggle with race loyalty as he falls in love with
a neighboring white woman, Agnes Stewart. But, choosing his race over love, he marries a
Chicago woman, Orlean McCracken. This marriage turns bitter after the homesteader’s father-inlaw intercedes and takes his daughter back to Chicago. The Conquest concludes at this moment,
with the plot wholly autobiographical, but the subsequent novels extend the fallout over the
marriage to include a fictional reunification with Agnes. The films will diverge from the
autobiographical framework but deliver a similar message regarding black agrarianism in the
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West. These same reiterations gradually dilute the representation of agrarian labor found in The
Conquest as well as the centrality of the natural disasters of the plains. Taken together the films
and novels, whatever their intention, track the descending action of African American
agrarianism. Over the course of thirty years, Micheaux built an archive which repeatedly enjoys
the aesthetics of the egomaniacal industrial capitalist shouting an anthem of self-making.
While The Conquest deconstructs the hubris of pioneer mythology, Micheaux’s
subsequent repetitions of his homesteading life will dispel any skepticism The Conquest may
have harbored. Allmendinger argues that Micheaux’s revisions are both part of an African
American literary tradition, of “repetition with difference,” and a means for Micheaux to “come
to terms” with his “traumatic experience” of financial and marital ruin (31). However, this does
not account for the increasing failure of Micheaux’s novels and films to separate themselves
from self-made-man ideology, nor does it account for the increasing trauma Micheaux’s work
inflicts on his estranged wife, Orlean. Instead of an example of self-signifying, Micheaux’s work
becomes self-gratifying. The homesteader’s personal uplift ends as a solitary monopolist--apart
from any community, the homesteading hero finally conquers the plains. Micheaux aligns his
homesteading series with the urban subjectivity of power, money, and demagoguery. To be
beholden to the worst form of self-made man ideology means to perpetuate the exploitation of
the most vulnerable humans and to further deplete the environment in order to help make this socalled self-made man.
Two years before The Conquest, in Micheaux’s first published news article, “Where the
Negro Fails: ‘Go West, Young Man, and Grow Up With the Country,” a twenty-six year old
Micheaux advised his readers to speak to “the president of the St. Paul road or the president of
the First National bank or any other great man” rather than “brother porters or waiters” to realize
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that the West was “the greatest and happiest place on earth” (1). The 1911 drought which closed
Micheaux’s Dakotan boosterism was still to come. “Where the Negro Fails’s” confused sense of
community colors The Conquest as Devereaux professedly acts as an example to his race all
while fawning over Ernest Nicholson, a powerful “great man,” as Micheaux would call him, who
makes a fortune one step ahead of the railroad surveyors. Nicholson speculates in land,
establishes towns along the railroad survey, and finances any form of boosterism he can find,
including Micheaux’s autobiography. Prior to the drought, The Conquest’s Devereaux had
practically abdicated his role as the hero of the novel in preference for Nicholson (a pseudonym
for Ernest Jackson), “second of the three sons of the Iowa Governor” (73). Devereaux’s
homestead borders the Nicholsons’ town of Calias, and Devereaux watches in awe as the
Nicholsons perform realpolitik on the Dakotan plain. At one point, Devereaux goes so far as to
call the Nicholsons (Jacksons) his “best friends” (278). In a very real sense, The Conquest was
written for the Jackson brothers. Micheaux marketed and sold the novel to his Dakotan neighbors
who undoubtedly included the Jacksons, but he also relied on the Jacksons to finance his trip to
the Nebraskan publisher.86
In a passage that anticipates Micheaux’s career as a film director, Devereaux describes
Nicholson as ready-made for the screen: “He reminded me of . . . Otis Skinner as Colonel
Phillippi Bridau, . . . in ‘The Honor of the Family’, and other characters in plays that I greatly
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See Gilligan, The Great and Only, 38. In The Wind from Nowhere Micheaux describes the transaction this way:
[Martin Eden] had some wealthy white friends who figured conspicuously in the development of his story.
They had read the script and liked it and were very anxious to see it published.
He went to Dallas, where they lived at the time, to see them. He had shown and read the letter
from the Nebraska printer, so they inquired if he had any money.
“No cash.”
“I suppose not. You’re what we call land poor—more land than you can pay taxes on. Well, how
much do you need to go down there and see this company?” Eden told them.
“Come on over to the bank.”
Over there he was advanced money to make the trip. (331)
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admired, where great courage, strength of character, and firm decision were displayed. He
seemed to have a commanding way that one found himself feeling honored and willing to obey”
(74). The space of the novel, rather than noting the mundane seasons of sowing and reaping,
becomes an arena for well-connected white men who work through performance rather than
labor. Devereaux, following the advice of “Where the Negro Fails,” becomes prone to the hero
worship of railroad men. At one point, he scoffs at his father-in-law’s ignorance because the
elder did not know of James J. Hill, a railroad man and known famously during this time as the
“Empire Builder” (256). Such peculiarity in Devereaux’s choice of idols forcefully announces
his chosen path of strong-arm capitalism or bust. As we see the narrative shift from Devereaux
and the labor of the independent struggling farmer, to Nicholson, the “empire builder,” we see
the novel’s ideology as bereft of an agrarian signature and, instead, given to financial speculation
which only seeks the conquest of land and people alike.
Foregrounding Micheaux’s emulation of men like the Jacksons exposes how we have
misread Micheaux’s ideology as the same as Booker T. Washington’s uplift of labor. Micheaux
insists in The Conquest that his marriage fails because of his political belief in Washington’s
industrial philosophy, which his father-in-law, the preacher Newton J. McCraline (McCracken),
despises (252-255, 303). Throughout Micheaux’s artistic work, from 1910 to his last film in
1942, Washington’s persona haunts the background, becoming a recurring portrait on the wall of
a home or a name spoken as a sign of fealty. And understandably, most scholarship has taken
Micheaux’s autobiographical pronouncements at face value, as reiterations of Tuskegee
ideology. This oversight, however, has thus far mispositioned Micheaux in relation to Booker T.
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Washington.87 Scholarship should interrogate, more fully, the obvious gaps between the two
men. For instance, the dedication in Conquest to “the Honorable Booker T. Washington” is
followed on the next page with the “Introductory” claiming the novel “is a true story of
[someone] who was discontented.” But it was precisely a sense of contentedness upon which
Washington’s program, of slow capital accumulation and surreptitious political engagement,
relied. Strangely, despite Micheaux strongly asserting himself as a Washingtonian acolyte, his
representative characters fit the mold of ambition-drunk hustlers rather than stolid progenitors of
self-ruled community. Perhaps Micheaux was sincere in his efforts to follow the industrial
ideology of Tuskegee, but, if so, he followed badly, and a poor follower of a movement’s tenets
is hardly representative and, in this case, indicates a separate ideology entirely. We can see the
homesteader’s distinction from that of a Washingtonian hero when Micheaux characterizes the
difference between the homesteader and the farmer. While they share the circular seasons of
sowing and reaping as well as indebtedness and solvency, frontier homesteading differs from
freeholder farming in the accumulation of immense tracks of land, the speculative spirit of
“empire building,” and crucially, the railroad which marks the terminus of civilization (130).
Proponents of agrarianism within the South, like Washington, often presented agrarian
labor as a friend to capital. But that alliance was made within the boundaries of community87

In Outside America, Dan Moos argues that Micheaux incorporates both the ideology of racial uplift and industry
from Booker T. Washington and the Frederick Turner ideology of the American West. As he says, “Micheaux
combined the Turnerian narrative of western progress and opportunity with Washington’s insistence on economic
self-sufficiency to present a West that held unlimited promise for racial uplift” (53). Bowser and Spence, likewise,
discuss Micheaux’s self-construction as a Washingtonian in his adoption of “self-help, individualism, and social
piety” and the greater weight he gave industrial training in comparison to a more cerebral path (19-23). Michael K.
Johnson claims “Micheaux aligns himself philosophically with Booker T. Washington, who also provides a general
model for Micheaux’s construction of manliness” (Black Masculinity and the Frontier Myth 81). While Blake
Allmendinger treats the wedding of Micheaux and Washington with more nuance, he sees the homesteader’s actions
as “radical,” rather than enjoying an even more capitalistic approach, as I argue: “To the extent that he admired (and
may have conspired with) gamblers who bought and sold land for profit rather than farming it, Micheaux flirted with
riskier and more radical methods of achieving success then those practice by white homesteaders or by members of
an African American bourgeoisie” (24).
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minded rural industry rather than a purely self-seeking industrialism. Agrarianism operates as
something of a wild-card in Raymond Williams’s taxonomy of the dynamic interplay of epochal
ideologies. Definitions of “emergent,” and “residual” ideologies “can be made only in relation to
a full sense of the dominant” (“Dominant, Residual, and Emergent” 122). Williams broadly
suggests that the “idea of rural community is predominantly residual” and generally serves
“urban industrial capitalism.” But Williams adds that agrarianism can be “in some limited
respects alternative or oppositional to urban industrial capitalism” (“Dominant, Residual, and
Emergent” 122). An African American rural community committed to land ownership retains,
then, its potential as a radical political force. Micheaux’s agrarianism cuts any radical communal
strands. Micheaux does so in order to “incorporate,” to use Williams’s term, a potentially
emergent social order--a black agrarian community in the West--into the dominant order of
urban industrial capitalism. Scholars’ characterization of Micheaux as out of step with his
contemporaries because he continued to advocate agrarianism in an urbanizing America is in
error.88 Micheaux uses the residuum of black agrarianism to present his homesteader as
somehow community-minded (the homesteader persistently characterizes his desire to own a
small empire of crop land as a desire to be an example to his community) when the homesteader
really only channels the ethos of the railroad tycoon.
Though The Conquest can be read as a subversive text, critiquing the speculative
experiments of privileged white men, Micheaux quickly diluted the more biting ironies of his
88

Blake Allmendinger sees Micheaux as adopting a problematic blindness to the increasingly solidly urban African
American populace. Micheaux’s repetition of the homesteading narrative amidst the social and political context of
World War II seems “stuck in a time warp” (Allmendinger 22). Joseph A. Young assumes Micheaux’s thinking was
synonymous with Booker T. Washington’s, who “never took into account the realities of mass production, industrial
integration, financial combination, and monopoly--that ultimately the shortcoming of his program was the failure of
a philosophy that dealt with the present in terms of the past” (8). In contrast, Michael K. Johnson, in tracing of the
conventions of western race films, sees a curious collapse of East and West, agrarian and urban, especially in
Micheaux’s The Exile (Hoo-doo Cowboys 127-129).
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first novel with vitiating revisionism. Micheaux’s first repetition, The Homesteader, signals his
dissatisfaction with the tragedy of The Conquest. In reviving the hero’s prospects, Micheaux
revives the ideology of the homesteader. Important to the means by which the homesteading
series becomes complacent in its artistic ambition and social critique is that Micheaux engages
with one of the pillars of environmental literary culture, the “machine in the garden” trope.
Though the trope, as Leo Marx defines it, can be traced to the anxieties of Transcendentalism
towards industrialization, this very old trope works in Micheaux’s novels and films to gradually
displace the agrarian signature towards industrialization. Using a literary bait and switch,
Micheaux glorifies life on the homestead only to further alienate status and wealth from the
degradation of agrarian labor.
The environmental disasters, which are crucial for the plot of the first novel and for
interrogating the hubris of powerful clusters of white men, fade into background in Micheaux’s
reiterations. In The Conquest, a prairie fire almost engulfs the Nicholsons’ town of New Calias
because it had been built at the railroad terminus rather than at a site with water (149-150). Even
with Ernest Nicholson “bravely [fighting] the oncoming disaster,” a random wind shift actually
spares the town (150). In The Homesteader, both the drought and the prairie fire appear to
threaten expansionist fantasies. However, the fire is no longer linked to the folly of building in an
arid climate and away from water, and a “miracle wind” no longer demonstrates the chaotic
randomness of survival. Survival is assured, in this instance, not by a white man who holds the
reins of industry tightly, but by the spirited African American homesteader, Jean Baptiste--this
iteration’s Micheaux (Micheaux, The Homesteader 193-194). Micheaux’s avatar is finally the
hero of his own novel. In The Wind from Nowhere, the prairie fire only gets a passing mention
(Micheaux 185). The fire slips further and further into the background from something real and
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potentially apocalyptic to something mundane. The drought likewise takes the space of two
paragraphs in The Wind from Nowhere and its threat to the broad dream of conquest fades to a
temporary nuisance (Micheaux 297). The Drought, then, joins the rest of the agrarian signature
as Micheaux focuses more and more on the power of the self-made man. Indeed, the time spent
addressing agrarian life diminishes by the 1931 film The Exile to a simple sequence of farming
stills, and in The Wind from Nowhere, the novel of agriculture has turned completely towards a
family melodrama. The consequences of ignoring environmental limits become apparent in
Micheaux’s first retelling. As ecological crises recede in their ability to undermine the ideology
of monopoly and speculation, the hero builds an empire on the backs of women, hired labor, and
a network of machines in the garden.
The Homesteader, Micheaux’s third novel but second concerning homesteading, opens in
the setting of hardscrabble-farming Indiana, emphasizing the decline of Midwestern farming.
Agnes Stewart, who will be the homesteader’s first love, narrates her family’s struggles on
“nubbin ridge” against the morass of ecological depletion and financial gridlock. Fantastic
stories of the opening West renew her family’s dimming hope of freedom for body and soul. The
most surprising of all is the success of an African American farmer. “[I]f a colored man could
make it and get money together,” they think, “surely any one else should” (18).
Even in the novel’s opening, Jean Baptiste already plows and cultivates more acres than
most of his white neighbors. But what he really desires is to own one thousand acres of land.
Baptiste claims, “It is not that I care so much for the fruits of my labor; but if I could actually
succeed, it would mean so much to the credit of a multitude of others” (109). Here Micheaux
attempts to present his self-made man ideology as community-minded. Of course, that residuum
of communal agrarianism masks exactly how Baptiste will conquer the West. To become a pillar
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of racial uplift, Baptiste, as The Conquest’s Devereaux had done before, uses women to establish
property rights.
Micheaux’s able defense of black manhood would be more acceptable if it were not built
around a hijacking of women’s access to property and their role as environmental interpreters in
literature.89 Micheaux’s repetitive self-coronation of manhood becomes toxic against the women
who fail to support the homesteader hero. The foil against whom Micheaux claims his manhood
is not the debilitating traditions of white America towards African American males (in the space
of the West, Micheaux feels that racist limitations on a person’s efforts are nonexistent) but
Micheaux’s father-in-law who insinuates himself into the lives of his daughter and Baptiste.90 If
anything is as all-consuming as Micheaux’s fascination with homesteading it is his infantile
quest for some vindication for his failed marriage.
How Micheaux represents his estranged wife has become a question strangely absent in
scholars’ readings of Micheaux’s work, especially those claiming to be reading for gender. Some
film critics, relying on the more palatable representations of women in Micheaux’s films, such as
89

For a discussion of Micheaux in terms of black masculinity, see Michael K. Johnson, Black Masculinity and the
Frontier Myth in American Literature, 69-97. Johnson shows “Micheaux represents marriage almost in terms of
ownership. Devereaux certainly views Orlean as a project that, like his farmland, needs to be developed. The link
between land and wife is further revealed in one of Devereaux’s first actions after his engagement when he uses
Orlean to increase his property by filing a claim on her behalf” (86-87); Blake Allmendinger also notes the
conflation of women with property. “[T]he pioneer’s ability to master the prairie,” Allmendinger rightly notes,
“partially depends on his success in managing women” (20).
90
For Micheaux’s construction of the West as a raceless geography, see, for instance, the following passages from
The Homesteader: “Only in the pursuit of agriculture can the black man not complain that he is discriminated
against on account of his color” (430); “With them there was no ‘Negro problem,’ and he was glad there was not.
The world was too busy to bother with such : he was glad to know he could work unhampered” (64). From The
Conquest: “The next night about sixty of the white neighbors gave us a charivari [I presume Micheaux uses this
word as just a serenade, and not with its usual moral reprimand] and my wife was much pleased to know there was
no color prejudice among them” (241). And from The Wind: “In spite of the fact that Eden was a colored man, his
white neighbors insisted on kidding him about the girls, all of whom were white, in town and in the neighborhood
around him. Yet, they were all nice to him, just as nice as they could be. He almost never heard the ugly word of
‘nigger,’ so currently used by white people in referring to one of his race. They seemed to understand that to use it
was an insult, and he was surprised to see how much they abstained from using the term. / . . . He knew of no place
where he could have had better neighbors and lived so happily. Indeed, he was far more popular, on the whole, than
any individual white man” (16).
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the character Sylvia Landry in Within Our Gates, have gone so far as to call Micheaux a
“feminist” (Green 8). Such an estimation however fails to consider that, more often than not,
women’s “agency, activity, and subjecthood” are eventually subsumed into the agency, activity,
subjecthood of a male hero (Green 8). Those women who do not offer to submit, such as Orlean,
are treated as sexless failures. To call Micheaux a feminist is a remarkable label for an author
who, in The Wind from Nowhere, playfully imagines the stand-in for Agnes Stewart beating and
verbally abusing Orlean (360-369). Micheaux’s fictional treatment of his former wife amounts to
a longue durée of domestic abuse.
After The Conquest, Micheaux’s fictionalization of his homesteading years would forever
end with him consummating his love for Agnes Stewart, when it is revealed that Agnes has
African American heritage.91 In The Homesteader, Jean first meets Agnes in the happenstance of
a bitter South Dakotan winter storm. Before this, though, they meet in their respective dreams
where they anticipate a fated love. In his dream, Baptiste speaks to this as-yet unknown woman
to trace the epic nature of his young life:
91

Researchers have yet to identify whether Agnes Stewart, the Scottish immigrant’s daughter, had a real life
counterpart as every other character in The Conquest did. I have found the character is based on an Agnes Stewart.
Agnes was born in Kansas in November of 1888 and died in Meade, South Dakota in 1928 as the wife of William
Avery Clark. It is not known whether she was aware that she became the repeated heroine of an obsessive
homesteading narrative. Betti Carol VanEpps-Taylor states “the scholar must attempt to separate fact from legend.
Gregory County historians cannot validate the existence of a homestead family with a daughter fitting Micheaux’s
description” (56-57). Patrick McGilligan writes, “the fact that he wrote passionately about her in three
autobiographical novels . . . and later depicted her in several films drawing on his life story, makes nearly every
Micheaux scholar who has seriously examined the question believe that this woman existed” (52). The evidence for
my connection rests on Micheaux’s lack of invention when it comes pseudonyms. Agnes Stewart’s father was John
and her brothers were William and George, while her sisters were Mary and Clara Belle. The details given in the
homesteading narratives were that the family migrated from Indiana after an abortive attempt to homestead in
Kansas. The mother died before the family moved to North Dakota. George and “Bill” were hired by Micheaux even
though “Bill” was a “halfwitted” (Homesteader 70). The Stewarts did not stay long in Gregory County but moved to
the western part of South Dakota. All these details are similarly part of the Stewart family’s history. They eventually
settled in Butte County, South Dakota. Corroborating evidence appears in the 1915 South Dakota census in which
William is listed as “Idiot” and the assessor wrote further that he was “Feeble Minded.” See "South Dakota State
Census, 1915," database with images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:S3HT-DTTQJKG?cc=1476041&wc=MJQJ-VZ9%3A1041773501 : 21 May 2014), 004245944 > image 2529 of 3117; State
Historical Society, Pierre.
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He told her why he had come West, because he felt it was the place for young
manhood. Here with the unbroken prairie all about him; with its virgin soil and
undeveloped resources; and the fact that all the east, that part of the east that was
Iowa and Illinois had once been as this now was, had once been as wild and
undeveloped and had not then been worth any more--indeed, not so much. Here
could a young man work out his own destiny. As Iowa and Illinois had been
developed, so could this--so would this also be developed. And as the railways
had formed a network of those states, so in time would they reach this territory as
well. In fact it was inevitable what was to come, the prime essential, therefore, for
his youth, was to begin with the beginning--and so he had done. (24-25)
In Baptiste’s fantasy, women become a witness to the recital of the epic story of individual
freedom, of the conquest myth which relies on a sexist trope of “virgin” natural resources, and of
the coming mechanical revolution. The homesteader, looking at his family’s farm community in
southern Illinois, finds the morphological power of the reconstructed environment, once so
needed in the South, no longer satiating. For his imagination, for his manhood, a new land has to
be found, one on the cusp of the railways and yet not fully enmeshed or developed as it was in
the Midwest states. The intersections traced in this relatively short passage impart to a solitary
figure in the plains the dream of an empire. “So he had come, had Jean Baptiste, and was living
alone with a great hope; with a great hope for the future of this little empire out there in the
hollow of God’s hand; with a great love, too, for her, his dream girl” (25). Baptiste’s selfassumed grandiosity is not tongue-in-cheek on the part of Micheaux as it may be interpreted in
The Conquest. Baptiste will not meet with the unconditional failures which plagued Devereaux’s
homesteading venture. With the conflation of empire, land, and love, there is a significant and
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dangerous veer towards confusing Baptiste’s dream girl with his dream of the railroad: “Time
would bring all else--and her” (25). Not only does Baptiste objectify women by placing them on
a spatial scale as landed property, but Agnes’s synchronicity with the railroad’s arrival implies
they are for the same end: making the industrial man.
Baptiste’s patriarchal mission rests, as he readily admits, on the women in his family
proving their claims. The chapter entitled “Which?” frames Baptiste’s ambitious ploy to own one
thousand acres and the search for his wife as deeply intertwined. Once Baptiste refuses to
consummate his love for the white Agnes Stewart in order “to be loyal to his race,” he coldly
describes finding a wife as a matter of “business” (154). Baptiste’s lack of patience and his
ambition to make claims on the newly opened parcels to the West of his lots fatefully
undermines his ability to make a happy home in the West. Two women cannot respond in time to
his proposals and it is Orlean McCarthy (the avatar in this novel for Orlean McCracken) who
gladly accepts.
At times the novel gives voice to Orlean’s inner thoughts. In these moments Baptiste
arrives to counter Orlean’s digression, and physically and mentally limit her ability to make her
own space. Orlean’s concern for Baptiste’s pittance of affection leads her to consider a break and
is only quelled by his commanding manner. In leading him to the parlor, where she will call off
the engagement, she has difficulty choosing between the chairs and the davenport (a repetition of
an earlier scene): “She hesitated, but before she had reached a decision, she found herself pulled
down by his side--and dreadfully close” (179, 203). After Baptiste has physically controlled
Orlean’s wishes, he must insinuate an agrarian picturesque into her imagination. Just as he
physically controls her, he must also fix her mind and make her story “begin with the beginning”
(25):
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“And away out west, where the sunshine kisses the earth, and the wheat, the corn,
the flax, and the oats grow green in great fields, everybody there is about his duty;
for, when the winter has been long, cold and dreary, the settlers must stay indoors
lest they freeze. So with such days as these after the long, cold and dreary winters,
everybody must be up and doing. For if the crops are to mature in the autumn
time, they must be placed in the earth through seed in the springtime. But there is,
unfortunately, one settler, called St. Jean Baptiste, by those who know him out
there, who is not in his fields; his crops are not being sown; his fields—wide,
wide fields, which represent many thousands of dollars, and long years of hard,
hard work, are lying idle, growing to wild weeds!” (204-205)
Appalled at the risk to Jean’s investment, Orlean urges him to return, but Jean will more fully
pull Orlean into his homesteading life with a version of Eden:
“For years and years has Jean Baptiste labored to get his fields as they are. For, in
the beginning, they were wild, raw and unproductive, whereupon naught but
coyotes, prairie dogs and wild Indians lived; where only a wild grass grew weakly
and sickly from the surface and yielded only a prairie fire that in the autumn time
burned all in its path; a land wherein no civilized one had resided since the
beginning of time.”
“Oh, Jean!”
“And he has longed for woman's love. For, according to the laws of the Christ,
man should take unto himself a wife, else the world and all its people, its activity,
its future will stop forthwith!”
“You are so wonderful!”
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“Not wonderful, am I,” quoth Baptiste. “Just a mite practical.”
(205)
Not only would Micheaux take Washingtonian ideology and attempt to transplant it in the West
and distort it in the process, he would likewise coopt a foundational literary exercise of Southern
rural communities--women’s power to help a community reenvision the natural world. Allusions
to Genesis readily appear in the homesteader narratives.92 While these allusions play into the
mythology of the West which enabled the oppression of Native Americans and the continental
expansion from the crowded East, they also compete with the feminine discourse of African
American women which had sought a recovery of Eve’s voice.
The business proposal concluded, Baptiste purchases three quarter-sections of land, and
places his grandmother “on one; one sister on another, and the third place,--was to be [Orlean’s]”
(154). None of the women are to assert their proprietorship above Baptiste. Baptiste
“furnish[es]” them a “horse and buggy” and “all their needs” are “charged to him.” (244). His
grandmother and sister each sit within a sod house, waiting for fourteen months to prove their
claim (Micheaux, The Conquest 203; The Wind 166).93 Because Orlean could not be so
circumscribed with scarcity, a challenge arises against her claim. To contest this challenge,
Baptiste purchases a small house to then move onto the claim (Micheaux, Homesteader 245248). The movement of the house over fifty difficult miles symbolizes both a fluidity of domestic
space in the unsettled West and the new role of men as Atlas to that space. The episode is telling
in that it centralizes Baptiste in all that women do with and for their claims. Even as homes move
92

Apart from the passages already quoted and the moment when Agnes and Baptiste reunite in The Homesteader,
one can see allusions in The Symbol of the Unconquered: the female protagonist's name is Eve, or Evon.
93
In Wind from Nowhere, Micheaux will continue this position as he has Linda [Orlean] say to Martin Eden, “I’m
so glad now that I believed you and made it as easy as I could for you to acquire that much more land” (167); and
after she abandons Dakota for Chicago, Eden plans to place Deborah [Agnes] Stewart on her claim: “As we know,
Linda was Rosebud history and Eden never troubled to remind her that she still had a claim” (338).
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wholesale across the plains, women find that does not translate to greater freedom and mobility.
Micheaux’s homesteader tales mark an important bastardization of the tradition established by
African American women poets as the labor of Orlean is taken and presented as being financed,
rationed, and mobilized by the hero.
The hero’s labor germinates the garden itself. Baptiste presumes to become scriptural; as
an acolyte of pragmatic religion he moves the exceptionalism of the land towards the
exceptionalism of the self-made man. Baptiste speaks of a Genesis moment but within the force
of his own masculinity, and it is consummated with Orlean’s complete submission. Micheaux
traces Orlean in the archetypal reading of Eve: shockingly disloyal and destructively curious. She
will let evil into paradise. Orlean, knowing she is pregnant, is “tempt[ed]” by the advice of her
sister, playing the part of the snake, to look for a particular weed to make tea from to abort the
child (214). Some weeds by the creek catch her eye and she “would satisfy her mind” by asking
Baptiste, who never gets beyond saying they are “connected . . . with all that's vile and evil”
(216-217). Orlean, “[f]or the first time in her life . . . disobedient,” drinks the tea only to have the
pregnancy continue to term but the boy is born dead (229). The stillborn boy lays bare Orlean’s
inadequacy to be mother to Baptiste’s empire, and the novel asks us to feel sorry for Baptiste.
Orlean will not overcome her role as claim holder, which is exchangeable for her role as wife,
nor will her domestic union blossom into something recognizable apart from the booster
ideology which Baptiste has forced it to be a part. Even after this, Baptiste, further warping the
creation myth, rewrites Orlean as sexless. According to Baptiste, Orlean’s weakness, her
inability to serve her husband instead of her father, costs her her sex. “But Orlean isn’t a woman,
and that is what I have been trying to make her. She has never been a woman--wasn't reared so to
be” (297). The novel allows two mutually exclusive roles for Orlean: a wife, or a daughter.
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Micheaux cannot fathom a woman’s identity without the rule of a man. Whereas African
American women of the South placed their experience as a crucial subjectivity by which a
community might connect to the land, as I detail in the previous chapter, Micheaux diminishes a
woman’s role within literature to one of complacent service. And thus his West is an
environment and a space which cannot be imagined outside the subjectivity of a self-making
man.
Micheaux could, if he wanted to, write of farmwork with accuracy and openness of mind.
A passage in The Conquest illustrates fields of hay and grain worked by women and children.
The moment will contrast remarkably with Micheaux's representation of agrarian labor
elsewhere. Though raised in an agrarian community, Oscar Devereaux has become
“unaccustomed to farm work” (Micheaux, The Conquest 32). To what extent agrarian labor
physically shapes the laborer, Devereaux learns while “pitching timothy hay side-by-side with a
girl of sixteen, who knew how to pitch hay” (Micheaux 32). Devereaux hopes for a pastoral
dalliance; instead, the text becomes sober instruction:
The man on the wagon would drive alongside a big cock of sweet smelling hay
and the girl would stick her fork partly to one side of the hay cock and show me
how to put my fork into the other. I was left-handed while she was right, and with
our backs to the wagon we could make a heavy lift and when the hay was directly
overhead we'd turn and face each other and over the load would go onto the
wagon. Toward evening the loads thus balanced seemed to me as heavy as the
load of Atlas bearing the earth. (Micheaux 32)
Only the girl will have a “knowing grin,” and not for sexual knowledge but for seeing the
“fatigue and strain” Devereaux tries to hide. She does not join Devereaux’s list of conquests nor
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does she mediate Devereaux’s displacement from farm work. He promises to come back the next
day. Instead, the next day Devereaux tries his hand at “shocking oats along with a boy of about
twelve, a girl of fourteen and the farmer's wife,” and, again, suffers in the comparison: “The way
those two children did work,--Whew! I was so glad when a shower came up about noon that I
refrained from shouting with difficulty” (Micheaux 32). He leaves with the promise to return the
next day and again does not. Rather than a passing mention of the number of acres plowed, the
short passages, lacking the substance of romance or epic, detail the slow tedium of working in
the field. The product of seed and soil requires a reciprocating expense from the laborers,
resulting in “sore[ness] and stiff[ness]” in Devereaux’s body (Micheaux 32). If the moment is
refreshing in its realism and ironic treatment of the hero, the novel’s comparison between
farming and homesteading defines the episode as another instance of labor without profit. Rather
than a story of development, wherein, some may argue, Devereaux goes West and learns to love
labor, The Conquest silences the voice of labor in favor of narrating the arrival of the machine.
A woman’s performance of domesticity similarly separates Baptiste from direct agrarian
labor and propels him closer to his all-consuming fancy of being a monopolist. We then find a
homesteader but not a laborer in the climactic scene of a white woman falling in love with a
black man. The deeply evocative chapter “Harvest,” begun with a song of abundance, culminates
in a kiss between Baptiste and Agnes.
When the harvest time is, all worries have passed. When the harvest time is, all
doubts, droughts, fears and tears are no more. When the golden grain falls upon
the canvas; when the meadow larks, the robins and all the birds of the land sing
the song of harvest time, the farmer is happy, is gay, and confident.
And harvest time was on in the country of our story.
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Jean Baptiste pulled his new binder before the barn, jumped from the seat,
and before he started to unhitch, be gazed out over a stretch of land which two
years before, had been a mass of unbroken prairie, but was now a world of
shocked grain. Thousands upon thousands of shocks stood over the field like a
great army in the distance. His crop was good--the best. And no crops are like the
crop on new land. Never, since the beginning of time had that soil tasted tamed
plant life. It had seemed to appreciate the change, and the countless shocks before
him were evidence to the fact. (Homesteader 131)
The Homesteader, hardly reticent in telling of Baptiste’s agrarian labor rather than showing,
takes this culminating event to sketch a new role for Baptiste. The thousands of shocks were not
the result of his labor alone, but of hired help, and the novel does not position Baptiste working
with Agnes Stewart’s brothers but as employer surveying his employees’ work: “At the furthest
side of the field he observed Bill and George [Stewart] as they shocked away to finish. He was at
peace again, as he always was, and thereupon fell into deep thought” (Micheaux 131-132).
Baptiste’s position as a large landowner and prospering farmer allows him the clout to relieve the
Stewart’s bank debt. But that act enters a complimentary balance book and Agnes, in her
recognition of an honorable man, becomes “his by the right of God” (Micheaux 139). And as her
“ignorant” brothers work, Agnes appears by Baptiste’s side and they “regarded each other as if in
some enchanted garden” (Micheaux 139). The bastardized Genesis myth then becomes a readily
rehearsed path to patriarchy. Baptiste’s western dream to “begin with the beginning”
momentarily comes true within a set of reversals. Instead of an untouched garden, his Eve arises
by his side once the fields have been “broken.” Instead of a world without labor, Baptiste’s
leisure comes with his control of other’s labor. Both intersect within Baptiste’s anthropocentric
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relation to the natural world.
The two share a kiss before Baptiste subsequently declares his race loyalty and the novel
moves to the problematic “Which?” chapter. The early romance with Agnes is meant to contrast
with the anemic marriage to Orlean. The failure of Baptiste’s marriage to Orlean, and the device
of a hidden ancestry, allows him to return to Agnes’s embrace and the social station broached in
“The Harvest.”
The Homesteader furthers an epic trajectory through linking the fate of Baptiste’s empire
to the progress of the railroad. As in The Conquest, towns are still moved wholesale by the
railroad’s path. In the earlier novel, Devereaux carefully follows the development of each town
site as it is surveyed, boosted, and lives or dies. Oristown represents the established frontier
town. Megory, the closest westward town, has roots but no railroad. Calias is the brainchild of
Ernest Nicholson and the rival to Megory for the railroad. Even further westward, speculative
networks extend as Nicholson looks at the prospects of the town of Amoureaux and settles
instead on his own venture, the town of Victor. Devereaux induces “certain things concrete in the
future growth of a prairie town; the first is, has it a railroad; the next . . . is the agricultural
territory sufficient to support a good live town . . . and last, are the business men of the town
modern, progressive, and up to date” (Micheaux, The Conquest 124-125). Where railroads and
“modern” men meet is the ground which they have set out to conquer. Though Devereaux claims
that this ground must be “sufficient” in supporting crops, it becomes clear this pillar of growth is
dispensable. “Sufficient agricultural territory” or even “progressive businessmen” do not
conform, at times, with the survey lines of mechanization.
In the rivalry for the railroad between the neighboring towns of Megory and Calias,
Megory lucks out. When it becomes apparent that Calias will not get the railroad, the town then
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moves quite literally from its foundation to the railroad survey lines just West of Megory. The
price for the railroad is Calias’s access to water.94 From the “banks of the Monca Creek” the
town moves to an arid hill just in site of Megory, where it is later almost consumed by fire. The
natural paths of settlement revise again and again towards the railroad. Towns further West, like
Amoureaux, “the only townsite where trees stood,” suggesting it has better access to water, must
likewise swerve when the railroad surveyors mark the road to a logic not in keeping with longterm farming but quick profit (Micheaux, The Conquest 182). Settlement becomes defined less
by local ecology and more on the preferred gradient of a rail line and industrialism’s ability to
move the speculative imagination of the country.
What The Homesteader includes that The Conquest lacks is an insinuation of the
mechanical into the Genesis moment--into the relation between men and women and into the
relation between humanity and the natural world. Placing the onus of mechanization onto the
back of the high prairie, Micheaux corrects the nihilism of The Conquest with the means of
environmental domination. Micheaux first introduces Baptiste slowly trudging besides his horses
and a wagon full of coal in the face of a bitter drifting winter storm. The exhausting monotony of
wind and snow slowly saps what consciousness Baptiste clings to and tellingly he becomes “a
chilled mechanician” in response to the environment (26). Jane Tompkins notes that the best of
Westerns, rather than offering unreal escapism, “make work their subject” (12). Tompkins
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claims that the Western was in fact a displacement of the psychology of hard labor into an
elemental environment. Micheaux’s Western series could be viewed in a similar way as
attending to Washington’s attempt to “dignify and glorify” labor, but the Dakota homestead is
background to a rather startling absence of labor, or even the psychology of labor (Up from
Slavery 220). The importance of this scene is not in the amazing death-defying effort, the
melodrama of labor. Rather, it dramatizes the environmental barriers that a unified machine/man
can overcome.
The overwhelming elemental forces and the gathering industrial response was a familiar
dialectic in the age of steam and steel. Historian Wolfgang Schivelbusch states that the
“‘Annihilation of time and space’ is the topos which the early nineteenth century uses to describe
the new situation into which the railroad places natural space after depriving it of its hitherto
absolute powers” (Schivelbusch 13). Schivelbusch’s term “eotechnical” captures the form of
travel reliant on environmental power, like a horse-drawn carriage, and the type of movement
responsive to the natural contour of terrain instead of carving through like industrial-scaled cut
and fill (12). The emergence of trains, the collapse of space and time, severs the eotechnical
perception, according to Schivelbusch, and creates a new perception and a new traveler. The
high plains winter storm piteously killing Baptiste acts as a tableau for the performance of this
topos. The barrier of weather, space, and mud invites the entrance of the machine.
But Baptiste is both man and machine. Baptiste treds the same path and performs the
same task which the railroad will take up. According to Jane Tompkins, the West meant “escape
from the conditions of life in modern industrial society: from mechanized existence, economic
dead ends, social entanglements, unhappy personal relations, political injustice” (4). Halfconsciously transporting a wagonload of coal exemplifies “mechanized existence,” but Baptiste
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gains from the likeness to machine. Baptiste represents for the community the possibility of
overcoming the eotechnical barriers which include the weather. After Baptiste delivers the coal
to the town center, one Augustus Barr, who later is revealed as an unscrupulous fugitive, arrives
asking the “lumberman” about his coal stock. Soon a lazy homesteader named Stark comes
asking for the same. The dialogue that ensues, with Barr taking Baptiste’s side, illustrates
Baptiste’s singularity when it comes to labor:
“And last summer you recall how it rained?”
“I sure do.”
“Well, you know that fellow would go out and work in the rain.”
(52)
Baptiste makes a name for himself in his brazen disregard for the elements to slow production.
Just as the train will allow passengers to disregard the muddy, rutted road, the onset of darkness,
and the fickle weather, so too, according to Agnes, does Baptiste labor “without regard to rain,
sun, or time” (108). Even as both railroad and Baptiste’s determination proclaim a “little empire
out there in the hollow of God’s hand,” the two begin to separate. Baptiste works for the means
to no longer be “mechanician” even as he still claims the same elements of power. Baptiste
hopes to lay his labor and land under the foot of the railroad. This will consummate his daydream
of empire and romance, because it is this alone which can and will collapse the eotechnical
barriers to human progress and enable empires big and small. It is, as his vision I quoted earlier
says, “inevitable,” and “the prime essential” (25).
The arrival of the Stewarts not only sows a romance but a chance for Baptiste to hire Jack
Stewart’s two sons, Bill and George. What begins with a shared labor (“Jean Baptiste and Bill
had seeded all the land that was under cultivation on Baptiste's property” [101]), becomes
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increasingly industrial and hierarchical. Baptiste hauls coal while his hired help run the steam
tractors (266). The steam tractor works Baptiste’s sister’s site, breaking “over from twenty to
thirty acres of wild sod each day” while “he had teams breaking prairie in addition to the tractor”
(286-287). His affiliation with the mechanical becomes refined in reference to his oversight of
hired help. Industrial technology with poorer men to work it allows the personal uplift which
Baptiste seeks. In other words, technology with a class system lifts the select individual towards
his dream.
At the same moment Baptiste consummates his dream of owning one thousand acres, we
have a glimpse of what a homesteading empire in the West would look like: “Over all the
country, the pounding of steam and gasoline tractors filled the air with an incessant drumming;
the black streaks everywhere told the story of conquest. The prairie was giving place to the
inevitable settler, and hope was high in the hearts of all” (318). Though this moment also
announces the coming drought which will virtually ruin him, a prairie sky full of industrial
smoke will reappear in Symbol of the Unconquered as the very sign of conquest and personal
uplift.
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FIG. 5. The homesteader’s oil rigs and smoke crowding the Dakotan plain. Symbol of the
Unconquered.
The descent of Baptiste’s relationship and the crisis of his frontier project in the midst of
a drought repeats, with some deviance, that of Devereaux’s. But instead of ending the narrative
after the hero is shut out from his wife’s life, The Homesteader breaks new ground by following
Baptiste into a career as an author of a thinly disguised autobiography. Baptiste crisscrosses the
country: to file a court case against his in-laws after they sell Orlean’s claim, to market his book,
and to have a second look at the women he did not marry over Orlean. The marketing migrations
“from town to town, from city to city” are enough, even after the worst year for his crops and in
the midst of foreclosure, to gain some fiscal security and funnel those monies into the fading
homesteading project. From somewhere across the country, Baptiste “hire[s] an engine to plow
all his land that was not prepared” (457). Baptiste’s absence does not sever completely his
attachment to the homestead; rather, the migration only further subjugates, through the
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increasing distance, the high prairies to an alienated, urban, industrial power broker.
Micheaux’s language increasingly separates agrarian ideology from agrarian
representation. Even as Baptiste brings suit against his in-laws for their sale of Orlean’s
relinquishment, and subsequently faces trial in Chicago for a murder he did not commit, he can
still manage a bountiful crop in South Dakota. Baptiste relies on hired help who plow and sow
“more than seven hundred fifty acres” of wheat (499). Baptiste is completely unaware of
“whether there was any wheat there or not” (499-500). As he sits in a bar reconciling himself to
losing his claim to Orlean’s land, he only knows from a paper that a drought has struck Kansas
and Nebraska. The harvest turns out to be, as Agnes informs him, “a fine crop of wheat on all
your land,” in fact, “the best” (515, 522). The drought is weathered by Baptiste not with any
dogged agrarian labor but in an alienated and distracted sequence wherein Baptiste isn’t even
aware of his crops’ progress.
This reversal of environment’s fatality to progress along with the hero’s ability to outlast
the drought sets The Conquest and The Homesteader apart. Baptiste inaugurates the homesteader
hero who succeeds through a reliance on alienation, urban finance and industrialization.
Undoubtedly, the mechanical reproduction of the homesteader and attendant agrarian ideology
reduces the aura of the communal project that other agrarian ideologies put forward. Micheaux’s
empty gestures of agrarian community on the Dakotan plain mean that when Baptiste does
actually encounter an agrarian community, in the chapter “What might have been,” it expresses
as pastoral nostalgia. During his effort to sell his book, Baptiste takes a digression to the
sprawling acres of the “Potato King” and the daughter who “he might have had for wife” (423).
In strange fashion, this daughter, Irene Grey, familiarizes Baptiste again to the natural world in a
sort of agrarian tourism; the two walk the potato fields, sit by the river, and embrace on a bench
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within some concealing vines. Before them is the kingdom of Junius Grey, based on the real
Junius Groves. Amounting to “quite a settlement,” of “mostly small farmers,” Grey’s little
empire easily conforms more to a Tuskegee agrarian ideology compared to Baptiste’s boosterism
of the Dakotan railroad towns. The narrative feels disembodied witnessing, as a stranger, its selfclaimed story. It grasps for a reorientation and uses Irene to that end. This interruption in
Baptiste’s steady separation from actual agrarian labor seeks to mollify the strains of
contradiction as he, in order to succeed, fails to practice what he preaches.
Micheaux’s novels, devoid of communal aura, become the egoistic creations of self-love
and environmental imperialism. Micheaux’s use of mechanization captures one ascendant dream
of modernity--that a mechanized age will somehow better the lives of everyone even as it allows
heroes to stand apart like Prometheans, with individuals crediting themselves as harbingers of
better things. Throughout Micheaux’s career, he was never hesitant to criticize those African
Americans continuing to live in the cities with such land open to them. Baptiste laments, “Such
examples of neglected opportunity stood out clearly, and were recorded; and the record would
give his race, claiming to be discriminated against, no credit” (The Homesteader 109). In
contrast, Micheaux’s homesteader heroes record a different “epoch.”95
Railroads, the lifeblood of epochs, whatever their intrusive nature into the garden, opened
a different type of labor, a different type of life than Micheaux saw as typical in the agrarian
fields of his family’s property. Critically, the fields of the Middle West, according to Micheaux,
bore too much burden on the individual life. Either the ground bares such a name as “Nubbin’
Ridge” or the people and the land have settled into a broad ennui. For instance, Micheaux
describes a typical scene in an agrarian community of southern Illinois: “Perched on the banks of
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the Ohio, it still lingered in a state of dull lethargy; loafers held to the corners, and arguments
were the usual daily routine” (The Homesteader 442). As The Conquest opens in Devereaux’s
hometown of Metropolis, Illinois, the separation between Washington’s empowered localism,
immortalized in the phrase “cast down your bucket where you are,” and Devereaux’s frontier
boosterism becomes apparent in Devereaux’s summation of the “people of southern Illinois, [as]
contented and happy to eke a living from the farm they pretended to cultivate” (Micheaux, The
Conquest 194). Intimate rural life, with its churches and small scale farming--the very milieu of
Washington’s ideology--stifles Devereaux as he contends with gossip, the spectacular and
hypocritical religiosity of his neighbors, as well as a home life that pegs the young man as a layabout. Devereaux unknowingly characterizes himself as, in fact, a failure of the Washingtonian
system and a perfect candidate for urban migration. Rather than be a contented small farmer,
Micheaux and his heroes migrate.
The opportunity of the West was not intimacy with the land but a capacity to become an
indiscriminate mass and mechanically produced commodity, to create unparalleled forward
movement where before the seasons and the weather fixed where, when, and what a farmer
would do. Resolutely, Micheaux’s homesteading oeuvre moves away from the ideology of
agrarianism towards a mechanical age. One sees in The Homesteader, for instance, how the
“mechanician” Baptiste quietly remakes his position as steam tractors and a migratory wage
labor force (the Stewarts) are introduced.
Micheaux insinuates the mechanical into the communal aura of the Southern black
agrarian tradition, first by assenting to the self-made man mythology of the Gilded Age and then
by writing the mechanical as the scene for social relations/true love, which no less serve the selfmade man. On Baptiste’s return to his Dakota homestead he looks out at a boon harvest. The
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episode repeats the social and ecological geography of “The Harvest” chapter, with Baptiste
standing as overseer and Bill and George as poor wage laborers, “eating in the field where they
worked” (527). Agnes, now aware of her ancestry, surprises him. “Her eyes were as they had
been that day near this selfsame spot years before, kind and endearing. She did not resist as she
saw his manly love and felt his body quiver” (528). The closing chapter leaves no doubt as to the
intent of this imagery. The “As it was in the Beginning” chapter, with its blatant Genesis myth
allusion, takes place, however, “in a stateroom aboard a great continental limited, just out of
Omaha and speeding westward to the Pacific coast” (529). Even as the chapter begins with the
cyclical time of agrarianism--“It was in the autumn time, after the wheat and the oats, the rye, the
barley and the flaxseed had all been gathered, and threshed, and also after the corn had been
husked” (529)--we find it is a residual reference to a now blasted social order. It takes the
decimation of World War I, the narrative goes on to say, with its industrial apocalypse, along
with an ecological crisis (“Black Rust had impaired the spring wheat yield”) for Baptiste to be
able to sell high and “redeem at last the land” (529). Industrial time eclipses the more eotechnical
agrarian time to effect a return to Micheaux’s Anthropocene Eden. He and Agnes do not
consummate their portentous beginning looking out over Baptiste’s fields but aboard an iron
horse.
Baptiste rests somewhat uneasy, on the train, in reconciling his turbulent past with his
current state. He had denied his love because of the “custom of the country” against interracial
romance and reaped only trouble and sorrow with his marriage to Orlean. Agnes tells him he
“seems to bring back events in your life that we want to forget” (532). The physically jarring and
destabilizing experience of rail travel for the passenger reaches into personal memory as The
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Homesteaders concludes.96 Within the railroad’s crucible of time and space, Baptiste attempts a
revision: to forget and replace. Micheaux lacks the self-less purpose for which Frances Harper
and other women traveled by rail to speak to and help create a politicized black public. In The
Homesteader’s conclusion, as the train collapses space for Baptiste, the words of a woman
devoted to one man only progresses Baptiste from the “terrible” past (532). A woman’s voice,
which in the tradition of African American women authors is multi-valent and often a voice of a
community, becomes stream-lined towards a single object, never veering, like the tracks of a
railroad.
The Wind from Nowhere, published more than thirty years after The Homesteader, only
further intensifies the homesteader hero’s psychological morass in his failed marriage and the
industrial environment which enables his self-satisfied ways. The ecological crises find even less
space in the novel. The drought spurs an even more extreme reliance on industrial technology
and wage labor. The homesteader, Martin Eden, will plow more deeply and bust the sod in order
to store moisture. Micheaux dismisses an agrarian community centered around the extended
family; from the Stewarts, Eden “need[s]” only their “willing minds and hands” (334). Eden’s
plan to regenerate the West is “to buy the powerful tractor, supply gasoline and the machinery
and try his new way of farming, with Stewarts to do the work” (334). It works, but this is only
the first step in his plan to deconstruct the cycle of relief urban black communities have fallen
into; Eden will resettle many on ten acre farms and will “bring the city to these poor people” in
the form of mill factories (336). Eden’s plan is an agrarian project, perhaps rivalling that of The
Potato King, but, as he says, “I would help them by helping myself. That’s the kind of charity
I’ve always believed in--help people to help themselves; but to help the helper at the same time”
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(336). Micheaux’s residual agrarian ideology, adapting to the times, counters the relief and work
programs of the New Deal, and the vision of an African American West, of a community, further
skews towards autocracy.
What we see in The Wind from Nowhere is the loss of any effort or need to represent
agrarian labor. The argument with Micheaux’s father-in-law becomes the only object of
narration. What this masks is the dialect between the machine and the garden that was at least
worked out in the person of Jean Baptiste. The industrialization of the homestead has already
occurred before the novel begins. There is no need to await the arrival of the railroad or to move
towns wholesale into the railroad’s path; Eden drives an auto instead of a horse-drawn cart, and
ships his stock to Chicago on the railroad in the opening pages (19, 27). The most notable
change, for the purposes of this discussion, is the plot development which Micheaux borrows
from film: that of striking it rich. Eden’s vision of resettlement and reclamation becomes realized
after a mountain of manganese is discovered on his land.
In the time between the publication of The Homesteader in 1917 and The Wind from
Nowhere in 1941 Micheaux turned, appropriately enough, to the aesthetic counterpart to the
transportation and communication revolution, making more than forty films. As the train
“shocks” the public with its experience of speed and linearity, cinema collapses time and space
to present the viewer with a startlingly mimetic form.97 Scholar Lynne Kirby has further noted
the railroad and cinema’s reciprocal role in heralding modernity. Both, Kirby says, “integrat[e]
the modern, primarily urban subject into a larger, mechanically defined world” (11). Jacqueline
Najuma Stewart centers her scholarship of African American cinema and the creation of an
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African American audience on the dynamic effect migration towards urban centers had on the
burgeoning aesthetic. This movement, according to Stewart, necessitated an active effort to
create an African American culture more at home in modernity.98 The intimacy between
migration, industrialization, and race is demonstrated by the fact that the first film with an
African American cast and director was William Foster’s The Railroad Porter (1912).
Micheaux’s aesthetic shift was to plunge his homesteader hero, the archetype of residual
agrarianism, onto the big screen: what Stewart refers to as “the flagship medium of modernity”
(xiii). With his embedded paradoxes, Micheaux becomes “race film’s most famous and prolific
director” (Stewart 219)
The shift by Micheaux into the cinema form created, as Michael K. Johnson remarks, a
need to compact the homesteading plot into the time constraints of a film reel: “In contrast to the
necessity of years of hard (and uncinematic) work in the homesteading narrative, the discovery
of oil provides a quick resolution to a story, which may account for part of its popularity” (Hoo
Doo 129). Johnson further identifies “the discovery of oil on the western frontier as the means
for the black hero’s success” as a trope within early African American cinema (Hoo Doo 129).99
But the progression of Micheaux towards this resolution was seeded in his embrace of industrial
capitalism as much if not more than the constraints of form. This plot change signals a blatant
consummation of industrial technology within Micheaux’s ideology of uplift. The shift towards a
completely different commodity, from crop to mineral, necessarily means a different relation to
the natural world. Not only was homesteading uncinematic but it failed to resonate with the
increasingly urban African American community which both embraced and reeled from an
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alienation from their rural origins. The move into modernity/urbanity demands a metaphorical
shift: a shift from “the seed,” a more social/communal and seasonally determined (meaning
eotechnical) metaphor, to the mineral, a prospecting monopolist’s dream of striking it rich in the
middle of nowhere. The trope played nicely into the broader move of turning slow natural
progress into one of mechanical reproduction.
Oscar Micheaux’s centrality and reputation in African American cinema continues to
grow. His films Within our Gates (1920), Symbol of the Unconquered (1920), and Body and Soul
(1925) especially represent his artistic triumph and one of the most important bodies of cinematic
works in the history of film. Pearl Bowser and Louise Spence have additionally documented the
tour de force Micheaux executed in even getting his films shown in some states. He often
countered censor boards through forceful arguments about equal racial representation or through
violating regulations by showing films without formal approval.100
Only a handful of Micheaux’s films have survived. The transition to film did in fact spur
Micheaux’s most dynamic critique of U.S. racial hegemony. With this more bald critique of Jim
Crow came a rich representation of the hopes and troubles of agrarian laborers. In Body and
Soul, a mother finds work where she can get it, including picking cotton, and the film has a
poignant shot of the mother’s hands cleaning harvested cotton (Body and Soul 1:02:58). Within
our Gates is remarkable not only for its portrayal of a Jim Crow lynching but for representing the
plight of tenant farmers in the South. In one scene a farmer pleads with the Reverend Wilson
Jacobs to enroll his children in the financially desperate school; the boll weevil has destroyed his
cotton but some hope remains if his children receive an education (Within our Gates 15:30).
How that education might bring relief is demonstrated when a white landowning oligarch’s
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manipulation of debt and environment is challenged by the educated Sylvia Landry, who proudly
shows her adopted parents, who are tenant farmers, the proper accounting of their debt. In the
murder of Philip Gridlestone, the white oligarch, by a white tenant farmer, whom Gridlestone
had also cheated and called “poor white trash” (Within our Gates 56:14), Micheaux reveals for a
moment the shared exploitation of poor rural laborers before the murder is used to inflame racial
hatreds. The potentially divisive class issue is diverted through racial violence, in which the
white tenant takes a leading role.
Broadly, the more Micheaux attempted to represent the West as a tabula rasa from
Eastern and Southern history, fit to be scribbled with empire and misogyny, the more it molded
an ideology that strayed from any historical grounding.101 His novels were more often complicit
in this than his films.102 The difference that the form made perhaps can be summarized as an
interruption in the personal reflection Micheaux constantly sought in his art. His surviving films
do not have the overbearing weight of second-rate autobiography. Even the films which include
the plot of homesteading in South Dakota are more palatable than his novels.
Micheaux’s first extant homesteading film, The Symbol of the Unconquered: A Story of
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injustice of the convict labor system. World War I veteran, Tump Pack refuses to pick cotton is arrested on an “old
gambling charge” and made to work anyway (Micheaux, Birthright 22:16). Just how much this conclusion fails to
register its own hypocrisy is captured in the fact that Constable Bobbs, a rank violent racist throughout the film,
“bowed to [Siner] and smiled when [the speech] was over” (Micheaux, Birthright 1:12:54).
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the Ku Klux Klan (1920), was the first move by Micheaux towards valorizing mineral wealth
rather than agriculture. The Symbol of the Unconquered marks a cleavage from his typical
ahistorical representation of Western environment and society (there is no race problem in the
West, nor is there anything to hold one back if one only worked) towards a more troubled vision
of a country soaked in race terror. After all, the film features the terrorist group the KKK in the
Dakotas attempting in a stunning scene to drive the homesteader hero from his land.
Most importantly, the film shows how Micheaux preserved the homesteader novels’
tradition of praising the industrial autocrat. The film’s adoption of the mineral instead of the crop
alienates uplift ideology from a metabolic relationship to the natural world, and also makes plain
what uplift will mean to the experience of space and time. Even as Micheaux carried forward his
homesteading narrative into a medium that arguably was more accessible to the agrarian working
class than literature (one need only consider literacy rates in the early twentieth century), he
continues to suppress the representation of agrarian labor, of a connection to the soil and those
who work the soil.103
In the film, Eve (or in some film versions, Evon) Mason inherits a homestead in South
Dakota from her father. Her motivation for going West is not explored in the extant film, but if it
was to escape the prejudice of the South this hope is quickly disillusioned by the hotel owner.
Jefferson Driscoll, a man attempting to pass as white, sees the subtle signs of color in the very
light skinned Mason. He cruelly puts Mason in the stable rather than a room. Mason’s status as a
single woman garners no deference in the frontier town. Vulnerable to the debasing actions of
Jefferson Driscoll, she finds some neighborly compassion from an African American
homesteader, Hugh Van Allen. The two form a quick bond over the wagon ride to her cabin.
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Separate gender roles appear quickly in the new friendship. The little-used house is in need of
sweeping and Van Allen attempts to start but is hopelessly awkward and stiff, swinging a simple
broom in grand arcs and throwing the dust into the air. Mason quickly grabs the broom and Van
Allen finds a chore outside.
A woman’s role in the West, as it had similarly been detailed in Micheaux’s novels, is
further entrenched in The Symbol. After moving to her claim, Mason attempts to work it. The
scene opens with Mason digging a hole. “Eve works hard to make the most of her homestead,”
the intertitle reads (Micheaux, Symbol of the Unconquered 36:22). But she quickly throws her
hat to the ground in frustration. After throwing a few spades full of dirt, Mason sits exhausted in
a hole barely big enough to hold her feet which are clad in a classy pair of heels. Holding a bum
elbow, she limps away to the watchful homesteader. Van Allen quickly takes over and makes
short work of the chore. The exact purpose of the hole does not seem to be agricultural, but may
be simply to present evidence of a working claim. This will be the closest that Micheaux comes
to representing homesteading labor in his extant films. The scene illustrates the continued
importance of domesticating women in an increasingly residual agrarian ideology. Even as
Jacqueline Najuma Stewart identifies Mason as a counter to submissive female roles, arguing
that “Eve’s determination to travel alone to distant country makes her a uniquely strong and
independent female character, and her bravery during the Klan attacks further distinguishes her
from weaker, more dependent heroines found in other race films” (223), it is precisely her
movement as guided by Van Allen (it is Van Allen who “rescues” Mason and takes her to the
claim) and her willingness to sacrifice for the sake of his land that places her within Micheaux’s
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patriarchal homesteading tradition.104

FIG. 6. Hugh Van Allen makes a mess sweeping. Symbol of the Unconquered.
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Deborah Stewart makes a similar heroic ride and will gladly reside the full term to prove a claim in The Wind, all
for the sake of securing land for Eden. The Wind, 394; 403-410.
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FIG. 7. Eve exhausted and frustrated in the hole she has dug. Symbol of the Unconquered.

FIG. 8. Hugh Van Allen takes over the task. Symbol of the Unconquered.
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Though Symbol of the Unconquered dramatizes racial terror, in the underlying
commentary on class, Micheaux’s cultural work “helps those who help themselves.” And in the
West, self-interest means environmental loss. Van Allen’s homestead, never developing beyond
a canvas tent, becomes a boom town when oil is found on his stake. After Van Allen’s defense of
his homestead against the Klan (these scenes are not extant in the present film), the movie cuts to
an industrial scene; smoke plumes from Van Allen’s oil fields “obscure the sky” (Micheaux,
Symbol of the Unconquered 54:07). The now rich tycoon sits in a skyscraper office in an
unknown city (perhaps still in the South Dakota prairie). The vague environmental setting acts
deliberately to diminish the environmental determinants on an individual. “Out of nowhere” or
“the middle of nowhere” will become the environment from which the self-made emerges. The
right person can make it anywhere.
A ticker tape spools out in the background. Van Allen has become an “oil king.” Over the
shoulder of the wealthily dressed and cigar smoking Van Allen is the nondescript facade of a
metropolitan building. The Symbol transforms the sod house into a corner office. Thus prairie
becomes metropolis and a noble but humble farmer a captain of industry in a collapse of space
and time which defines a particular experience of uplift in the modern era. Regarding the themes
of environment and farm labor, Micheaux uses cinema not to publicize a communal uplift even
as movies were often a worker’s entertainment; instead, Micheaux uses it in The Symbol of the
Unconquered to direct his audience’s adoration towards monopolists. Micheaux’s agrarian
heroes become, in other words, reiterations of the self-made men of urban centers.
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FIG. 9. Hugh Van Allen in his high rise office. Symbol of the Unconquered
Bowser and Spence claim Micheaux’s reiterations of autobiography, “though often
personal, were not unique; they were woven with threads of commonality and communality”
(37). And Micheaux did meet the censure of the upper classes of African American society for
representing a broader array of social types (Bowser and Spence 180). But in the homesteader
mythologies, no matter the scope of his character types, the reader “can’t take [the hero] as a
criterion” in more broadly assessing the race (Micheaux, The Wind 346). The “seemingly
egocentric” Micheaux, as Bowser and Spence refer to him, was just that in his attempt to
reimagine a new geography in the American West (37).
Micheaux’s homesteader performs a separation from not only the communal agrarianism
of his youth but his self-claimed homesteading ideology. Micheaux’s homesteading films and
novels tally an ever-more complicated and uneasy relationship to manual field labor. The
movement of homesteading ideology into film culminates in the stock portfolios of a tycoon and
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illustrates the progression of an ideology from social uplift and community to the bankruptcy of
an exceptional individual.
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CHAPTER 5
THE QUEST OF THE SILVER FLEECE: THE “PRODUCT” AND “GROWTH” OF THE
REVOLUTIONARY SOUTH.
Frances Harper instituted both the literary tradition of immersion and the social rite of
passage for generations of writers by going down South, literally and narratively. Later writers
like Du Bois and Jean Toomer used this journey to ground their literature and their own
experience when they too taught in the country schools and were exposed to a “folk” tradition.
W. E. B. Du Bois’s The Souls of Black Folk stands as the most canonical text of this rite. Hazel
Carby has interrogated the “gendered imagination” of Souls as it solidifies an overwhelming selfpossessed masculinity as the source of black culture, most importantly embodied in Du Bois’s
own race leader persona. Carby argues that women’s voices, which were readily available at that
time, were instead portrayed as mediators of white aggression, and thus suppressed as
“complicit” and unfaithful to their community (Race Men 33). Carby’s critique fixes on Souls
because of its monumental status. Yet Carby further permits a reading of Du Bois’s broader body
of work as advocating for women rather than buttressing a patriarchy (Race Men 12). Criticism
has thus far focused on how Du Bois responded to women’s social issues and how he himself
contributed to or countered patriarchal politics. More can be said regarding the influence of a
feminine literary tradition on his work.105 In particular, Du Bois’s first novel, The Quest of the
Silver Fleece, should be read as directly opposing what Carby takes to be Soul’s “imagined black
community”: a community “determined by the nature of the struggle among men over the bodies
of women” (Race Men 25). Maria Farland has importantly noted Du Bois’s indebtedness towards
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the Talented Tenth model of racial uplift (“Introduction” xx).
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domestic fiction in The Quest. She claims that “women's work and writing are important
contexts” in interpreting his work (1019). While rather muted, this statement works towards what
Susan Gillman and Alys Eve Weinbaum refer to as the crucial “centering” of gender and
sexuality needed in the “analytical categories” when discussing Du Bois’s work (1-2).
I do not intend to imply that the consummation of a feminine tradition in African
American writing ends within masculine discourse. Instead, I wish to correct the still current
assumption that Du Bois was not influenced by African American female authors. I wish here to
interpret how literary traditions of African American women shaped Du Bois’s first great novel,
but also how he, too, countered the removal of women from agrarian labor which had been a
cornerstone of African American literature. Acknowledging, then, this important feminine voice
in Du Bois’s work, I argue that Du Bois shifted the presumptions of racial uplift towards a richer
representation of agrarian labor. Furthermore, to assuage his “anxiety of influence,” Du Bois
writes an anti-domestic novel, countering the “moral economy” of Iola Leroy with an economy
of sex, money, and power.
Iola Leroy, by and large, abhors a working-class alliance between black and white
workers. Iola eschews the “the red banner of anarchy” to join the “bread-winners” (Harper 223,
205).106 Iola's presence on a sales floor upsets not the employer but the employees, who
effectively organize and petition for her removal. Yet, while fighting working-class racism, Iola
also endorses capitalism’s top-down authority. Iola finds work after an owner, Mr. Cloten,
determines “to let my employees know that I, not they, commanded my business” (Harper 212).
Moreover, her husband, Dr. Latimer, “a true patriot and a good citizen,” carries out his duties as
a doctor to heal not only the sick but the “short-sighted and besotted men,” meaning labor
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radicals, that would “[lay] magazines of powder under the cradles of unborn generations”
(Harper 279). Iola’s relatively conservative class politics offers a point of contrast with what
Mark Van Wienen has called Du Bois’s socialist utopian novel even as the two novels both
culminate in secure black agrarian communities (173-174). Du Bois’s The Quest counters many
of the patriarchal ideologies that sustained the plantation system, but, additionally, the growing
cabals of Wall Street.107 Even as The Quest catalogs women’s labor as never severing completely
from a bourgeois domesticity, it is a tremendous dedication to the female voice and a text which
responds to and amends the literature of African American women by directly representing
women’s agrarian labor: a singular achievement. The Quest of the Silver Fleece centralizes
women not as bodies waiting to be written upon but brokers of culture, power, and community.
Du Bois traces the development of the heroine Zora Cresswell in three distinct phases of
development: a sex slave in the plantation South living deep within a swamp, an urban domestic
within the machinations of Washington D. C., and finally what I refer to as the “domestic
agrarian” on a communal farm. These three phases likewise tally the political and affective
consequences of what Maurice Lee has referred to as the novel’s “double aims” of materialism
and idealism (397).
Du Bois centers a broad critique of trusts, Northern philanthropy, and Southern despotism
around a singular African American school and the swamp that borders it in Tooms County,
Alabama.108 Du Bois carefully arranges the county as a sort of diorama: the swamp full of
superstitions and "primitiveness” in which the conjure woman Elspeth sells the body of Zora, a
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vibrant spirited girl, and Elspeth’s own ; the precarious school of Sarah Smith's; and close by, the
fields of agrarian labor and the central mansion of the Creswells, who rule the county, and whose
“oaks” act as a metonym for the family’s ecological dominance. Within the stark boundaries of
swamp, plantation, school, it is the perilous crossings between these worlds that shape existence.
It could be Cresswell sneaking into the swamp or Zora appearing at the Smith school. Du Bois
further complicates the circumscribed locale by bringing from the shadows the efforts of a New
York Cotton Trust to corner the market and control the so-called philanthropy of industrial
education. Du Bois attempts, much like Frank Norris does in his Epic of Wheat trilogy, to make
plain the interconnected webs of finance, production, culture, and race supremacy.109 Against
such power structures, the cotton crop Bles and Zora raise in the midst of the swamp becomes an
abortive dream of finding a place of “purity” away from white power structures and the legacy of
white rape. Rending the swamp as a site of relative security, as a site of safe harbor for the
runaway and secrecy for the rebel, Du Bois forces the dreams and agencies of young African
Americans from their marronage back into fields of open conflict. The novel moves from the
secluded swamp to Washington D. C., the heart of American politics. Through its shifting
setting, Quest acknowledges the ulterior geography created by mobile women against an
aristocratic system premised on male access.
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The Quest opens within an amorphous and chaotic scene. Blessed Alwyn, “black, fifteen,
country-bred, strong, clear- eyed,” journeys through a dense swamp towards the school of Sarah
Smith, an aging schoolmarm of Reconstruction (24). Alwyn is only one of scores who “straggled
in” towards the school, drawn to the “half dozen gleaming buildings perched aloft [which] seem
portentous--big with the destiny not simply of a county and a State, but of a race--a nation--a
world” (22-23). “Miss Smith’s School” not only shifts the prospects of the local African
American population, creating new avenues of migration and uplift through a classical education,
but shifts, too, the spatial hegemony of the plantation South. The school operates within the
landmarks of plantation space to interrupt the predominant means of production: the exploitive
system of peonage. The representative family of the plantation class admits as much when Harry
Cresswell says, “[t]his Smith School, particularly, has nearly ruined our plantation. It's stuck
almost in our front yard” (160). Countering these more constructed spaces, an unproductive
swamp, from which Bles and Zora will carve their hopes and dreams, resembles a biblical precreation swirling in black and red (13).
“All his darkness was sudden light . . . ,” Bles says when he sees Zora for the first time
through a cracked door dancing for white men (15). She stops time in a pregnant moment full of
lust, religion, and fear. It will be Zora’s voice, which he first hears as “formless, boundless
music,” which will later give Bles the wherewithal to commit to a collective agrarian community
(15). The description of the first encounter, saturated with religious import, from the Creation to
Paul’s conversion on the road to Damascus to the prophet Elijah’s ascension (“Amid this mighty
halo, as on clouds of flame, a girl was dancing”), signals Zora’s momentousness (14). Her
“formless” voice will eventually join Iola’s and Fordham’s Eve in bringing about a new creative
order for the black South.
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Zora flees from the cabin of her mother, Elspeth, where, hidden from view, the drunken
and privileged Harry Cresswell exploits black female bodies, perpetuating generations of incest
and illegitimacy. Within the swamp, the two burgeoning youths, Zora and Bles, find a world
apart. In their childish friendship, Zora shows Bles “all the beauty of her swamp-world--great
shadowy oaks and limpid pools, lone, naked trees and sweet flowers; the whispering and flitting
of wild things, and the winging of furtive birds” (45). While Zora remains defiantly complacent
in her swamp, Bles impresses upon her the need of an education because that is how white power
is constructed. She dismisses education as strictly a white system of knowledge: “‘No, no. They
don't really rule; they just thinks they rule. They just got things, --heavy, dead things. We black
folks is got the spirit” (45). Zora’s sentiment against “things” is telling when she still guides Bles
to a secluded island of “dreams” in the swamp and they set out to break, cut, and plow the
untouched piece of land. Their hope is to get enough cotton to pay for Zora’s education. Just as
they attempt to find a space to live freely in the plantocratic South, Zora will have to find space
within the conception of “things” to find something more living than dead.
Conjure and magical thinking breathe life into the small island Bles and Zora plant with
the cotton seed Elspeth has secured through the years. Their object however remains removing
the sedimented layers of economic exploitation. They challenge the great landowners, the
Creswells, as they work without contract and without debt. The fantasy within the swamp
conceives of black life without the sexual exploitation of the plantation families and secure in the
land and the labor of their own hands.
Zora’s agrarian labor, “never pausing, and gaining in deftness and care” (121),
reenvisions the postbellum domestic agrarian. A woman and a man work side by side to claim
something as their own. Zora is an anomaly. Within the literature of uplift, agrarian labor, not to
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mention women’s agrarian labor, did not occur. The novel’s noted coupling of different genres,
philosophies, and geographies (there are two marriages between the Northern Taylors and the
Southern Cresswells after all) only further maps Zora’s peculiarity within a literary tradition
which could not acknowledge her.110 To place women again in the field revives a host of
anxieties regarding black masculinity and racial uplift which writers for decades had sought to
“bury under the hearthstone.” Rather than appease these anxieties of agrarian labor, Quest will
turn and shame these very efforts to ignore women’s field work. But Du Bois had to work out his
own ambivalent feelings toward the legacy of agrarian labor within the African American
community. Du Bois wrote forcefully in Souls that the dream of a black yeomanry, within the
morass of white Southern peonage, was dead. And it is not hard to find beneath the surface of Du
Bois’s writing at this time the undertow of his debate with Booker T. Washington. Du Bois offsets his anxiety regarding the portrayal of agrarian labor, seeking to signify on a woman’s
material labor as that labor registers within the economies of home, region, and nation. Efforts to
literally domesticate Zora away from her work outside, according to Du Bois, misunderstand the
history of African Americans in the U.S. and the threat posed not just by Jim Crow but by the
self-making men and women of the Gilded Age. “Attending community” does not start in the
home and radiate outward from there, but in the spectacle of courtrooms, stock exchanges,
warehouse depots, and even the open space of the cotton field.
Zora and Bles begin the work of clearing the swamp in the chapter “The Planting.” Zora
does not at first want to labor: “I don't work; mostly I dreams. But I can work, and I will--for the
wonder things--and for you” (49). Raised in chaos of the swamp, still Zora follows the
disciplined plow rows for the sake of learning and for love. The cotton crop has its own lessons
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for the “untrained back” and “soft little hands” (50). Zora comes to know how a cotton field
consumes those who work it. Zora refuses to have Bles earn the money in the fields, preferring
the punishing labor than to have a man earn her way. Yet domestication progresses anyway. Bles
gives her the first of two dresses that will symbolically relocate Zora into the middle class. Once
educated, Bles believes, Zora “won't want to live in the swamp” (50). Zora’s protestations both
for freedom and for a “castle” in the swamp waver when Bles asks, “‘I want you to do all this-for me.’” (51). Zora happily assents, structuring a social uplift around passionate submission.
As the young pair force the roots from their place in the deep bog, Zora’s hands bleed and
yet she stubbornly insists on continuing the work as long as Bles does. The gendered primacy of
men in agrarian labor gives way somewhat to the young couple’s desperate need to clear the
thick trees. Even their concerted efforts offer little hope to clear the swamp, and Bles wishes out
loud for a mule. Zora lies to Bles, promising to work with him the next day. She instead secretly
steals a mule from the Creswell farm. For the better part of two days they clear and burn the
swamp till it is bare. Yet once the ground is broken, Bles asks, as another token of domesticity,
that Zora never steal or lie again. Bles’s mission to cultivate Zora and the swamp she embodies
seeks to enclose the fleet young woman in moral and physical boundaries. Her own house opens
to white men in the night. Rather than stay under Elspeth’s roof, Zora sleeps in the open swamp.
A new home is in order then. A black oak stands at the border of their plowed field; a large limb
sweeps low enough and mingles with other supporting branches to create “a mighty seat” (97).
From this, Bles builds a house:
Deftly twisting and intertwining the branches of tree and bush, he wove a canopy
of living green that shadowed the curious nest and warded it snugly from wind
and water.
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Early next morning Bles slipped down and improved the nest; adding footrests to make the climbing easy, peep-holes east and west, a bit of carpet over the
bark, and on the rough main trunk, a little picture in blue and gold of Bougereau's
Madonna. Zora sat hidden and alone in silent ecstasy. (97)
Even as it forms from the natural world, this nest symbolically harbors Zora from the base
materiality and secretive abuse of the swamp. When Bles moves and digs and throws the earth to
construct a dyke along the edge of the field, Zora “begs,” “‘[d]on't throw the dirt too high there,’
. . . ‘it ‘ll bring my seat too near the earth’” (97). In Zora’s education and her relationship with
Bles, her awareness of degradation and morality grows. From a brazen “heathen hoyden,” she
becomes fearful, even terrified, precisely in relation to Bles and their dream of cotton (44, 91,
94).
It is for love and a dream’s consummation that the patch of swamp is deforested and
drained to reveal a rich black soil. The cotton matures under the watchful gaze of the two young
lovers as they too find what was liminal becoming tangible: “a soul, until now unmindful of its
wrappings, comes suddenly to consciousness of body and clothes; when it gropes and tries to
adjust one with the other, and through them to give to the inner deeper self, finer and fuller
expression” (123). Body and soul are just two of the many dichotomies attempting a union
within the narrative of agrarian uplift. The cotton and Zora become responsive to one another.
Before she was a wood sprite, a figment, capable of arriving as a wind. The agrarian labor
changes her body. Her hands bleed and she matures and yet “her buxom comeliness was
spiritualized; her face looked smaller, and her masses of hair, brought low about her ears,
heightened her ghostly beauty; her skin was darkly transparent, and her eyes looked out from
velvet veils of gloom” (156). As the field matures, Zora’s body startles the attention of those
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around her. Instead of bodily decline, separation from domesticity, and degradation, the agrarian
field spurs “the latent mother in her” (125). Du Bois broadens the significance of a woman’s
field labor, as the labor that takes place outside the home now ritualizes the formation of
domesticity and the meeting of body and spirit.
Bles attempts a fruitful connection to the earth without the stigma or the burden of the
Fall. Yet the hanging of a Madonna print within the fabricated home only intensifies Zora’s
inculcated middle-class anxieties regarding her suitability for motherhood. William-Adolphe
Bougereau's The Madonna of the Lilies (1899), the neoclassical portrait of purity, garishly stands
out in the nest built from the swamp, juxtaposing the Reconstruction of land and labor with the
Reconstruction of the defamed. The small dash of culture is the most forced effort to find
spiritualism’s ablution in agrarian life. The moment is meant to be overdone. The purity of a
Madonna is empty of any resonance within the sexual politics of the plantation South. In Bles’s
presumptuous domestication of Zora, Du Bois begins to offer a critique of bourgeois uplift
ideology. The imminent collapse of Bles’s efforts of home building opens the semblance of
hermetic domesticity into the ambivalence of sin and worldly living.
The cotton bolls break into “frothing fruit” (164). Zora’s and Bles’s own maturation
attaches itself to the cotton plants in a “doubly glorious” symbiosis (164). Promises of marriage
are shared while working in the shelter of the swamp. In their moment of success, in the moment
when soul and body seem perfectly balanced, Zora and Bles leave the swamp in a daze of shared
love and adoration but they step in the path of the carriage carrying the North/South cabal of
Harry Cresswell, Mrs. Vanderpool, Mrs. Grey, and Mary Taylor. Cresswell, jealous and
inflamed at the site of the woman he raped as a child, publicly shames her by referring to her as
“notorious” (166).
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Bles’s Edenic fantasy to reconstruct a domestic space without oppressive histories, as a
space that cannot be touched by greed or lust, ultimately colludes with those same oppressive
histories. Moments before the encounter, Bles attempted to physically catalog Zora’s body in a
type of literary blazon which Du Bois structures closely to a sonnet: there are thirteen lines of
dialogue, followed by the volta of the carriage party. The thematic variation Du Bois introduces
allows Zora to counter Bles as Bles attempts to rhetorically construct a removal of Zora from
agrarian labor and consummate a protected family home for her:
“You are tall and bend like grasses on the swamp,” he said.
“And yet look up to you,” she murmured.
“Your eyes are darkness dressed in night.”
“To see you brighter, dear,” she said.
“Your little hands are much too frail for work.”
“They must grow larger, then, and soon.”
“Your feet are far too small to travel on.
“They’ll travel on to you--that’s far enough.”
“Your lips--your full and purple lips--were made alone for kissing, not for
words.”
“They'll do for both.”
He laughed in utter joy and touched her hair with light caressing hands.
“It does not fly with sunlight,” she said quickly, with an upward glance.
“No,” he answered. “It sits and listens to the night.”
But even as she nestled to him happily there came the harsh thunder of horses'
hoofs, beating on their ears. (165-166)
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Within the negotiated space, Zora both submits, supports, and yet speaks back when Bles hints at
her inadequacy for labor and his underlying desire for her as a silent object.
After the party leaves, a further insult from his teacher, Mary Taylor, sends Bles
breaking for the swamp. His own paradigm of a pure agrarian household crashes around his
head. In Bles’s deranged behavior, he allows himself to be an agent of outsiders: “He burst into
her view with the fury of a beast, rending the wood away and trampling the underbrush, reeling
and muttering until he saw her” (169). He metamorphoses briefly into a larger-than-life “beast”
capable of a violent agency that rends the reimagined environment. He finds her in the most
iconic way: “[s]he was standing still and listening, with a huge basket of the piled froth of the
field upon her head. One long brown arm, tender with curvings, balanced the cotton; the other,
poised, balanced the slim swaying body” (168). Bles confronts and interrogates Zora’s purity at
the very moment in which she most clearly represents agrarian labor. The field that has become
so iconic of Zora and Bles’s dream reconstructs itself into something that defiles. Bles washes
his hands of Zora, claiming that Zora can “[n]ever — never again" be pure (179). Zora’s
question “‘how can I grow pure?’” harkens towards the metaphor of the seed and its ambivalent
futurity (179). Her interrogative has the same forms of wanting, of dreams and hopes, which had
reconstructed the swamp. In Bles’s weakness, in his sense of betrayal, he denies she can grow
into anything other than what Cresswell wants from her.
Zora works on, harvesting and transporting the cotton to the Cresswell warehouse where
the silver fleece is “raped.” Impressed with the quality, Harry Cresswell makes short work of
taking it all and placing Zora into a system of debt. Colonel Cresswell seeks to interrupt Zora’s
connection to the land, to shape her as a peon to the soil: “next week cotton chopping begins-you’ll go to the fields or to the chain-gang. I’ll have no more of your loafing about my place”
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(214). Creswell calls Zora’s diffuse and deep connection to the swamp, and her supreme effort to
labor apart from him, “loafing,” an aimless disconnectedness, empty of his power and therefore
incoherent. Despite the remarkable intimacy between Zora, Bles and the king crop, Du Bois
clearly contrasts their secretive labor with that labor that falls under the full authority of the
plantation economy and the New York and British markets.
Anna Julia Cooper in her speech “Womanhood: The Vital Element in the Regeneration
and Progress of a Race” attributes an organicism to American society: “a society still fresh and
vigorous, whose seed is in itself, and whose very name is synonymous with all that is
progressive, elevating and inspiring, viz., the European bud and the American flower of modern
civilization” (11). This natural “growth” from Christianity and the chivalry of feudalism occurs
as those constructs value women. The growth from a “regenerating womanhood” contrasts with
the “product” of civilizations like the Muslim Caliphate and China: “Mahomet makes no account
of woman whatever in his polity. The Koran . . . unlike our Bible, was a product and not a
growth . . . . The Arab was a nomad. Home to him meant his present camping place” (9-10). Her
argument here essentializes--among many other things--a woman’s place. Western civilization
feels the “spirit of love of home and veneration for the pure and noble influence there presiding-the wife, the sister, the mother” (13). Nomadism or patterns of random circulation and migration
miss a woman’s “eternal growth and unlimited development” (10). As long as the home is pure,
the growth of a venerable community inexorably follows. Product, meanwhile, connotes, of
course, the mundanity of markets, of artificiality, of manipulation.
When Du Bois writes about the systems of white oppression from the rich city of New
York to the poor county of Tooms, Alabama, he uses the symbolic agency of the seed, of the
fantasies, the dreams, of the small farmers to show the abortive power of a few rich white people
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in New York. Bles and Zora dream that a cotton crop will help Zora move from her nomadic
variability toward a more domesticated role. All of this depends on the equation of her maturity
and domesticity with the natural growth of cotton. And this is why, Du Bois contends, that Bles
and Zora fail. The seed which conjure woman Elspeth broadcasts in Zora and Bles’s field,
despite its secretive potency, is still in the end, cotton destined for white men’s hands. The
agency of crop seed is only half understood if seen as purposed for growing. A seed’s own
agency groups a confusing number of outsiders’ intentions within its solitary wish to grow.
Beyond criticizing bourgeois efforts to domesticate agrarian women, the novel questions the
conceptual division between “product” and “growth.” Du Bois pointedly critiques agrarian
projects that fail to realize how inextricable the two are, as he writes in the “Cotton” chapter that
the “cry of the naked” of the world for clothes is answered both by the “answering life within the
vast dark breast” and “tense silent white-faced men moving in that swarm who felt no poetry and
heard no song” (54-55). In other words, the desperate need of humanity will always be the open
space for affective connection and empty calculation. To believe in a purity of motive simply
primes the black working class to be exploited by the New York City monopolists. The
“fruition,” to use Cooper’s phrase, of the cotton seed portends not only the surfacing of Zora and
Bles’s love, of their readiness for home building, but also the revelation of white industries of
sexual and economic rape: the underlying combinations of local white supremacy, Wall Street
machinations, academic elitism, and ego-centric philanthropy.
To contend with the plantocracy of North and South, Zora must find a workable way of
knowing and living that is both product and growth. Quest of the Silver Fleece attentive to both
boundaries and transgressions fixates on cotton--the substratum that links the swamp, school, and
plantation--not just as an object planted, tended, harvested, baled, shipped, milled, and sold but
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as a force in and of itself. Cotton moves from admired aesthetic object to itself the singer of
poetry. Rather than human actors imposing themselves on an inanimate crop, cotton jumps the
gap between object and subject leading the sociopolitical intentions of human actors into
uncertainty.
The new teacher at the Smith school, Mary Taylor, first finds Bles working in the fields,
devoting his time and energy to the crop synonymous with slavery. The teacher, thinking it
proper to address her students, ignorantly assumes that cotton is harvested by cutting the stalk.
The lowly but passionate agrarian teaches the Northern schoolmarm the basic biology of cotton
and peanut plants. Mixing “real” and “beauty” Bles “talked half dreamily” (31). Mary, quite
taken with the plant, kneels down to the earth, “wondering over the pale plants. The poetry of the
thing began to sing within her, awakening her un-poetic imagination, and she murmured: ‘The
Golden Fleece--it’s the Silver Fleece!’ (31, emphasis added).
This intense and “swell[ing]” dialogue is “watch[ed]” by “two white men” from the
distant Cresswell place (31-32). Realizing this, Bles returns quickly to hoeing with his head
down. The encounter brings Taylor to a sudden awareness that “[s]he had been here four months,
and yet every moment up to now she seemed to have been vividly, almost painfully conscious,
that she was a white woman talking to black folk. Now, for one little half-hour she had been a
woman talking to a boy--no, not even that: she had been talking--just talking; there were no
persons in the conversation, just things--one thing: Cotton” (32, emphasis added). Jarvis
McInnis reads Bles’s aesthetic appreciation of a field of cotton as Du Bois attempting to remove
cotton from the logic of the plantation. It is, after all, Bles’s “dream-talk” of the cotton fields
which moves Mary to reconsider the cotton plant (31). But Du Bois’s language deliberately
emphasizes the agency of cotton. Mary cannot know or perhaps cannot believe that it is the
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materiality of the cotton that enters her as a poem “of the thing” sung to her. Rather than simply
capturing the aesthetics of cotton, as McInnis reads Bles noting the “beauty” of the cotton fields,
Du Bois complicates the readers’ desire to compartmentalize aesthetics, social relations, and the
effect of objects within neat inside/outside restrictions (78). Why does Mary Taylor think that the
conversation she just had was only a “thing”? The “beauty” that Bles had pointed out no longer
characterizes the tone of Taylor’s thinking. Nor do I see it as a retroactive erasure of black
personhood--a reflexive equation of a black laborer with cotton crop-- by the anxiety of a white
woman who just had a conversation with a black man. The passing indiscretion leads to the
softening of white supremacist ideology not to its reinforcement. The passage is followed by
Taylor further reflecting: “She started thinking of cotton--but at once she pulled herself back to
the other aspect. Always before she had been veiled from these folk: who had put the veil there?”
(32). Taylor’s interior gymnastics free-associates “dreamily” talking with a black man with being
acutely aware of an ecological thing followed by a revelatory questioning of the color line. We
do not know the precise reasons she “pull[s]” herself from one thought to another. Neither is
Mary able to make sense of her experience or her suspicions. Mary admits she is unable to find
an “analogy” for her experience of race relations in the South (32).
Although the conversation between Bles and Mary concerning the cotton plant leads
Mary into a nascent social critique, the question remains whether this unguarded moment has
any lasting effect and to what end. Later, to complete the edifying barter, Taylor gives Alwyn the
story of the “Golden Fleece,” enabling him to broaden his own consciousness regarding the
cotton fields. Where Mary is unable to find an analogy, Bles, in hearing the tale of the Golden
Fleece, is able to allegorize, placing the myth within a relevant contemporary political discourse.
The golden fleece is the cotton, and Jason, the thief, represents the Cresswells: “‘This is the
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Black Sea,’ he said, pointing to the dull cabins that crouched here and there upon the earth, with
the dark twinkling of their black folk darting out to see the strangers ride by” (36). Mary’s and
Bles’s conversation moves beyond addressing just cotton towards its translation into allegory and
back again to address the material struggle between black laborers and white landowners.
Such a move perhaps implies the limitations of seeing cotton for cotton rather than the
hegemony structuring cotton production. But seeing cotton as cotton defamiliarizes Mary’s sense
of normative social hierarchies and behaviors. While Mary’s attentiveness to cotton transfers
along secretive associations towards surprising thoughts, the white men surveilling closely must
be considering white supremacy’s interpretation of the same scene: sexual trespass. The
categorically different readings further isolate the cotton plant’s affect on Mary as the catalyst for
a way out of rote interpretations. The “swell[ing],” rather than having a sexual connotation, may
be more akin to a ground swell: a primal and partially undefined force. Even as vast systems of
moral, racial, and economic oppression have calcified, cotton as a thing potentially acts as a
force apart. This is not to say that Quest fails to recognize cotton as the “very object-turnedcommodity that reduced the black body to the category and processes of labor in the first place”
(McInnis 86). Mary Taylor estimates her brother John, the mastermind behind the cotton scheme
is, “nothing but cotton; I tell him his soul is fibrous” (84). John Taylor, and the Cresswells
contend with the world on the material terms of greed and gain. The institutions they represent
embeds that crop forever in the flows of supply, demand and speculation.
Does such a relationship between cotton and greed call on Du Bois to write the “spiritual
epic of cotton”? (Braithwaite 77). McInnis thinks so and opens a powerful line of inquiry
regarding Du Bois centralization of cotton in Quest and the “the relationship between subjects
and objects, subjects as objects” (85). Quest, McInnis argues, “experiments with cotton as an
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object that is inextricably linked to the ‘souls of black folk’” (75). He however attempts to gild
Zora with a type of purity, apart from base materialities, that Du Bois deliberately challenges
(89). “Through Zora’s rejection of European notions of labor, property ownership, and capital
accumulation,” McInnis argues “Du Bois attempts to extract cotton from the market economy to
explore its potential value as an aesthetic and sacral object outside of the exchange-value/usevalue binary” (74). In Mary Taylor’s faltering moment of epiphany, Du Bois hints at what will
be the political and aesthetic message of Quest: for a black agrarian community to not simply
move towards poetry and away from the “heavy toil” of cotton but become sensitive to both
within the particular and the broad political, economic, and ecological flows.
Zora’s role within the novel is, indeed, revolutionary. But the breach between Zora and a
market economy is much less pronounced than what McInnis would have. The Zora of the
swamp represents, as McInnis argues, a decisive “affront” to the market (83). Yet the Zora of the
agrarian commune, at the novel’s end, is not the same woman with respect to her relation to the
market. If Zora is meant to be revolutionary than where is the revolution? In the moment Zora
turns back South to fulfill her revolutionary potential, a “subtle change” is noted about Zora,
“something that seemed to tell how out of the dream had stepped the dreamer into the realness
of things; how suddenly the seeker saw; how to the wanderer, the Way was opened” (296,
emphasis added).
Rather than liberate the object from its materiality into a type of spiritualism, the novel
should be read as returning to the materiality of cotton. Not in the same sense as the cotton cabal
but more closely to what Jane Bennett has termed “material vitality.” “By ‘vitality,’” Bennett
“mean[s] the capacity of things--edibles, commodities, storms, metals--not only to impede or
block the will and designs of humans but also to act as quasi agents or forces with trajectories,
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propensities, or tendencies of their own” (viii). Cotton is, in Jane Bennett’s phrasing, “vibrant
matter.” Indeed, Zora develops Bennett’s ethical imperative when responding politically to
things: “What is also needed is a cultivated, patient, sensory attentiveness to nonhuman forces
operating outside and inside the human body. . . . . Without proficiency in this countercultural
kind of perceiving, the world appears as if it consists only of active human subjects who confront
passive objects and their law-governed mechanisms” (xiv). The cabal of course delights in
passive objects. John Taylor marries the Cresswell daughter because “This girl . . . just lounged
and listened with an amused smile, or asked the most child-like questions” (114). Admittedly, an
“un-poetic imagination” is fatal to any attempt to live ethically within the cotton economy. But,
as we have seen with Mary Taylor, “vibrant matter” can make itself heard at unexpected
moments and in unreceptive imaginations. This is not to exclude the importance of aesthetics and
spirituality from the novel. Their role however is not to isolate but to set different ways of
knowing, such as political, aesthetic, and material, in relation to each other. In other words, Du
Bois attempts to position aesthetics or a related sense of spirit or romance, often in the form of a
song, as a mediation of the material realities of the cotton South. The development of Zora will
propose that “the Way” does not lead from materiality and its “toil” to a spiritual and aesthetic
recovery but rather the reverse.
After the collapse of Bles’s and Zora’s romance, Zora becomes a more remarkable figure
as she moves towards a more transient and alienated future. She is cropped violently from her
natural growth and just as the cotton which she identifies with becomes manufactured into a fine
dress, Zora will be a “product” of her region and social system. Without a home she falls in with
a “passing band of contract hands” moving from farm to farm; they “were a motley crowd,
ragged, swaggering, jolly. There were husky, big-limbed youths, and bold-faced, loud-tongued
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girls. To-morrow they would start up-country to some backwoods barony in the kingdom of
cotton, and work till Christmas time” (217-218). Sarah Smith, ever-watchful of her pupils, finds
Zora and rescues her from the lumpen “orgy” (221).
At Zora’s most vulnerable moment Mrs. Vanderpool, visiting the Cresswells, asks for
Zora as a maid (219). Instead of a home of her own, Zora finds a situation and turns toward
domestic servility. Zora had been fretting terribly over the “Way,” over some semblance of hope
and fantasy. It is of course odd that the “Way” leads to the big house, towards the very structure
that had been the source of so much terror: the Cresswell mansion where she serves Mrs.
Vanderpool during the visit. Zora works for the cosmopolitan Mrs. Vanderpool as that woman
moves effortlessly within the inner circles of New York and Washington D. C. The aberrant
domestication of Zora, service not stasis, signals the urban phase of the novel. As Zora becomes
more domesticated in the urban environment, the novel explores more explicitly the role of
power in the domestic space. Zora Creswell, Mary Taylor--now married to Harry Cresswell,
Mrs. Vanderpool, and Caroline Wynn seek political standing and a sense of purpose through the
men in their lives. Mary Taylor Cresswell, for instance, “intended gradually and tactfully to
relieve her husband of care connected with his public life so that, before he realized it, she would
be his guiding spirit and his inspiration” (283). Her tragic fate is to be married to a philandering
child rapist who “despised Amazons and ‘business’ women” (320). Mrs. Vanderpool wields
considerable political influence for the textually absent Mr. Vanderpool, securing for him the
French Ambassadorship, which he squanders by dying upon arrival.
Bles goes to D. C. too, where he gets a clerkship and for a brief moment travels the
country as a race leader. Zora is still fixated on Bles. Zora thinks “the Way,” mirroring the
Cresswells and Vanderpools, is to empower Bles. She imagines a woman’s role is to uplift the
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man and thus to uplift the race. The hypothetical “good and pure” wife of Bles, Zora imagines,
will “help and uplift and serve him” (293). Her summation of herself as an “outcast child of the
swamp,” repeats her placelessness, her lack of an object, and her deep-seated insecurity
regarding her morality which she learned from the South (294). Still crippled by bourgeois ideals
of purity, Zora’s foray into racial politics moves outside public arenas and relies on whispers to
her enchanted mistress: “[s]he saw herself standing dim within the shadows, directing the
growing power of a man: a man who would be great as the world counted greatness” (274). A
refusal by Bles to be a Republican Party stooge ends this Northern and urban dream. Rather than
a displacement towards greater freedom, the urban geography of parlors, offices, and art exhibits
channels a woman’s agency along familiar paths.
From an itinerant preacher Zora first hears a radical revision that quakes the church’s
conservative minister. The nomadic preacher proclaims, “‘Behold the Lamb of God that taketh
away sin. Behold the Supreme Sacrifice that makes us clean’” (295), and Zora’s enfeebling
conception of purity implanted by Bles and the cultural elite melts away. The scene iconically
captures Du Bois’s displeasure with the more established church and that body’s chastisement of
the rural poor. Still, Zora generally retraces Iola Leroy’s development from the existential threats
of the South, to the sense of opportunity in the North, and then a dutiful return South towards
“newer ways of helping men and women” (369). These “newer ways” will partly adopt the
masses hope for stasis in the form of landed property. Zora feels it her duty to return, buy land,
and carve out an ennobling agrarian commune from the swamp. Colonel Cresswell is only too
happy to sell Zora the swampland she wants under terms he believes will finally ensnare the
woman who is “[t]oo trifling to stick to a job” (364). Du Bois in other areas of his writing
expressed considerable skepticism regarding a return to the South. Responding to a play
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depicting a failed urban migration, Du Bois writes: “the Negro, ambitious and otherwise who
leaves the South, not one in ten ever goes back or wants to go back” (“Memorandum on the play
‘Handicapped’ by Irma Kraft”). The return, then, is not typical nor usually desirable and we can
ask: what are the imaginative conditions Du Bois sees as receptive to a return to rural stasis? It is
firstly not a return to the sedimented order of an aristocratic plantation class. Zora will commit to
a different form of stasis than that which Cresswell hopes to “stick” her to. Nor will Zora return
to the romance of rural isolation. Instead, her return is preconditioned on a belief, not in the
particularity of rural space, but in its fungibility. Remaining intimate with a piece of country
means becoming reconciled to that ecology’s circulation within systems of capital and metabolic
exchange. Her stasis will reject the forms of individualism so common in the Gilded Age’s selfmade men and, instead, will commit to a camaraderie with others who work in the dirt.
In the final phase of the novel, the established order of aristocracy finds itself flat-footed
in a world in flux. John Taylor, who had orchestrated the cotton corner with the Creswells, starts
a cotton mill and begins exploiting a growing population of poor white laborers. Working class
dissent simmers as the mill continues to claim children’s lives and limbs to the point where a
white woman turns to Zora while watching court proceedings: “Darned if I don't think these
white slaves and black slaves had ought ter git together” (395). The potential of a class alliance
comes to naught as Colonel Cresswell inflames the race hatred of the local Sheriff. A white mob
of mill hands attempts to fire Zora’s home and commune buildings and is thrown to its heels by
the resistance of the tenant farmers. Du Bois here reasserts women’s role in the religiously
inspired “bold regeneration of the land” (400).
Yet even as Zora brings to a head the social and political volatilities of the New South,
her new found economic foresight does not register the unstable ecology underlying those social
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orders. The final communal order, for all its revolution regarding the economic and political,
cannot imagine an ecological-social order that is apart from land reclamation. The dissonance
can be heard in the passage describing the death of the swamp:
The news of the great revival spread, and men and women came pouring in. Then
of a sudden the uproar stopped, and the ringing of axes and grating of saws and
tugging of mules was heard. The forest trembled as by some mighty magic,
swaying and falling with crash on crash. Huge bonfires blazed and crackled, until
at last a wide black scar appeared in the thick south side of the swamp, which
widened and widened to full twenty acres. (375)
Partly drained during Zora and Bles’s dream, the commune clears the land and raises a cotton
crop and the land becomes “a swamp in name only” (426). The “revival” as “scar” poses a
problem for the paradigm of environmental reimagination instituted by the writing of African
American women: the question becomes not how an already constructed space is reimagined, say
a former plantation, but how an ecological system is undermined in order to sustain a
community’s hope. The transformative potential of becoming attentive to cotton as thing, as
politics, as economy, could empower an environmentalism which is ingrained in lived
experience--especially the lived experience of a localized agrarian community. The subtle,
perhaps unintentional, critique of a land’s ability to “incarnate” a community parallels Du Bois’s
critique of the “growth” concept of domestic ideology. Both will call for attending community
not in the private space of the home but in the public spaces of the market. Through Zora and her
relation to cotton, Du Bois traces the social consequences of women’s domestication and their
removal from the agencies inherent within materials. African American women’s domestic
removal from and their subsequent literary reinstitution of their relation to nature gives Du Bois
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the historical and literary precedent that he purposes for Zora’s engagement with the material
environment.
McInnis and Gina Rossetti each attempt to separate The Quest from a logic of capitalism.
Rossetti reads the conclusion as a failure, as the commune “symbolizes this ‘moment’s fantasy’
and the impossibility of constructing a space outside of the material forces that perpetuate
continued subjugation because the only relation that the persons in the commune will continue to
have with each other is still an economic one” (47). Even as I agree that Du Bois never removes
his agrarian utopia from the plantation economy, I take the consequence of not appreciating the
material reality of commodity markets as the lesson of the first phase. Also, to appreciate Du
Bois’s portrayal of women’s agrarian labor must allow for that labor to be within a market, as
agrarian labor’s bond to material economies was one major reason for its previous erasure. This
is not to say that Du Bois did not imagine or strive for a “genuine alternative to capitalism” (Van
Wienen 163). Quest delimits what Van Wienen calls the “pivot, which might plausibly and even
causally connect the world of current reality with a future, better reality, while at the same time
maintaining a real separation between the two” (163). To mark the conclusion as a failure is to
not see “the South as a viable future for black Americans” (McInnis 73).
Rather than discover objects of purity, the conclusion of the novel attempts an
emancipatory revision of agrarian property and labor in the South which does not presume a
separation from the very villains that have attempted the rural poor’s subjugation. As Sarah
Smith advises a man hoping to farm and “‘ready to pit [him]self against the organized plantation
system without capital or experience,’” that absence dooms any chance for his success:
“‘[f]arming doesn't call for less intelligence than other things,’” she says, “‘it calls for more. It is
because the world thinks any training good enough for a farmer that the Southern farmer is to-
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day practically at the mercy of his keener and more intelligent fellows’” (Du Bois, Silver Fleece
137-138). Smith’s definition of intelligence, of course, means something more than the industrial
training hoped for by the Cotton trust. Smith calls for a sort of intelligence that can counter the
strategy and tactics of those in power within the same field of movement. Even as Zora
maintains her spiritualism, the third phase acquires some “Way” forward via Zora’s broader
learning in law, finance, and class relations. Though Zora’s childhood is marked by what
McInnis describes as “a folk epistemology that functions as an affront to the plantation system,
effectively disavowing capital accumulation, traditional notions of property ownership, and
refusing to abide by the logics of labor that drive the market economy” her disillusion at the
hands of the Cresswells when they “rape the fleece” effectively discounts a belief in secluded
safety for both body and soul (83). Plainly, Zora’s commune takes up many of her earlier efforts
to work apart, and even as I locate the moments of engagement with capital the commune makes
obvious efforts towards enclosure. Zora’s commune does indeed resemble, as McInnis argues,
the “group economy” which Du Bois forwards in “The Economic Revolution in the South.” In
that essay, Du Bois defines such an economy as “a cooperative arrangement of industry and
service of a group which tends to make the group a closed economic circle, largely independent
of surrounding whites” (Economic Revolution 99). However, rather than independent of
surrounding whites, the cotton crop raised within the commune goes to the same warehouse
where all the cotton of that area goes: the Cresswell warehouse.
Zora, at one point, turns to Bles and says, “Mud doesn't hurt much. This is my duty. Let
me do it” (410). This is not in response to some work in the field, but the most direct political
work Zora performs in the novel. To go into court and argue for ownership of the cotton crop the
community harvested, Bles fears, will expose Zora to the “coarse talk,” to the stigma of a
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laboring woman who claims a product for the market. Her response, that it is “mud,” resists
domestic seclusion. Simultaneously, Zora tells Bles that to labor in the earth is political and that
labor cannot be purely aesthetic or spiritual but must be marketable. Zora’s dirty work commits
to connecting widespread economic and environmental materialities.
But a subtler passage also implies the continued engagement with cycles of debt and
associated markets. The crop raised was “not so uniformly fine as the first acre of Silver Fleece”
(408). The passage signals cotton’s renowned ability to deplete soil. Even as the commune gains
the plantation of Colonel Cresswell in his awkward deathbed conversion, environmental
pressures will never allow “closed economic circle[s]” as messy ecological systems of exchange
frustrate attempts towards purity. In other words, Du Bois foresees the unexceptionalism of
Zora’s and Bles’s community project from the limits of environment and implies the sustained
need for a continued awareness of “vibrant matter.”
Zora’s connection to the ‘silver fleece’ will always be deeper and more vital than Bles’s,
even with his aesthetic appreciation of cotton’s beauty. She bodily feels the cotton fleece and
forces into awareness the alienated state of agrarian labor in the Deep South. Thereby, Zora
embodies the revolutions desperately needed for African American communities to remain
within an agrarian economy. And here Du Bois anticipates a “vital materialism” which Jane
Bennett theorizes can redress humanity’s violence towards the environment. If Du Bois imagines
something different then the relation of Wall Street to cotton but still using the same markets and
the same commodity, it is the initial force between subject and object that he and Bennett find as
enabling a revolution of ethical action. Instead of a relation that moves from human actors to
complacent objects, Zora allows herself to be moved by a materiality other than herself. From
this position of object acting on subject, Zora finds a reality that is more “horizontal” rather than
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“vertical” (Frow qtd. in Bennett 9-10). As cotton moves her, it moves those around her and it is
from this sense of connectedness rather than control that Zora thinks a black community can find
a home in the South. Her simultaneous engagement with the “vibrant matter” of cotton and with
the community most in touch with that plant opens her up to a more ethical relationship that,
likewise, simultaneously engages nature and community.
No matter how “good” a community is imagined the metabolic relation between labor
and land demands ever greater multiplicities of knowledge, ethics, and economy. Quest, rather
than replicating a vertical scale ascending from the material to the sacred, places these ways of
acting and knowing on a horizontal field of relation. Bles describes Zora’s new domestic order in
the swamp: “A thick green rag-carpet covered the floor; a few pictures were on the walls — a
Madonna, a scene of mad careering horses, and some sad baby faces. The room was a unity;
things fitted together as if they belonged together” (399). Really? Sad baby faces, careering
horses, and a Madonna are a unity? Bernard Bell sees Dubois’ Quest as an “unconvincing and
unresolved” set of conflicts: “Classical myth clashes with black folk beliefs, economic
determinism with spiritual freedom, Marxist theory with African cultural survivals, and allegory
with realism” (85). In the return of the Madonna, Du Bois does not intend a tidy unity of the
home with the field, the pure with the degraded, or the Way with stasis, but a pastiche. The
dissonances only “point out . . . larger field[s]” which can incorporate the assemblages towards
acts of freedom and remaining (Du Bois, Silver Fleece 398). Du Bois writes Zora in the image of
earlier migrating women who overlay a sense of the domestic agrarian, of a politics of the
threshold, upon the chaotic circuitry of race, environment, and labor. Du Bois rehearsed this
tradition but also exposed the fallacy of seclusion. The crutch of purity socially bounded an
already economically bounded subject.
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EPILOGUE
UNEARTHING AN “ENVIRONMENTALISM OF THE POOR” IN ALL GOD’S DANGERS
“[I]ntroducing human ecology into history does not so much naturalize history as historicize
ecology.”
-- Joan Martínez-Alier, Environmentalism of the Poor111

When Ned Cobb turned to go back into the house the posse member shredded his back
with buckshot. Cobb reeled and scattered the bark of a tree with the rounds from his revolver.
Behind that tree cowered a white posse member, one of a group of men sent to take the livestock
of Cobb’s neighbor and a fellow of the Alabama Sharecroppers Union. The gun battle was the
eruptive sign of decades of black suffering and white exploitation by landowners, bankers, and
merchants.
Published as an autobiography, All God’s Dangers (1974) is a transcription of
sharecropper Ned Cobb’s life story as he told it to visiting Harvard student, Theodore
Rosengarten. It offers a rare glimpse of someone who lived within the peonage system of Jim
Crow and never left. Published under the pseudonym, Nate Shaw, the text tells of Cobb’s years
working as a sharecropper, his success at farming, and the ways in which the white community
attempted to cheat him out of his rightful property. Rosengarten states Cobb, in long
monologues, “recounted dealings with landlords, bankers, fertilizer agents, mule traders, gin
operators, sheriffs, and judges--stories of the social relations of the cotton system” (xiv-xv).
Cobb and his family negotiate a social landscape fraught with violence after Reconstruction.
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After becoming relatively successful, Cobb joins a sharecroppers union in 1931. The
autobiography follows him through his years in the penitentiary after his fight with the posse,
and through his release when he retires to be cared for by his extended family. The cotton system
determines certain metabolic exchanges; farming vegetables, corn crops, or watermelons will not
secure a livelihood, but for Cobb, cotton still offers an opportunity “to profit [his] farmin in the
limits of what a farmer could do” (282, 278). All God’s Dangers tells the story of a versatile
farmer adapting not only to white pressure but to the potential and the limitations of the scrap of
ground he is on. In the transcribed autobiography, one man’s life powerfully narrates the daily
metabolic demands and exchanges of labor, nature, and social rights within the cotton system.
All God’s Dangers exemplifies three arguments I have attempted to make. The first is
that a rhizomatic understanding of the Black Belt means that scholarship, when treating
agrarianism in the U.S. South, should be wary of any “totalizing root.” Cobb represents the
millions of sharecroppers, tenant farmers, and freeholders who were never Booker T.
Washington. Cobb lives and works in the shadow of Tuskegee. He speaks of Washington and his
power with Northern money but Cobb’s estimates Washington “didn’t feel for and didn’t respect
his race of people enough to go rock bottom with em” (543). Cobb surmises that Washington
gathered prestige and influence for himself rather than risk all in a full-scale agrarian revolt.
Tuskegee’s prestige seems rather small when it can do little to influence the system of peonage
right at its door. All God’s Dangers relates roughly eighty years of Ned Cobb’s life and
Tuskegee only makes itself felt in the purchase of a few cattle and in its “big days” of
commencement (38, 69, 284, 542).
The second point of illustration concerns the act of remaining. The movement to the city
from the country overshadows the other variants of rebellion. As Cobb understands it, if you
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were an agitator, remaining was something Jim Crow resented. While in prison, Cobb is offered
parole if he would go to Birmingham rather than back to his country district; he refuses: “I wants
to go home to my wife and children and back to the country I come from. If you can’t do that for
me, you can keep me bound down in prison. I wants to live and abide by a way that I can be free
like folks is free” (390-391). The allure of freedom in the city honeycombs the social fabric
around Cobb. Families move away, including much of his own. Northern mobility, Cobb admits,
easily feels like liberty: “folks enjoys a hundred percent more freedom up there, white and black,
to move about and be with whoever they choose” (498). This freedom of movement in the North
captures the antithesis of the cotton system’s circumscribing boundaries of possession making
Cobb’s persistence to remain even more curious.
Cobb’s attempt to remain does so with complete awareness of how and where the cotton
system exploits him: “you produces it but you can’t demand it” (499). Cobb explains his decision
to remain at several points in the narrative. It is, seemingly, one of the key questions Cobb must
answer--why not leave?:
Some of my neighbors even picked up and left. The boll weevil was sendin a lot
of em out, no doubt. […] They was dissatisfied with the way of life here in the
south--and when I was livin on the Pollard place it come pretty wide open to me
and touched the hem of my garment. But my family was prosperin right here, I
didn’t pay no attention to leavin. I wanted to stay and work for better conditions. I
knowed I was in a bad way of life here but I didn’t intend to get out--that never
come in my mind. I thought somehow, some way, I’d overcome it. I was a farmin
man at that time and I knowed more about this country than I knowed about the
northern states. [...] In other words, I was determined to try. (295-296, emphasis
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in original)
Aware that he has “lived in bondage,” Cobb does not equate bondage to the land or agriculture
(303). Labor is actually an expression of freedom in his life. Labor connects Cobb to ecological
flows of input and output: “The land will respond to your labor if you are given a chance to work
it and a chance to learn how to work it. It’s the people here is what my trouble is. This land and
nothin on this land goin to get up and do me no harm but a person” (499, emphasis in original).
Such a view clashes directly with the sense expressed by so many African American writers that
to feel free they had to distance themselves from the soil. A subjectivity such as the “flâneur”
fastidiously abstains from any relation to the natural world.
Reading the debate during Jim Crow regarding agrarianism reveals a deep ambivalence
about the natural world. The conditions of slavery and later peonage prompted the projection of
rural space as a place of confinement, and the city as a place of freedom. To offer a return, not
only to the culture of the South, but to its agrarian means of production, is to offer a relation to
the natural world rank with the smell of degradation and slavery. Cobb’s narrative illustrates that
the efforts towards alienation from the land in order to feel free are not the only means of
resistance nor should they be portrayed as the definition of freedom. If the natural world
becomes something which is only a medium by which movement is registered, meaning that
ecological checks upon that movement are viewed as akin to unfreedom than our disregard to a
dying planet will continue. It is to continue to privilege and wed urban capital to freedom.
Joan Martínez-Alier defines the “environmentalism of the poor” as contrasting to the
“cult of wilderness,” with its emphasis on untouched landscape, and eco-efficiency, with its
emphasis on sustainable economic growth. The poor, who often reside in ecosystems slated for
cutting, mining, or damming, look to the local environment for a “livelihood”: “the main thrust
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of [an environmentalism of the poor] is not a sacred reverence for Nature but a material interest
in the environment as a source and requirement for livelihood; not so much a concern with the
rights of other species and of future generations of humans as a concern for today’s poor
humans” (11). Cobb practices such an environmentalism when he addresses the efforts to push
him off productive land with his ability to make a livelihood through his labor.
If we are to seriously consider an “environmentalism of the poor,” if we are to seek a
sense of justice that does not further alienate communities from the natural world, then when
reading literature we must comfort to systems of possession alongside “grammar[s] of liberation”
(McKittrick xxiii). Cobb states a cropper in the South “couldn’t make a livin with common sense
only--you had to have land” (112). Cobb’s labor to buy land provides an example of how to
remain in touch with nature, to define for oneself the sensation of freedom, to remain in bodily
contact with cheats and violence, and to labor for a partial share of the fruits of that labor. The
years of tenancy and theft do not poison Cobb’s love of the land: “I was born and raised here and
I have sowed my labor into the earth and lived to reap only a part of it, not all that was mine by
human right. It’s too late for me to realize it now, all that I put into this state. I stays on if it gives
em satisfaction for me to leave and I stays on because it’s mine” (500). Possession and remaining
ground two interrelated but distinct epistemologies of freedom: resist the peonage of the cotton
system, make a living from raising cotton for the market of the cotton system.
Cobb’s working within the cotton system does not prevent him from accreting a vast
store of ecological knowledge and connection to nature. The title, rather than refer to the
spectacular violence of Jim Crow, comes from Cobb’s assessment of the boll weevil: “I soon
learnt he’d destroy a cotton crop. Yes, all God’s dangers ain’t a white man” (223). The boll
weevil, a check upon the ambitions of the tenant farmers and the greed of the white exploiters,
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forces migration and divergent systems of flow but in Cobb’s assessment, the weevils and army
worms are parcel of an inescapable plan of checks and balances:
Who created the heaven and earth and everything therein? God put all these
pesters and insects here. As bad a old thing as a snake, God put him here; and He
put them things here--maybe, I wouldn’t accuse God of nothin wrong--to trouble
people. Folks in this world needs pesterin to wake em up to their limit. And to my
best opinion, God put the different weevils here and the weevils does their duty.
Some things may do more than God put em here to do--that’s the human, he do
more things than God put him here to do. (228)
The ecological and economic disaster strains the relation between sharecropper and land-owner.
While Cobb notes the families driven to the North by the weevil, ecologically alienating their
livelihood, the pest only captures Cobb’s imagination even more to find out, “from the first to the
last,” the weevil’s life cycle (223). Cobb’s deep natural knowledge braces his determination to
remain on the land and not be forced off to the city by Jim Crow or the boll weevil.
Cobb could voice a familiar form of environmentalism: “People goin up and down
Sitimachas to fish and just find the top of the water covered with nice catfish, poisoned. They
ought to put em in the penitentiary about poisonin the earth and the air and the waters, killin the
fish in the rivers and the water coasts and all like that. The devil is just loose on earth and the
laws is not hard enough on em” (474). But the environmental awareness he builds from years of
working with the land--the same that will be ripped from him--enables him to separate, in his
mind, the land from the people who steal his labor and his cotton. The environmentalism which
Cobb develops only occurs because he remains. It is the accretion of decades of attempting to
work with the land. The acts of dispossession spur acts of resistance but they do not alienate
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Cobb’s relation to the land. Amassed through the seasons of work, through the particular piece of
ground worked, Cobb’s environmentalism of the poor demarcates where his bondage ends and
his freedom begins.
The “durative landscape” does not become a sign by which freedom is defined against,
either through language or through movement.112 When Rob Nixon contrasts “slow violence”
versus a traditional understanding of violence, he does so through the temporal experience of the
two forms of violence. Slow violence lacks the explosive and very concrete form that traditional
violence takes. Politics, media, and aesthetic representation, Nixon claims, are ill equipped to
take in the long duration of some forms of environmental contamination (6-9). Our experience of
freedom, as I have attempted to sketch in this dissertation, can be understood within the same
temporal exclusions. Movement and escape provide definable and traceable acts of freedom, our
tools of representation--plot, for instance--are more capable of capturing that moment than a
freedom based on remaining within an antagonistic relationship. Spectacular escape--either being
disguised as a sailor, crossdressing, passing as white, being shipped in a box, pirating a
steamboat, fleeing from eminent murder--plots the genres of slave narratives and migration
narratives. Even in All God’s Dangers, we look for the moment Cobb violently fought back as
the climax of his fight for freedom, rather than his wise culturing of peas in between his corn
plants which gave him “a little money” not tied into the cotton system (282-284). Heuristic
frameworks seeking to define freedom should not by design occlude systems of working class
livelihood.
Part of the self-made man’s essence which has dire ecological consequences is the selfmade’s refusal, particularly when paired with industrialization, to accept limits. The ethos of
112
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overcoming everything which stands in the way is what enmeshes the self-made fully within a
monopolistic economic order. Cobb strives to “clim[b] up in this world,” doing “as well as any
poor colored man could do in this country” (130, 278). In many ways, All God’s Dangers speaks
to self-making. But Cobb’s take on “limits”--not the limits of the cotton system as signified in
the dangers of a “white man,” but the limits of environment--relates to an accepted spiritual and
ecological termination of one person’s capacity to do in the world: “what’s about you to make
[any kind of seed] sprout and come up?” Cobb asks, “What’s about you? You got no power. God
got the power. But God has got a part for you to do--He aint goin to come down here and plant
nary a seed of no sort for you….He give you wisdom and knowledge to do it” (182). Cobb’s
critique of personal agency turns from an absolute egocentrism by finding within those
ecological partners that one cannot control (“sunshine and water”) a definitive role for one’s
labor, “because God aint goin to do your labor” (182).
Pursuing post-bellum literature for representations of agrarian labor will not garner an
environmentalism most urban-centered environmentalists will recognize. The search does,
however, comment on a particular strain in modern environmentalism’s efforts to “get back to
the earth” or to diminish our alienated subjectivity. To do so requires we become sensitive to the
moments of social metabolism constellated throughout our class system. As the poor suffer more
from acts of environmental degradation, the tenets of environmental justice precondition social
justice as a means of environmental restoration. In addition to the layers of social and political
violence endured by black sharecroppers of the South, they were systematically relegated to the
worst plots of farmland. Recovering, when we read for remaining, the ecological sensibility that
arises when one works directly with nature enables us to define the violence of Jim Crow as not
only racial but environmental. African American “anti-nature” writing responded to white-
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supremacists’ equation of African Americans with nature. That literature testifies to the appeal of
a roving, free-wheeling urbanity. But the political dynamics of racial uplift and the demographic
millstone of a predominantly rural black population all but ensured the presence of an agrarian
ideology even in the works of such urbane authors as Frances E. W. Harper, Charles Chesnutt,
and W. E. B. Du Bois. Their work becomes invested in a dialogue with the work of remaining as
found in the writing of Sutton Griggs and the Southern female poets. It is within that dialogue,
when their literature imagined or questioned a “livelihood” in the systems of cotton and cane
where we might find an environmentalism of the poor. Pulling out the characteristics of that type
of environmentalism of the poor brings some clarity to literature’s role as a cultural mediator
between our pursuit of freedom and our deep connection or lack thereof to the natural world. The
literature herein discussed demands, to use Sutton Griggs’s phrasing, we become capable of
imagining that the labor of others, pulling the vital elements from nature, enters a metabolic flow
that makes us.
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